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Abstract
Methodologies from data science and machine learning, both new and old, provide an
exciting opportunity to investigate physical systems using extremely expressive statistical
modeling techniques. Physical transitions are of particular interest, as they are accompanied by pattern changes in the configurations of the systems. Detecting and characterizing
pattern changes in data happens to be a particular strength of statistical modeling in data
science, especially with the highly expressive and flexible neural network models that have
become increasingly computationally accessible in recent years through performance improvements in both hardware and algorithmic implementations. Conceptually, the machine
learning approach can be regarded as one that employing algorithms that eschew explicit
instructions in favor of strategies based around pattern extraction and inference driven by
statistical analysis and large complex data sets. This allows for the investigation of physical
systems using only raw configurational information to make inferences instead of relying on
physical information obtained from a priori knowledge of the system. This work focuses on
the extraction of useful compressed representations of physical configurations from systems
of interest to automate phase classification tasks in addition to the identification of critical
points and crossover regions.

viii

Chapter 1
Introduction
In current times, machine learning has become an almost inescapable topic in our daily
lives. From the more mundane and perhaps frustrating experiences such as exposure to advertising and social media[1, 2] to perhaps more exciting topics such as speech recognition,
autonomous driving, translation, handwriting detection, and computer vision,[3, 4, 5, 6, 7]
machine learning has been systematically improving the state-of-the-art for a while now.
At present, there are many readily available software packages containing implementations
of machine learning methods.[8, 9, 10, 11, 12]
Conceptually, the machine learning approach can be seen as a strategy for detecting
patterns and using said patterns extracted from large data sets to map input samples to
output data in the form of classifications, regressions, etc. Many modern scientific investigations naturally involve the use of large data sets, in particular numerical studies. However,
nuances present in these data sets are often neglected by conventional approaches that simply measure moments in the data. For instance, the Lindemann parameter often used to
study the melting of crystals is a measure of the deviations of atomic positions from equilibrium positions in the crystal.[13] Generally, pattern changes in atomic positions across
the data set is a common feature of phase transitions in molecular systems. Additionally,
for sufficiently complex systems, obvious order parameters for the phase transitions are
unknown, which can prohibit the detection of corresponding pattern changes. This is indeed the case for some systems, such as heavy fermion materials.[14] By contrast, inference
methods like the maximum likelihood method or the maximum entropy method[15, 16]
have been applied to certain physical problems, though other approaches similar to the
inference approaches provided by machine learning methods have only recently attracted
attention. The advances in machine learning methodologies provide an interesting proposal
for applications in analyzing physical data and even perhaps improving upon existing numerical techniques.[17] By contrast to conventional methods, machine learning provides
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an alternative framework for unveiling underlying patterns in data beyond those provided
by simple means, variances, or higher moments. Furthermore, the inference strategy used
by machine learning algorithms can perhaps allow for the detection of important physical
features through the use of pattern detection without relying on a priori knowledge of the
system such as a known order parameter. This not only provides a new framework for
possibly achieving a deeper understanding of well-studied problems, but also understanding problems which have eluded analysis by conventional means. Of particular interest
for this approach is the study of interacting systems on both quantum and classical scales.
Currently outstanding problems include the calculation of critical points and the prediction
of phase diagrams. In fact, in recent years, researchers have demonstrated that machine
learning techniques can be valuable tools for physics research. Some exceptional recent
papers show that select machine learning algorithms can be utilized to identify phase transitions in lattice models (particularly spin systems).[18, 19, 20, 21] There have also been
applications to classifications of crystal structures as well as predictions of melting points
in octet AB solids and monatomic metals.[22, 23]
Still, the mechanisms behind why machine learning has been so successful in practice is
only heuristically understood in general. Empirically, it is known that excellent results can
be obtained by using large datasets and training procedures with computational graphs
that make targeted predictions on said data. However, recent work has been done to make
analogies between the way that certain artificial neural networks learn and the mechanisms of physics-based conceptual frameworks. The analogy is motivated by procedural
similarities between how artificial neural networks extract features that are important for
making predictions and how methodologies from physics extract macroscopic properties
from microscopic information.
In the study of physics, one will often encounter physical systems of interest that consist
of often staggeringly large degrees of freedom. Direct computation of the trajectories of said
constituents is impossible in practice, but we thankfully have a large body of mathematical
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machinery and analysis available to investigate these complicated systems. Of particular
interest is the methodology of statistical mechanics, which allows a physicist to describe
physical systems in terms of macroscopic properties of complicated many-body systems
without relying on the explicit details of the microscopic properties of each constituent
piece.[24] Still, the physics of macroscopic phenomena exhibited by a physical system is
intimately connected to the physics of the microscopic phenomena and while statistical
mechanics provides the methodology necessary to extract descriptions of the macroscopic
independent of explicit calculation of the microscopic, there is still valuable discussion and
insights to be had regarding the nature of this intimate connection that allows such conclusions to be made. A rather enlightening perspective on this topic relates to the organization
of nature by scale. For instance, we can view natural phenomena as being dictated by a
so-called ordered hierarchy of scale in which particle physics underlies atomic physics which
in turn underlies condensed matter physics and so on. But, the “effective depth” of this
hierarchy does not necessarily reach all of the way to the “bottom”, the smallest scale of
known physics. Relating back to the hierarchy of scale example given, particle physics may
have a dramatic effect on determining atomic phenomena, we cannot expect it to affect
phenomena on very large scales such as in the study of celestial objects.[25] While this
limited-depth ordering of physical phenomena by scale is not always simple to identify, it
exists nonetheless. Newton did not have access to knowledge of quantum physics and was
yet still capable of constructing accurate theories of classical physics capable of making
completely valid predictions simply because it is not necessary to understand quantum
phenomena to understand the trajectory of an apple falling from a tree. Understanding
this organization of physics by scale is crucial to establishing a deep understanding of the
natural world around us.
However, this is not the only way in which we must understand the organization of
nature. One would expect physical processes to proceed at a gradual pace, described in
mathematical terms by smooth differentiable functions.[25] Indeed, in the context of statis-
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tical physics, this concept holds for the microscopic descriptions of the constituent pieces
of a physical system. However, this expectation fails on the macroscopic scale in the context of phase transitions, which are characterized by a sudden discontinuous change in the
macroscopic properties of a physical system as a result of changes in external conditions,
such as temperature or pressure. Interestingly, a large class of physical systems exhibit
identical behavior at the second order phase transition regardless of their microscopic composition. This observation is referred to as universality and is displayed in a scaling limit
wherein a large number of interacting parts of the system come together.[25] Fluctuations
occur at all length scales near a critical point, which consequently means that a theory
should be chosen that displays scale-invariance to describe the physical phenomena as the
theory does not change with respect to the scaling of energy, length, or other properties
by a common factor. Through this observation, we can see that critical phenomena are
unsurprisingly intimately related to the concept of scale.
Another important way in which nature is organized can be described through the
concept of symmetry. On the topic of phase transitions under Landau theory, different
phases can be described in terms of different symmetries.[26] For instance, a solid is distinct
from a fluid through the existence of crystal structures, which break the translational and
rotational symmetries of space. In this way, we can view the melting and solidification
as spontaneous symmetry breaking. Many physical systems display similar symmetries,
sometimes rather subtle, which opens up the door to constructing classification schemes
of systems by symmetry class. This viewpoint is powerful, as it allows for the assumption
that as a system undergoes some change from one symmetry class to another, that a
phase transition has taken place. Furthermore, exploiting these symmetries allows for
the determination of macroscopic physical properties. By observing these ways in which
nature is organized, an elegant perspective of physical phenomena, especially with regards
to phase transitions, can be understood through the connections between scale, symmetry,
and universality.
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The renormalization group provides an intuitive, albeit oftentimes mathematically nonrigorous, apparatus for systematic investigation of how a physical system changes as viewed
from different scales.[27, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] Changes in scale are performed through
scale transformations. Generally speaking, a system viewed at one scale can be seen as
consisting of self-similar copies of itself when viewed on a smaller scale, albeit with different
parameters characterizing the interactions of the constituents of the system. Self-similarity
refers to symmetries in which a system appears to be the same at all scales, which itself
is closely related to properties of scale invariance and conformal invariance. Changing
these parameters (which are referred to collectively as a theory) through the use of beta
functions induces what is called a renormalization flow, in which different operators of the
statistical field theory are classified as either relevant or irrelevant. The relevant operators,
which influence perturbations in the free energy observable over long distances, drive the
theory towards points in the theory space in which the long-range physics remain the same
while the irrelevant operators only change the short-distance details and are disregarded.
Following the relevant directions in the theory space eventually drives the theory towards
a fixed point in which the system is self-similar at all distance scales. This theory then
describes a universality class. The renormalization procedure can be generally understood
as a so-called coarse-graining of the physical system through the retention of these longdistance details during rescaling. Colloquially, this can be understood as “putting on blurry
glasses” to decrease the resolution of the physical system. It can be understood as a sort
of averaging over the detailed components of the system to retrieve an “overall” picture of
its behavior.
Similarly, artificial neural networks can also be viewed through the lens of a coarsegraining iterative process. Artificial neural networks are computational graphs composed of
several nodes referred to as neurons aggregated into layers, often in a feedforward manner.
In much the same way as physics seeks to extract meaningful information from often very
complex systems of interaction components, machine learning seeks to detect (often rather
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subtle) patterns in high-dimensional data to make meaningful predictions. In the context
of an application such as computer vision, the early layers “learn” to respond to lowerlevel features in an image such as object edges and colors and these are fed forward into
deeper layers that combine these responses to lower-level features into higher-level features.
These features are detected by changing the values along the edges and in the nodes of
the graph to reduce errors in the predictions the artificial neural network is being trained
to make. Due to this optimization process, only features that are considered relevant to
making accurate predictions are retained, while irrelevant ones are disregarded in order
to reach a minimum in the error surface parameterized by the edges and nodes in the
computational graph. This is conceptually very similar to the framework provided by the
renormalization group, in which only relevant directions in the renormalization flow are
followed in order to reach the fixed point. In a very broad sense, it can be said that both
the artificial neural networks and the renormalization group process perform an iterative
coarse-graining process to isolate meaningful features of a system (or data) to reach an
objective.
In fact, for certain contexts, this is more than just a broad conceptual similarity. In
a paper by Mehta and Schwab, they showed that there is an exact mapping between the
variational renormalization group scheme and the restricted Boltzmann machine, a type of
two-layer artificial neural network, when applied to the Ising model.[33] Essentially, as the
network is trained, there is a gradual formation of block spins in the restricted Boltzmann
machine layers equivalent to block spin renormalization. This serves as a formalization of
the observed philosophical resemblance between the capabilities for artificial neural networks and the renormalization group to distill complex systems into their relevant parts.
One author even suggested that there may be some sort of universal logic to how relevant
features can be isolated and detected from complex information. However, a lot work still
remains to be done in this area. The renormalization group works well with self-similar
systems, that is to say systems in the vicinity of the critical point and consequently every
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system in its universality class. However, systems in nature are not generally self-similar.
Still, this correspondence with the restricted Boltzmann machine constitutes a smoking
gun that may lead towards gaining a deeper understanding of how meaningful features of
a system are isolated with renormalization group theory and machine learning methods.
The establishment of more formal proofs of this correspondence is not the concern of
this work, however. Instead, the philosophical connection between machine learning and
the renormalization group supported by the exact mapping with the restricted Boltzmann
machine serves as motivation for empirical investigation into how representation learning,
a sub-field of machine learning, can be used to identify structural changes in physical
systems across phase transitions and crossovers. The goal of representation learning is to
decompose complex multi-dimensional data into smaller, disentangled pieces of information.
Interestingly, this idea draws inspiration from physics, in which we can seek to describe a
system in terms of symmetries which was previously identified as one of the fundamental
organizing aspects of nature. Thus, this work intends to address a selection of systems,
in this case the 2-dimensional square Ising model and a monatomic system of aluminum
atoms, with methods from representation learning to identify structural changes in the
physical configurations of the systems across phase transitions. In the following chapter,
the statistical mechanics of the Ising model including the treatment of the system with
the renormalization group are explored. In chapter 3, the physics of melting phenomena
are explored. In chapters 4 and 5, traditional machine learning techniques and artificial
neural networks are respectively described. In chapters 6 and 7, the predictions of the
phase transition and crossover of the Ising model and the melting point transition of the
aluminum using machine learning techniques are investigated.
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Chapter 2
Statistical Mechanics of the Ising Model
2.1

Introduction
The Ising model is an oft-employed model for describing magnetic physical phenomena

in statistical physics. It is expressed in the form of a multidimensional array of spins σi
that represent a discrete arrangement of magnetic dipole moments of atomic spins.[24] The
spins are restricted to spin-up or spin-down alignments such that σi ∈ {−1, +1}. The spins
interact with their nearest neighbors with an interaction strength given by Jij for neighbors
σi and σj . The spins can additionally interact with an applied external magnetic field Hi
(where the magnetic dipole moment µ has been absorbed). The full Hamiltonian describing
the system is thus expressed as

H=−

X

Jij σi σj −

X

Hi σi

(2.1)

i

hi,ji

Where hi, ji indicates a sum over adjacent spins. For Jij > 0, the interaction between
the spins is ferromagnetic, for Jij < 0, the interaction between the spins is antiferromagnetic, and for Jij = 0, the spins are noninteracting. Furthermore, if Hi > 0, the spin
at site i tends to prefer spin-up alignment, if Hi < 0, the spin at site i tends to prefer
spin-down alignment, and if Hi = 0, there is no external magnetic field influence on the
spin at site i. Typically, the model is studied in the case of Jij = J = 1 and the vanishing field case Hi = H = 0 is of particular interest for dimension d ≥ 2 since a phase
transition is exhibited as the critical temperature is crossed. At low temperatures with a
vanishing field, the physics of the Ising model is overwhelmingly influenced by the nearestneighbor interactions, which for a ferromagnetic model means that adjacent spins tend to
align with one another. However, as the temperature is increased, the thermal fluctuations
will eventually overpower the interactions such that the magnetic ordering is destroyed
and the orientations of the spins can be considered independent of one another. This is
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called a paramagnet. In such a case, if an external magnetic field were to be applied, the
paramagnet would respond to it and tend to align with it, though for high temperatures,
a sufficiently strong external field will be required to overcome the thermal fluctuations.
The detailed investigation of this model from a statistical perspective will be presented in
this chapter.
2.2 Statistical Mechanics
Many physical systems of interest contain a very large number of degrees of freedom.
For instance, consider that the mole is used as base unit for the amount of a substance such
as atoms, molecules, electrons, etc. A mole is defined as 6.02214076 · 1023 particles, which is
clearly a rather large number. Such a large number of particles renders direct computation
of the trajectories of said particles impossible in practice. This does present an issue,
but statistical mechanics provides methodologies that allow for the investigation of such
complicated physical systems.[24] Instead of relying on the explicit details of the microscopic
properties of the constituent particles in the system, the system can instead be described
on the macroscopic scale through the use of statistical averages of the configurations of the
system in a chosen ensemble referred to as functions of state.[26] In the thermodynamic limit
in which the number of particles tends towards infinity (N → ∞), these statistical averages
become exact as the variances of the macroscopic quantities vanish. These microscopic
configurations are referred to as microstates while the macroscopic average quantities are
called macrostates. Through the application of the ergodic hypothesis and combinatorics,
the probability of a system existing in state n is given by the Boltzmann distribution.[26]

pn =

1 −βEn
e
Z

(2.2)

Where β is the inverse energy of the temperature of the system (also sometimes referred
to as coldness) such that β =

1
T

(where the Boltzmann constant kB has simply been

incorporated into the temperature) and En is the energy of the state. The quantity Z
9

is the normalization factor for the probability referred to as the partition function and is
expressed as the sum over all of the microstate probabilities.

Z=

X

e−βEn

(2.3)

n

The partition function is central to statistical physics as macroscopic properties can
be related to the microscopic features of the system through derivatives of the partition
function.[26] For instance, the internal energy can be calculated readily.

U = hEi =

1X
1 ∂Z
En e−βEn = −
Z n
Z ∂β

(2.4)

This may also be expressed through the free energy F for the canonical ensemble (more
specifically, the Helmholtz free energy).
1
F = U − T S = − log Z
β

(2.5)

Such that the internal energy is simply

U=

∂(βF )
∂β

The specific heat capacity is also given as
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(2.6)

1 ∂U
∂U
∂ 2 (βF )
∂U
=− 2
= −β 2
= −β 2
∂T
T ∂β
∂β
∂β 2
∂ 2 log Z
∂ 1 ∂Z
= β2
= β2
2
∂β
∂β Z ∂β



2
1 ∂ Z ∂Z ∂Z ∂ 1
2
=β
+
Z ∂β 2
∂β ∂β ∂Z Z
2 !

1 ∂ 2Z
1 ∂Z
2
=β
− 2
Z ∂β 2
Z ∂β

= β 2 E 2 − hEi2

C=

(2.7)

Within the context of the Ising model in particular, the partition function is expressed
as

Z=

X

e−βH[σi ]

(2.8)

{σi }

Where H[σi ] is the Ising Hamiltonian. And the Helmholtz free energy is thus
X
1
1
F = − log Z = − log
e−βH[σi ]
β
β

(2.9)

{σi }

The magnetization of the system is readily given by differentiating the free energy with
respect to the external field at fixed temperature T , or equivalently fixed β.

M =−

∂F
∂H

=
β

1 ∂Z
1 X −βH[σi ]
=
σi e
= N hσi i
βZ ∂H
Z

(2.10)

{σi }

Where N is the number of lattice sites in the system. Typically, the average magneti-
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zation m is used.

m=

M
= hσi i
N

(2.11)

Another important property of the Ising model can be obtained by differentiating
the magnetization with respect to the external magnetic field. This is referred to as the
magnetic susceptibility χ.

∂M
∂ 2F
∂m
=
=−
∂H β
∂H β
∂H 2 β
∂ 1 ∂Z
=
∂H βZ ∂H


1 ∂Z ∂Z ∂ 1
1 ∂ 2Z
+
=
βZ ∂H 2 β ∂H ∂H ∂Z Z
2

1
1 ∂ 2Z
∂Z
−
=
βZ ∂H 2 βZ 2 ∂H

= β σi2 − hσi i2

χ=N

2.3

(2.12)

Weiss Mean Field Theory
Evaluating the partition function Z is rather difficult, but an approximation method

known as Weiss mean field theory can be used to simplify this.[34, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]
Instead writing the interactions in terms of the spins directly, they can be written in terms
of the deviations of the spins from the mean magnetization m. Thus, the product of spins
at sites i and j can be written as
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σi σj = [(σi − m) + m][(σj − m) + m]
= (σi − m)(σj − m) + m(σj − m) + m(σi − m) + m2
= (σi − m)(σj − m) + m(σi + σj ) − m2

(2.13)

The crucial assumption lies in assuming the fluctuations of the spins from the mean
are small such that

σi σj ≈ m(σi + σj ) − m2

(2.14)

The approximate mean field Hamiltonian (taking Jij = J and Hi = H) for the ddimensional Ising model with N sites is thus

H = −J

X

X

m(σi + σj ) − m2 − H
σi
i

hi,ji

= dN Jm2 − (2dJm + H)

X

= dN Jm2 − (2dJm + H)

X

σi

i

σi

i

= dN Jm2 − Heff

X

σi

(2.15)

i

Where it is important to note that there are twice as many neighbors as dimensions,
but half has many neighbor pairs as sites. The mean field approximation has removed
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the interactions and provides a non-interacting two-state Hamiltonian with an effective
magnetic field that allows for far simpler calculation of the partition function Z.

Z=

X

e−β (dN Jm

2 −H

eff

P

i

σi )

{σi }
2

= e−βdN Jm

X

eβHeff

P

i

σi

{σi }
2

= e−βdN Jm e−βHeff + eβHeff

N

2

= 2N e−βdN Jm coshN βHeff

(2.16)

However, the mean magnetization m is still unknown. This can be self-consistently
solved using the definition of m from the prior section.

1
∂Z
N βZ ∂Heff
2
2−N eβdN Jm
∂ N −βdN Jm2
=
2 e
coshN βHeff
N
N β cosh βHeff ∂Heff
∂
1
coshN βHeff
=
N
N β cosh βHeff ∂Heff

m=

N β sinh βHeff coshN −1 βHeff
N β coshN βHeff
sinh βHeff
=
= tanh βHeff = tanh (2dβJm + βH)
β cosh βHeff
=

(2.17)

Mean Field Behavior
First, consider the vanishing field case H = 0. The expression for the mean magnetization can be Taylor expanded in following manner.
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m = tanh 2dβJm

(2dβJ)3 3
m + O m5
3
3(2dβJ
− 1)
=⇒ m2 ≈
(2dβJ)3

= 2dβJm −

Figure 2.1: A sketch of the intersections
of m and tanh 2dβJ for 2dβJ < 1.

(2.18)

Figure 2.2: A sketch of the intersections
of m and tanh 2dβJ for 2dβJ > 1.

For 2dβJ < 1, the only real solution is m = 0, shown in Fig. 2.1. This means that for
high temperatures T > 2dJ, there is no mean magnetization of the Ising configuration. In
this case, the entropic contributions from the thermal fluctuations overpower the energetically preferred ordered states in which the spins are aligned with one another. However,
for 2dβJ > 1, there are multiple solutions located at m = 0 and m = ±m0 , shown in Fig.
2.2. The zero-magnetization solution is unstable, but the non-zero magnetization solutions
are stable and symmetric. For low temperature (T → 0 =⇒ β → ∞), the solutions
tend towards m = ±1. This means that the spins tend to align with one another at low
temperatures, either in the spin-up or spin-down states as expected.
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Figure 2.3: A diagram depicting possible spin configurations in 2 dimensions.
The condition that separates these two regimes is located at 2dβJ = 1 =⇒ β =

1
.
2dJ

The abruptness in which the magnetization changes may seem counter-intuitive, as one
would likely assume a smooth decrease in the magnetization with increasing temperature,
but this is not the case and indeed hints at the characteristic nature of phase transitions.
The temperature associated with this abrupt change is referred to as the critical temperature, which in this case is located at TC = 2dJ. Diagrams of possible spins configurations
in 2 dimensions are shown in Fig. 2.3.
The results are slightly different in the non-vanishing field case (H 6= 0). First, for the
high temperature regime, analysis begins by performing a Taylor expansion to linear order
in the external magnetic field H of the magnetization self-consistency equation.

m = tanh (2dβJm + βH)
= tanh 2dβJm + βH sech2 2dβJm + O H 2
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(2.19)

After this, another Taylor expansion around β = 0 can be performed to extract results
for the high temperature regime (T  2dJ).

m ≈ tanh 2dβJm + βH sech2 2dβJm

m ≈ β(2dJm + H) + O β 3
=⇒ m ≈

βH
H
H
=
≈
1 − 2dβJ
T − 2dJ
T

for T  2dJ

(2.20)

As can be clearly seen, the magnetization tends smoothly towards zero for high temperatures with a fixed external magnetic field. For low temperatures, an expansion of
the magnetization self-consistency equation can be performed around m = 0 as with the
vanishing field case.

m = tanh (2dβJm + βH)
≈ tanh βH + 2dβJm sech2 βH + O m2



(2.21)

Note that under the condition of low temperature, β → ∞, sechn βH → 0. Since every
term aside from the leading term constant in m contains a power of sech βH, these terms
vanish. Thus, for low temperatures,

m ≈ tanh βH

(2.22)

This shows that m asymptotically approaches ±1 as the temperature decreases, similar
to the vanishing field case, but there is no longer ambiguity in the preferred state as with
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the vanishing field case, as the sign of the magnetization is determined by the sign of the
external magnetic field H.
Since the magnetization smoothly decreases to zero with increasing temperature in the
presence of an external magnetic field, there is no phase transition where the magnetization
abruptly vanishes. Instead, the region in which the system goes from an ordered to a
disordered state is referred to as the crossover region. However, the presence of an external
magnetic field induces a preference in the sign of the magnetization according to the sign
of the external magnetic field. By varying the external magnetic field H from negative
to positive values at a low temperature (T < TC ), a phase transition is observed as the
magnetization discontinuously changes from a negative to a positive value.

Figure 2.4: A sketch of the temperature
dependence of the magnetization in the
vanishing field case.

Figure 2.5: A sketch of the temperature
dependence of the magnetization in the
non-vanishing field case.

The magnetizations in the vanishing and non-vanishing field cases are respectively
depicted in Fig. 2.4 and Fig. 2.5.
Mean Field Critical Exponents
The physics close to the critical point warrants further investigation, the nature of which
is focused on the behavior of how physical properties change in this vicinity. Returning to
the vanishing field case (H = 0) just below the critical temperature, m is small. Re-using
the expansion of the magnetization self-consistency equation for small m,
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(2dβJ)3 3
m + O m5
m = 2dβJ −
3
3(2dβJ
− 1)
3
=⇒ m2 ≈
=
(2dβJ − 1)
3
(2dβJ)
(2dβJ)3

(2.23)

Using TC = 2dJ and β = T ,

 3 

3
T
TC
m ≈
(2dβJ − 1) = 3
−1
TC
T
(2dβJ)3
  32 
 12
√
T
TC
=⇒ m = 3
−1
TC
T
2

(2.24)

The first factor only weakly depends on T around TC and the dominant contribution
comes from the second factor, which is singular at T = TC . Thus,

1

m(T ) ∼ (TC − T ) 2

for T → TC−

(2.25)

Thus, mean field theory predicts that the magnetization vanishes as a power law dependent on the temperature relative to the critical temperature. This exponent, referred
to as a critical exponent, is conventionally referred to as β, not to be confused with the
coldness.

m(T ) ∼ (TC − T )β ;

β=

1
2

(2.26)

The critical exponent for the non-vanishing field transition across H = 0 with the
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temperature fixed at T = TC (2dβJ = 2dβC J = 1) can also be determined in a similar
manner. Expanding the self-consistency equation for the magnetization around 2dβJm +
βH = 0,


1
m = 2dβJm + βH − (2dβJm + βH)3 + O (2dβJm + βH)5
3
1
≈ m + βC H − (m + βC H)3
3

3
2dJ
H
=⇒ H ≈
m+
3
2dJ

(2.27)

In the limit of H → 0, the right hand side of the relation can be taken to lowest order.
2dJ 3
H≈
m =⇒ m ≈
3



3
2dJ

 31

1

1

H 3 =⇒ m ∼ H δ ;

δ=3

(2.28)

Mean field theory thus predicts a power law relationship dependent on the external
magnetic field with an exponent of 13 , conventionally referred to as 1δ .
The magnetic susceptibility can also be treated in a similar manner. Instead of starting
from the beginning, the expanded self-consistency equation for the magnetization can be
used around 2dβJm + βH = 0.

1
m = 2dβJm + βH − (2dβJm + βH)3 + O (2dβJm + βH)5
3

(2.29)

This expression only needs to be taken to first order in H to extract the derivative with
respect to H.
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1
m ≈ 2dβJm + βH − (2dβJm)3
3
∂m
∂m
∂m
=⇒
≈ 2dβJ
+ β − (2dβJ)3 m2
∂H
∂H
∂H

∂m
=⇒ 1 − 2dβJ + (2dβJ)3 m2
=β
∂H
β
∂m
=
=⇒
∂H
1 − 2dβJ + (2dβJ)3 m2
Nβ
∂m
=
=⇒ N
∂H
1 − 2dβJ + (2dβJ)3 m2
Nβ
=⇒ χ =
1 − 2dβJ + (2dβJ)3 m2

(2.30)

In the case that T > TC and H = 0, m = 0, so the magnetic susceptibility simplifies to

χ=

Nβ
Nβ
N
=
=
1 − 2dβJ
2dβC J − 2dβJ
k(T − TC )

(2.31)

Consequently,

χ ∼ (T − TC )−1 ;

for T → TC+

(2.32)

In the case that T < TC and H = 0, m will be small and the expansion cosh2 2dβJm ≈
1 + (2dβJ)2 can be utilized.

χ≈

Nβ
1 + (2dβJ)3 m2 − 2dβJ

Using the earlier result for m2 ≈

3
(2dβJ
(2dβJ)3
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− 1),

(2.33)

Nβ
1 + (2dβJ)2 m2 − 2dβJ
Nβ
=
3
3
1 + (2dβJ) (2dβJ)3 (2dβJ − 1) − 2dβJ

χ≈

Nβ
1 + 3(2dβJ − 1) − 2dβJ
Nβ
Nβ
N
=
=
=
2(2dβJ − 1)
2(2dβJ − 2dβC J)
2k(TC − T )

=

(2.34)

Consequently,

χ ∼ 2−1 (TC − T )−1 ;

for T → TC−

(2.35)

Combining these results and adopting the convention of using γ for the critical exponent,

χ ∼ A± |T − TC |−γ± ;

γ± = 1;

A+ = 2A−

(2.36)

For the specific heat capacity, it is useful to consider the internal energy in the vanishing
field case H = 0.

*
U = hEi =

−J

+
X


m(σi + σj ) − m2

= dN Jm2 − 2dJm

*
X

+
σi

= −dN Jm2

i

hi,ji

(2.37)

In the case that T > TC and H = 0, m = 0, so the heat capacity vanishes such that
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3
(2dβJ
(2dβJ)3

− 1) can be used

3
3N
(2dβJ − 1)
3 (2dβJ − 1) = −
2
8d β 3 J 2
(2dβJ)

(2.38)

C = 0. For T < TC and H = 0, the approximation for m2 ≈
once again,

U ≈ −dN J

The heat capacity is then

∂U
∂
3N
= β2
(2dβJ − 1)
2
∂β
∂β 8d β 3 J 2


3N β 2 ∂ 2dJ
1
= 2 2
− 3
8d J ∂β β 2
β




2
3
4dJ
3N β 4dJ
3N β 2 3
− 4 = 2 2
− 3
=− 2 2
8d J
β3
β
8d J β 4
β




3N
3
4dJ
3N 2 3
2
−
=
β
−
= 2 2
8d J β 2
β
2 C β 2 ββC


3N βC2 3
2
3N T
=
−
=
(3T − 2TC )
2 β β βC
2 TC2

C = −β 2

(2.39)

For T → TC− , C = 32 N . This result does not show power law behavior, but rather a
discontinuous jump at the phase transition. This is indicative of the shortcomings of the
mean field approximation.
Validity of Mean Field Theory
Despite casting light on the Ising model phase diagram and allowing for the calculation
of critical exponents, it is still important to consider how valid the mean field approximation
truly is. One way to approach this is to consider where mean field theory should provide
the correct results. The crucial assumption of the approximation is that adjacent spins
do not deviate too much from the mean magnetization of the system. This is true if a
lattice site has a large number of neighbors, that is to say d is large. Indeed, it can safely
be claimed that mean field theory is exact in the limit of d approaching ∞.[26] This is
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unphysical, however, so let’s consider the opposite extreme, d = 1.
In the d = 1 Ising chain, the Hamiltonian can be written as

H = −J

N
X

σi σi+1 − H

i=1

N
X

σi = −J

i=1

N
X
i=1

N
HX
(σi + σi+1 )
σi σi+1 −
2 i=1

(2.40)

Upon imposing periodic boundary conditions such that σN +1 = σ1 , the partition function can be readily expressed.

Z=

X
σ1 =±1

...

N
X Y

eβJσi σi+1 +

βB
(σi +σi+1 )
2

(2.41)

σN =±1 i=1

Interestingly, this partition function can be expressed as a product of 2 × 2 matrices.
Each term in the partition function can be expressed as evaluations of the transfer matrix
across the spins on the lattice sites.[35]

hσi | T |σi+1 i = eβJσi σi+1 +

βB
(σi +σi+1 )
2

(2.42)

The rows of the transfer matrix is specified by σi = ±1 while the columns are specified
by σi+1 = ±1. Thus, we can express T as

e
T=

βJ+βH

e−βJ

−βJ



e

eβJ−βH




(2.43)

The sums over the spins and the products over the lattice sites in the partition then
represent matrix multiplications of the evaluations of the transfer matrix. The trace is
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taken as a consequence of the periodic boundary conditions.[26]


Z = Tr{hσ1 | T |σ2 i hσ2 | T |σ3 i . . . hσN | T |σ1 i} = Tr TN

(2.44)

The eigenvalues of the transfer matrix must be calculated in order to calculate the
trace.


e
|T − λI| = 

βJ+βH

−βJ







e

 λ 0 
−
 =0
−βJ
βJ−βH
e
e
0 λ


βJ+βH
−βJ
−λ
e

e
= 
 =0
e−βJ
eβJ−βH − λ



= eβJ+βH − λ eβJ−βH − λ − e−βJ e−βJ = 0

= e2βJ − λeβJ eβH + e−βH + λ2 − e−2βJ = 0


= λ2 − eβJ eβH + e−βH λ + e2βJ − e−2βJ = 0
r

1 2βJ βH
=⇒ λ± = eβJ eβH + e−βH ±
e (e + e−βH )2 − (e2βJ − e−2βJ )
4
q
=⇒ λ± = eβJ cosh βH ± e2βJ cosh2 βH − 2 sinh 2βJ
(2.45)

Where λ− < λ+ . The partition function is thus

Z=

λN
−

+

λN
+

=

λN
+



λN
1+ −
λN
+



≈ λN
+

Where the approximation is justified by the fact that given λ− < λ+ ,

(2.46)

λN
−
λN
+

≈ 0 for large

N . Of great interest is the magnetization in the vanishing field case, which for the mean
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field approximation was non-zero at low temperatures and vanished at the critical point.

m=

1 ∂ log Z
N β ∂H

=
H=0

1 ∂ N
λ
N β ∂H +

H=0

−1
λN
1 ∂λ+
∂ N
+
H=0 ∂λ+
=
λ+
=
N β ∂H H=0 ∂λ+
β
∂H H=0
H=0

N −1
p

eβJ + e2βJ − 2 sinh 2βJ
∂  βJ p 2βJ
=
e + e − 2 sinh 2βJ = 0
β
∂H

(2.47)

This result illuminates the problem with the mean field approximation. Where the
mean field approximation predicts a phase transition across which the magnetization vanishes in the vanishing field case, the 1-dimensional Ising chain instead exhibits no phase
transition. Rather, without the influence of an external field, the Ising chain possesses no
magnetization regardless of the temperature due to the entropic contributions from thermal fluctuations overpowering the nearest-neighbor interactions that encourage spins to
align. Indeed, this observation extends to one-dimensional systems in general. Thermal
fluctuations overpower the interactions, which means ordered phases are never exhibited
and there are consequently no phase transitions.
This would indeed imply that the mean field approximation cannot be taken at face
value in low dimensions. A crude rendition of the phase diagram and the presence of a phase
transition are present, but the values of the critical point and critical exponents cannot be
taken as accurate. Another important concept to note regarding the existence of a phase
transition is that they only exist in the thermodynamic limit. This is because they are
characterized by discontinuities in derivatives of the free energy with respect to the external
thermal parameters (β or H in this case). This can only be true if the partition function
is non-analytic, but the partition function is a sum of smooth analytic functions.[26] The
caveat is that a sum of analytic functions will only be analytic if the sum is finite. Therefore,
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only a system of infinite size can exhibit a non-analytic partition function and thus a
phase transition. A finite system can still allow for numerical approximations of critical
phenomena however, even though a true phase transition is not present.
2.4 Landau Theory
With the realization that the Ising model exhibits a phase transition, one may begin
to wonder if there is a unified approach towards analyzing phase transitions in physical
systems. This is exactly what Landau theory is used to perform.[36, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31,
32] The free energy was introduced in the statistical mechanics section as a quantity of
fundamental importance. Within the mean field approximation to the Ising model, the
free energy can be expressed as

1
F = − log Z
β


1
2
= − log 2N e−βdN Jm coshN βHeff
β
N
= dN Jm2 − log (2 cosh βHeff )
β

(2.48)

So far, the Ising model has been only considered within the context of being in equilibrium. However, it is interesting to consider the free energy as a function dependent on
the magnetization m instead of substituting the equilibrium value as has been done thus
far. In this way, the free energy can be treated not as an expression of an equilibrium
state, but rather a class of states exhibiting a static average m.[25] This is to say that we
can treat the free energy F as a function of temperature conditioned on the magnetization F (T ; m). In this context, the magnetization is referred to as an order parameter.[25]
When the magnetization is non-zero valued, the system exhibits some degree of order (a
preference in spin alignment), while when the magnetization is zero-valued, the spins are
randomized with no order preference. For the application of Landau theory to any physical
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system, the identification of such an order parameter is necessary and is usually taken to
be a quantity that vanishes above the critical thermal parameter and is non-zero below the
critical thermal parameter.[25] Sometimes, the choice of an order parameter is obvious, but
this is not always the case. For magnetic systems in particular, this is usually some form
of the magnetization or polarization. An additional complication arises in the often nontrivial form that the free energy takes, which is resolved by assuming that the that the free
energy can be expanded with respect to the order parameter as an analytic power series.
The order parameter must be small for this to hold, which is guaranteed by construction
near the critical point.
The Effective Free Energy
Treating the free energy as a temperature-dependent function conditioned on the order
parameter warrants further discussion. As has been touched on earlier, a key feature of
nature is organization by scale and statistical mechanics provides the framework necessary
to connect the microscopic features of a system to the macroscopic properties of the system
in the context of this discussion. Describing a system in terms of the energy provides a
microscopic description, such as with the Ising model, where the energy describes the system
in terms of the individual spins. Computation of the partition function then provides
a macroscopic description of the system in terms of the microscopic expression of the
energy alongside thermodynamic variables such as the external magnetic field H and the
temperature T . Alternatively, the partition function can be expressed in terms of the free
energy, which provides a direct link between the microscopic and macroscopic properties
of the system. For the Ising model,

Z=

X X

e−βE[σi ] =

m {σi }|m

1
N

X

e−βF (T ;m)

(2.49)

m

In this notation, {σi }|m refers to all spin configurations that satisfy the relation
P
i σi = m. So, summing over all configuration that give a particular magnetization
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and then summing over all possible magnetizations results in a sum over every configuration. Technically, the magnetization is quantized in units of

2
,
N

but in the thermodynamic

limit (N → ∞), this can be treated as an integration.
N
Z=
2

Where the normalization factor

N
2

Z

+1

dm e−βF (T ;m)

(2.50)

−1

accounts for the quantization. However, such a co-

efficient is not necessarily important for investigating the physics, so it is not necessary to
retain it. It is important to note that this usage of the free energy, through including a
dependence on the magnetization m of the system, extends considerably beyond the thermodynamic free energy used thus far that is defined only in the context of thermodynamic
equilibrium. This is referred to as the effective free energy.[25] Note that the form of this
expression for the partition function looks rather similar to a path integral, with F (T ; m)
fulfilling the role usually performed by the energy for m. By contrast, unlike the energy
defined by microscopic features, the effective free energy can depend on temperature and
as a result, the dependence on β has the potential to be rather complex compared to earlier
analysis that was focused on the energy. The effective free energy provides more information than the thermodynamic free energy as it can be used to determine the equilibrium
value of the magnetization.
F (T ; m)
f (T ; m) =
=⇒ Z =
N

Z

dm e−βN f (T ;m)

(2.51)

In practical usage, N will be very large, as usual, and βf (T ; m) ∼ 1, so this integral is
approximated well by the minima of f (T ; m), which is an approximation scheme referred to
as steepest descent or the saddle point. Taking m0 to be the magnetization that minimizes
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the effective free energy,

Z ≈ e−βN f (T ;m0 ) =⇒ Fthermo ≈ F (T ; m0 )

(2.52)

Thus, the thermodynamic free energy can be reconstructed from the effective free
energy.
Second Order Phase Transitions
The nature of a phase transition is described by the qualities exhibited by the coefficients in the expansion.

F (T ; m) = F0 (T ) + a(T )m2 + b(T )m4 + O m6



(2.53)

Where only even powered terms exist because Landau theory exhibits Z2 symmetry
under m → −m.[25] Consider the vanishing field case for the mean field approximation of
the Ising model.

F (β; m) = dN Jm2 −
=−

N
log (2 cosh 2dβJm)
β


N
d4 N β 3 J 4 4
log 2 + dN J(1 − 2dβJ)m2 +
m + O m4
β
24

Where then a(T ) = dN J 1 −
given by

∂F
∂m

2dJ
T



and b(T ) =

d4 N J 4
.
24T 3

(2.54)

The equilibrium condition is

= 0, but the solutions of the equation depend on the signs of the coefficients,

which is dependent on the temperature. For now, assume that b(T ) > 0 for all T . Upon
relaxing this condition, the term sextic in m must also be considered, which leads to
phenomena referred to as tri-critical points.
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Figure 2.6: A sketch of the Free energy
expansion when T > TC and H = 0.

Figure 2.7: A sketch of the Free energy
expansion when T < TC and H = 0.

The shape of the free energy is still dependent on the sign of a(T ), in which the two
cases are shown inf Fig. 2.6 and Fig. 2.7. For the Ising model, a(T ) > 0 when T > TC and
a(T ) < 0 when T < TC . For a(T ) > 0, a single equilibrium solution is located at m = 0,
which matches earlier results. By contrast, when a(T ) < 0, there are three equilibrium
solutions, with m = 0 as an unstable equilibrium solution and m = ±m0 as two stable
equilibrium solutions, once again reflecting earlier results. Truncating at quartic order in
m and only considering stable solutions,


∂F (T ; m)
∂
≈
F0 (T ) + a(T )m2 + b(T )m4 = 0
∂m
∂m
≈ 2a(T )m + 4b(T )m3 = 0

≈ m 2a(T ) + 4b(T )m2 = 0


 0
for T > TC
=⇒ m ≈ q

 −a(T ) for T < TC
2b(T )

(2.55)

Assuming a(T ) is a smooth function of T , the value of m must change continuously
from m = 0 for a(T ) > 0 to m 6= 0 for a(T ) < 0. Thus, at the critical temperature, it must
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be true that a(TC ) = 0. From here, F0 (T ), a(T ), and b(T ) will be taken to be implicitly
dependent on temperature. Substituting this back into the free energy expression,

F (T ) ≈





F0


F 0 −

for T > TC
a2
4b

(2.56)

for T < TC

The free energy is continuous at TC as a result of the continuity of a(T ) at TC . Furthermore, the entropy is also continuous.




for T > TC
−F00
∂F
S=−
≈
0
0)

∂T
−F00 + a(ab −2ba
for T < TC
4b2

(2.57)

However, the heat capacity is not guaranteed to be continuous due to the term

a02
,
4b3

which is no longer necessarily continuous across the critical point. This is indicative of a
second order phase transition.

2





∂ F
∂S
= −T
=
C=T
−F 00 +
∂T
∂T 2 
0

−F000

for T > TC

ab(4a0 b0 +ab00 )−2b2

(

aa00 +a02

4b3

)

−2a2 b02

(2.58)

for T < TC

The critical exponents can be calculated by assuming functional forms of the coefficients
a and b. Taking the expressions to first order in temperature about the critical point, it is
consistent to simply choose a ≈ a0 (T − TC ) and b ≈ b0 . The equilibrium magnetizations
below the critical point are then
r
1
a0
m≈±
(TC − T ) 2
2b0
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(2.59)

This critical exponent is consistent with earlier results. Additionally, note that the free
energy itself is a smooth analytic function without discontinuities. However, the minima
of the free energy can behave in a non-analytic manner with discontinuities. The critical
exponent prediction is independent of the dimension of the system, but this is known to
be inaccurate according to the derived results for the one-dimensional Ising chain. This
is addressed by Landau-Ginzburg theory in the next section. The generic approach allowed by Landau theory also provides evidence for a very important concept in the study
of phase transitions referred to as universality.[25] Despite differences in the microscopic
details between various physical systems, near the critical point, these differences can be
disregarded. This is an incredible observation, as it allows for a large class of systems to
be treated essentially identically in the vicinity of their critical points regardless of the
dynamical details of the system. There is a caveat, though, in that systems only display
universality in the scaling limit, which is a condition that Landau theory does not explicitly
provide.
First Order Phase Transitions
Recall that in the analysis of the second order phase transition, Z2 symmetry was
invoked in order to eliminate the odd terms in the power series expansion of the free
energy. However, below the critical point, the system must exist in one of the two ground
states m = ±m0 . This choice breaks the Z2 symmetry, which is a phenomena referred to as
spontaneous symmetry breaking. To explore this, consider the expansion of the free energy
assuming broken symmetry.

F (T ; m) = F0 (T ) + α(T )m + a(T )m2 + γ(T )m3 + b(T )m4 + O m5



(2.60)

With regards to the Ising model, this is the form that the free energy would take in
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the non-vanishing field case, in which the external magnetic field H induces a preference
in the magnetic ordering, breaking the Z2 symmetry.

1
F (β; m) = − log Z
β


1
2
= − log 2N e−βdN Jm coshN (2dβJm + βH)
β
N
= dN Jm2 − log (2 cosh (2dβJm + βH))
β

N
Nβ
N β3
= − log 2 + dN Jm2 −
(2dJm + H)2 +
(2dJm + H)4 + O m5
β
2
24
(2.61)

Assuming once again that b(T ) > 0, there are similarly once again two options for the
shape that the free energy will take. Either there will be one minimum or two minima with
a local maximum.

Figure 2.8: A sketch of the Free energy
expansion when T > TC and H < 0.

Figure 2.9: A sketch of the Free energy
expansion when T > TC and H > 0.

For the high temperature relation, α(T ) > 0 just as before. Once again, there is a
single minimum, but the minimum is not located at m = 0, rather, it is shifted by the
existence of the α(T ) term. This is depicted by Fig. 2.8 and Fig. 2.9.
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Figure 2.10: A sketch of the Free energy
expansion when T < TC and H < 0.

Figure 2.11: A sketch of the Free energy
expansion when T < TC and H > 0.

For the low temperature relation, α(T ) < 0 just as before. Once again, there is a single
local maximum indicating the unstable equilibrium solution and two minima. Unlike before,
however, one of the minima is preferred over the other, depending on the sign of α(T ).
The global minimum is preferred and is the true ground state, while the local minimum
indicates a meta-stable state in which the system must overcome an energy barrier to reach
the ground state. This is depicted by Fig. 2.10 and Fig. 2.11.
The Organization of Nature
It is important to consider some of the important concepts that have been discovered
thus far. The physics of phase transition are striking as one would expect most things
in physics to occur at a relatively gradual pace.[25] This is indeed the case in classical
mechanics, for instance, where smooth, differentiable functions describe the the positions
and momenta of particles. Yet, with statistical mechanics, despite this concept holding
in the microscopic scale, it fails in the macroscopic scale. Phase transitions show that a
system of particles obeying the laws of their microscopic mechanics can give rise to emergent behaviors not exhibited by any individual particle through the discontinuous change
of the macroscopic properties of the system. Interestingly, the concept of universality
demonstrates that a large class of physical systems exhibit identical behavior at the phase
transition regardless of microscopic compositions.[25] Thus far, the Landau approach has
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been applied to the Ising model, but this framework performs just as well on other systems,
such as the van der Waals model for liquids and gases. As an example of universality, the
derived critical exponents for the van der Waals liquid-gas transition are the same as with
the 3-dimensional Ising model.[26]
There are a multitude of phases of matter describable with physics and with the insights provided by Landau, we describe them in the context of symmetries. A solid metal is
distinct from its liquid form because the rotational and translational symmetries of space is
broken by the solid crystal structure, for instance, which also displays the concept of spontaneous symmetry breaking at the melting point.[26] Interestingly, the liquid-gas transition
exhibits no symmetry breaking and so liquid and gases should be viewed as the same phase
(fluids).[26] Magnetic systems also exhibit symmetries with respect to the rotations of their
spins and their quantum counterparts additionally possess more subtle symmetries.[26] This
classification scheme by symmetries metaphorically opens the door to understanding many
states of matter in the natural world. This viewpoint is advantageous because it allow the
assumption that a phase transition will occur upon attempting to change a system from
one symmetry class to another and furthermore exploiting the symmetries of a system determines many of its physical properties. In this way, it is useful to observe that nature is
organized by symmetry through the concept of universality.
As has been made overwhelmingly clear in this discussion of the Ising model within the
context of statistical mechanics, the physics of macroscopic phenomena of a physical system
are intimately connected to the microscopic phenomena of its constituent parts. Atomic
physics underlies condensed matter physics and particle physics underlies atomic physics,
for instance. There is an ordering and while the connections between each scale of physical
phenomena can be difficult to identify, there is an ordering nonetheless.[26] Still, while
particle physics has a dramatic effect on phenomena observed in atomic physics, particle
physics does not necessarily have a dramatic effect on phenomena farther up the chain, such
as astrophysics.[25] That is to say, as physics progresses to larger scale, more information is
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lost about the physics on the smallest scales. In this way, the interdependence of physics on
different scales can be thought as a one-directional bottom-up hierarchy from the smallest
scales to the largest. A scientist studying climate needs not concern themselves with
studying the physics of quantum field theory to perform their work, for instance. Similarly,
Newton and Einstein did not need a theory of quantum gravity to formulate their theories
of gravity that are accurate on large scales. In this way, it is additionally useful to observe
that physics is organized by scale. This will become important in a future section regarding
the renormalization group, which establishes a framework for describing physics on different
scales.
These two perspectives on the ordering of nature, symmetry and scale, are dominant
in our current understanding of physics.[25]
2.5 Landau-Ginzburg Theory
One crucial feature of Landau theory is that the focus remains on the average order
parameter. Fluctuations in the order parameter are assumed to be negligible, but this
may not always be the case. In order to address this, Landau-Ginzburg theory can be
used.[37, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32] In order to apply this theory, the order parameter will
still be used, but it will be taken to be a function that is free to vary in space m → m(x).
Additionally, assume that the Z2 symmetry is unbroken (the vanishing field case) such that
only even powers in the expansion of the free energy need be considered. An additional
gradient term of the order parameter function ∇m(x) will additionally be considered to
account for stiffness in the system corresponding to an energy cost associating with varying
the order parameter. In the context of the Ising model, this states that adjacent spins prefer
to align with one another. Additionally, the leading term constant in the order parameter
F0 (T ) can safely be disregarded as a result of its independence of the order parameter. The
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free energy can then be expressed in the following manner.

Z
F [T ; m(x)] =

Z

d

d x f [T ; (m(x)] ≈


1
1
1
2
2
4
d x α2 (T )m(x) + α4 (T )m(x) + γ(∇m(x))
2
4
2
(2.62)
d



Note that the gradient term is quadratic to avoid breaking the rotational symmetry
of the system. The free energy will once again be minimized, but must be treated as a
functional, as it is a function of the function m(x). Using a variational approach and
taking the dependent variables to be implicit and taking the temperature and position
dependencies to be implicit,

Z
δF =
Z
=



dd r α2 mδm + α4 m3 δm + γ∇m · ∇δm


dd r α2 m + α4 m3 − γ∇2 m δm

(2.63)

Where integration by parts was invoked to resolve the gradient term. The minima of
the free energy are located where δF = 0, which leads us to the Euler-Lagrange equations
for m(r).

γ∇2 m = α2 m + α4 m3

(2.64)

Note that if the order parameter is taken to be constant, that is to say that variations
in the order parameter are neglected, the solutions from Landau theory are recovered for
q
2
m = 0 or m = ± −α
. The possibility of spatial variation in the order parameter allows
α4
for more interesting solutions, however. In the low temperature regime (T < TC ), we can
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designate a space for which m = +m0 for x > 0 and m = −m0 for x < 0 where x is one
of the dimensions in the d-dimensional volume that m can traverse. These two regions
are referred to as domains and the regions meet at the domain wall. Further investigation
will be focused on the domain wall, namely how the system interpolates between the two
available states across the domain wall.[25] This cannot happen instantaneously due to the
contribution that arose from the stiffness term associated with the energy cost from doing
so. But, the interpolation cannot take too long either, as the deviations of m(r) from m0
will cause a penalty in the free energy from the other terms in the free energy. So, there
must be a balance between instantaneous and lengthy interpolations between the two states
at the domain wall. Since this is only dependent on the x-dimension, the Euler-Lagrange
equations can be reduced to a single ordinary differential equation.

α2 m α4 m3
d2 m
=
−
dx2
γ
γ
r
r

r

−α2
−α2
−α2
tanh
x = m0 tanh
x
=⇒ m =
α4
2γ
2γ

(2.65)

Note that since T < TC , α2 < 0. This solution follows expectations since as x → ±∞,
tanh(x) → ±1 and thus m → ±m0 . Said solution interpolates between the ground states
q
and the thickness of the domain wall is given by −2γ
. Within this domain wall, the order
α2
parameter changes roughly linearly with x, while outside the wall, the order parameter
relaxes roughly exponentially towards the ground state values. The free energy cost from
the presence of the domain wall can also be calculated by substituting the solution for the
order parameter back into the free energy.
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α22
α22
α22
−α2
−a
−α2
2
4
4
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x +
tanh
x +
sech
x
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2α4
2γ
4α4
2c
4α4
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Z
α22
−α2
−α2
−α2
4
4
2
d
=
x + tanh
x + sech
x
d r −2 tanh
2α4
2γ
2γ
2γ
r



Z
α22
−α2
4
d
x −1
=
d r 2 sech
2α4
2γ


r

Z L
α22 d−1 2
−α2
4
=
L
x −1
dx 2 sech
2α4
2γ
−L
2
q



q


2
−α2
−α2
L
x
sech
x
+
2
2
tanh
2
2
2γ
2γ
α2 d−1 
q
=
− 1
L
2α4
2
−L
3 −α
2
2γ
s
r

r


−γα23 Ld−1
−α2 L
−α2 L
α22 d
2
=
tanh
sech
+
2
−
L
(2.66)
α42
3
2γ 2
2γ 2
2α4
Z

"

d

The free energy cost is proportional to the area of the domain wall rather than the to
the volume of the system. So, the free energy of a system with linear size L will scale as
Ld , but the free energy cost associated with the domain wall will scale as Ld−1 . The energy
q
−γα32
cost per unit area of the domain wall scales as
. As T → TC , α2 → 0, so the width
α2
4

of the domain wall increases and the energy cost associated with it decreases.
The Lower Critical Dimension
As was demonstrated in the prior section, the one-dimensional Ising chain exhibits no
phase transition. This behavior can be traced to the domain walls that destroy relaxation
into the ordered phase. Assume T < TC and consequently α2 < 0, so two ordered states
m = ±m0 are expected. Taking the system to be on a finite interval of length L, the
order parameter can be fixed to the ground state such that as x = − L2 , m = m0 . It would
be tempting to assume that the preferred state would be m0 everywhere, but this is not
necessarily the case. Some probability that the thermal ensemble will contain a domain
wall that pushes the system into the other ground state m = −m0 always exists.[25] In
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order to calculate this probability, recall the definition of the partition function in terms of
the free energy.

Z=

X

X

e−βE[σi ] =

m(x) {σi }|m(x)

X

e−βF [T ;m(x)]

(2.67)

m(x)

Using this, the probability of the domain wall being located at a particular location
x = X with Fw being the free energy associated with the domain wall is given by

p[x = X] =

e−βFw
Z

(2.68)

Furthermore, the probability of the wall being located anywhere in the domain − L2 <
x<

L
2

is provided by a multiplicative factor of the ratio between the length of the interval

and the thickness of the wall.

L
L
L e−βFw
p − <x<
=q
−2γ
2
2
Z


(2.69)

α2

For a system of sufficient size, any exponential suppression will be suppressed by this
multiplicative factor, which can be interpreted as the outweighing of the associated energy
cost. Furthermore, once there is one domain wall, there is not anything explicitly forbidding
more than one domain wall flipping the magnetization back. Since the system was assumed
to start at m = m0 , if there is an even number of domain walls, m = m0 and if there is an
odd number of domain walls, m = −m0 . For n walls,

p=

e

−nβFw

Z

1
q

−2γ
α2

Z

L
2

Z

L
2

dx1
−L
2

Z
dx2 . . .

x1

dxn =
−L
2
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n



xn−1

1
 qL e−βFw 
−2γ
Γ(n + 1)Z
α2

(2.70)

Summing over all even n, the probability of ending at m = m0 is

n


p[m0 → m0 ] =

1
Z

X
n∈{2i:i∈N}





1
 qL e−βFw  = 1 cosh  qL e−βFw 
−2γ
−2γ
Γ(n + 1)
Z
α2

(2.71)

α2

Summing over all odd n, the probability of ending at m = −m0 is

n


p[m0 → −m0 ] =

1
Z

X
n∈{2i−1:i∈N}





1
 qL e−βFw  = 1 sinh  qL e−βFw 
−2γ
−2γ
Γ(n + 1)
Z
α2

α2

(2.72)

For finite L, residual memory of the boundary condition imposed at the edge x = − L2
exists, but this washes away as L → ∞. There is an equal probability of the two states
at x =

L
.
2

Even though this calculation was predicated on a finite domain, the relation

holds true in the limit of an infinite domain. In fact, whenever a Landau-Ginzburg theory is
characterized by a discrete symmetry (such as Z2 with the Ising model), multiple degenerate
disconnected ground states in the ordered phase will spontaneously break the discrete
symmetry.[25] This is a general result and for such systems, d = 1 is the lower critical
dimension, with the spread of the domain walls explaining the phenomenon. That is to say
that the fluctuations of the domain walls destroy the ordered phase by taking the system
from one ground state to another.
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The Path Integral
Returning to the integral form of the partition function expressed with the effective
free energy, recall that the form of the integral is similar to that of a path integral.
Z
Z=

dm e−βF (T ;m)

(2.73)

Using the form of the effective free energy expressed as a functional, this takes the form
of a functional path integral in a more faithful manner as is seen in quantum field theory.
Z
Z=

Dm(x)e−βF [T ;m(x)]

(2.74)

From here, the notation from quantum field theory will be adopted such that m(x)
will be represented as a field φ(x). Furthermore, the vanishing field case will be considered
first. Recall the functional expression for the effective free energy.

Z
F [T ; φ(x)] =

d

d x f [T ; φ(x)] ≈

Z



1
1
1
d x α2 (T )φ2 + α4 (T )φ4 + γ(∇φ)2
2
4
2
d


(2.75)

Generally speaking, path integrals are trivial to calculate assuming F [T ; φ(x)] is quadratic
in φ. They are in turn possible to calculate if the higher order terms contribute only small
corrections. If the higher order terms make considerable contributions, a numerical approach typically has to be considered to calculate the path integral. Note, however, that
closer to the critical point, the quadratic terms in φ in the effective free energy do indeed
become more important. However, when T  TC , the higher order terms can be safely
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discarded since the saddle point lies at φ = 0.
1
F [T ; m(x)] ≈
2

Z

dd x µ2 φ2 + (γ∇φ)2



(2.76)

Where µ2 = α2 > 0. However, for T  TC and α2 < 0, it is crucial to retain the quartic
term since the saddle points are located at hφi = ±φ0 (corresponding to ±m0 ). Without
the quartic term, the expected shape of the effective free energy cannot be preserved. But,
this can be accounted for by computing the path integral about the minima through the
change of variable φ̃ = φ − hφi.
1
F [T ; m(x)] ≈ F [T ; φ0 ] +
2

Z



2 
0 2
d x α2 φ̃ + γ ∇φ̃
d

(2.77)

Note that there are no linear terms in φ̃. This is a requirement of the equation of
motion from the Euler-Lagrange equations calculated earlier. The coefficient α20 is given
by

α20 = α2 + 6φ0 α4 = −2α2

(2.78)

Since α20 = −2α2 and α2 < 0, α20 > 0. In practical terms, this means that the
calculations performed for T  TC can be trivially transformed into calculations for T 
TC .[25] Care must be taken to recall that this calculation is in terms of the shifted field,
however and that µ2 = α20 = |2α2 |.
From here, the thermodynamic free energy can be recovered to demonstrate the consistency of this formalism. In order to compute the partition function with quadratic free
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energy, the Fourier transform can be employed.
Z
φk =

dd x e−ik·x φ(x)

(2.79)

Since the field is real-valued, the relation φ∗k = φ−k is satisfied by the Fourier modes.
The wavevectors k can be taken to represent momenta, as would be expected in a quantum
mechanical calculation, but with the important caveat that though φ(x) is being treated
as a continuous field, it is truly a discrete field, so it cannot vary much on small length
scales. This corresponds to the Fourier modes vanishing for suitably high momenta.

|k| > Λ

φk = 0;

Where Λ is the ultraviolet cutoff and can be taken to be

(2.80)

π
a

where a is the lattice spacing.

The field can be recovered with the inverse Fourier transformation. In the case of
discrete momenta,

φ(x) =

1 X ik·x
e φk
Ld k

for k =

2π
n for n ∈ Zd
L

(2.81)

And in the case of continuous momenta,
1
φ(x) =
2π

Z

dd k eik·x φk

Substituting the Fourier transform of the field into the effective free energy,
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(2.82)

Z

1

Z

d

Z


d
2
d
k
d
k
d
x
µ
−
γk
·
k
φk1 φk2 ei(k1 +k2 )·x
1
2
1
2
2d
2(2π)
Z
Z

1
d
d k1 dd k2 µ2 − γk1 · k2 φk1 φk2 δ d (k1 + k2 )
≈
d
2(2π)
Z
Z


1
1
d
2
2
d
2
2
≈
d
k
µ
+
γk
φ
φ
=
d
k
µ
+
γk
φk φ∗k
k
−k
d
d
2(2π)
2(2π)

F [T ; φk ] ≈

d

(2.83)

As has been demonstrated, the strength of performing the calculation in Fourier space
is that for quadratic order, the effective free energy decomposes into individual φk modes.
This results from the fact that the Fourier basis is the eigenbasis µ2 − γ∇2 , which allows
for diagonalization of the operator. The integral can be simplified further by observing
that its is actually a sum over discrete momenta for a finite volume.

F [T ; φk ] ≈

1
2(2π)d

Z



1 X 2
dd k µ2 + γk 2 φk φ∗k =
µ + γk 2 |φk |2
d
2L k

(2.84)

The partition function was originally an integral over the field in the position basis, but
now it can be expressed as an integral over Fourier modes of the field in the momentum
basis.
Z
Z=

Dm(x)e

−βF [T ;m(x)]

=

Y

Z
N

Z
dφk

dφ∗k



e−βF [T ;φk ]

(2.85)

k

Where N is a normalization factor. Substituting the expression for the effective free
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energy in the Fourier basis into the expression,

Z≈

Y

Z

Z

N

dφ∗k

dφk



β

e− 2Ld

P

k

(µ2 +γk2 )|φk |2

(2.86)

k

The sum in the exponent can be absorbed into the overall product by observing that,
R
R

R
R
2
2
2
2
dx e−x
dy e−y .
in general, dx dy e−(x +y ) =

Z≈

Y

Z
N

Z

β
2
2
2
dφ∗k e− 2Ld (µ +γk )|φk |

dφk


(2.87)

k

Notice that the integrals are in the form of a Gaussian integral over a single variable.
The result can be derived easily.

Z

∞

2

− x2a

I=
I2 =

Z−∞
∞

dx e
Z
dx1

−∞

2

Z

=⇒ I =

∞

dx1 e
Z ∞ Z
=
dr

= 2π

Z

∞

dx2 e−

2
x2
1 +x2
2a

0



−∞
π

r2

dφ re− 2a

∞

= −2πae

dr re

x2

− 2a2

−π

0
2
− r2a

2
− r2a

∞

dx2 e

−∞

−∞
∞

Z

x2

− 2a1

= 2πa =⇒ I =

√
2πa

(2.88)

0

Using this for the partition function calculation,

Z≈

Y

Z
N

Z
dφk

−

dφ∗k e

β
2Ld

(µ2 +γk2 )|φk |2

k

s


=

Y
k
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N

2πLd
β(µ2 + γk 2 )

(2.89)

The thermodynamic free energy can now be calculated readily.

Fthermo

1
1
≈ − log Z = − log
β
β

s
Y

N

k

!

2πLd
β(µ2 + γk 2 )

1 X
2πLd N 2
=−
(2.90)
log
2β k
β(µ2 + γk 2 )

Notice that the sum is in the form of the inverse Fourier transformation in the case
of discrete momenta. This can be changed to the integral form of the inverse Fourier
transformation.

Fthermo

Ld
≈−
2β

Z

dd k
(2π)d

log

2πLd N 2
β(µ2 + γk 2 )

(2.91)

At first, it may seem to be problematic that an explicit term of Ld is present in the
argument to the logarithm considering that in order to convert to the integral form of the
inverse Fourier transformation, Ld → ∞, but the normalization factor resolves this.
The Heat Capacity
Using the expression for the thermodynamic free energy, the expression of the heat
capacity per unit volume follows.
C
β 2 ∂ 2 (βFthermo )
β2 ∂2
c= d =− d
≈
L
L
∂β 2
2 ∂β 2

Z

dd k
(2π)d

log

2πLd N 2
β(µ2 + γk 2 )

(2.92)

Working in terms of the temperature T rather than β is more convenient for these
calculations. Additionally, assume T > TC , γ = γ0 , and µ2 = µ20 (T − TC ).
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Z
dd k
T ∂2
T ∂2
2πLd N 2 T
c=− d
F
≈
T
log
thermo
L ∂T 2
2 ∂T 2
(2π)d
µ2 + γk 2


Z
∂2
1
dd k
∂
2πLd N 2 T
≈
T 2 2 + 2T
log
2
∂T
∂T
(2π)d
µ2 + γk 2


Z
dd k
1
∂2
∂
2πLd N 2 T
≈
T 2 2 + 2T
log
2
∂T
∂T
(2π)d
µ20 (T − TC ) + γ0 k 2


Z
2µ20 T
1
dd k
µ40 T 2
−1+2− 2
≈
2
(2π)d (µ20 (T − TC ) + γ0 k 2 )2
µ0 (T − TC ) + γ0 k 2


Z
1
dd k
2µ20 T
µ40 T 2
≈
1− 2
+
2
(2π)d
µ0 (T − TC ) + γ0 k 2 (µ20 (T − TC ) + γ0 k 2 )2

(2.93)

Aside from the constant first term, which corresponds to the usual 21 kB contribution
for each degree of freedom (where the Boltzmann constant is set to unity), the rest of the
terms are rather complicated integrals. The second term is proportional to
Z

Λ

dk
0

k d−1
µ2 + γk 2

(2.94)

For d ≥ 2, the result diverges if the ultraviolet cutoff Λ is removed.[25] By contrast,
if d = 1, the result is finite as Λ → ∞. When it is finite, the leading order temperature
dependence can be determined through rescaling variables.


Λd−2 when d ≥ 2
Λ
k d−1
dk 2
∼
µ + γk 2 
0
 1
when d = 1
µ

Z

(2.95)

For d = 2, Λ0 is replaced with a logarithmic dependence on temperature. Similarly,
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the third term is proportional to


Λd−4 for d ≥ 4
Λ
k d−1
∼
dk
(µ2 + γk 2 )2 
0
 µd−4 for d < 4

Z

(2.96)

Where again, there is a logarithmic dependence when d = 4. The leading contribution
for the heat capacity involves the ultraviolet cutoff, which is a temperature independent,
albeit large, constant when d ≥ 4. This constant is unchanged on either side of the critical
point. Due to the temperature factors in the numerators of the terms in the integral,
the heat capacity is not actually temperature independent, but this does not produce any
dramatic effect. When d < 4, the heat capacity is instead proportional to µd−4 to leading
order, which is a bit more interesting. Recall that through dropping the quartic term in φ
in the effective free energy to make calculation possible, these results are not valid near the
critical point. But, suppose this limitation is temporarily ignored and the result is applied
near the critical point anyway. The leading order behavior for d < 4 is then

c ∼ |T − TC |−α ;

α=2−

d
2

(2.97)

This is interesting since a power law behavior is indeed recovered, which did not exist
in the mean field approximation. While this result cannot ultimately be trusted due to the
aforementioned reasoning, this still shows that the mean field results can be changed by
allowing for fluctuations and introducing a path integral approach. Furthermore, note that
the critical exponents are not affected for d ≥ 4, which hints at the concept of an upper
critical dimension.
Correlation Functions
With the introduction of the existence of a spatial structure within the framework of
Landau-Ginzburg theory that was not present in Landau theory, the variation of the local
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order parameter φ(x) should be investigated further. Even in the ground state, there are
fluctuations. By contrast, in the mean field approximation, which can be considered the
path integral’s saddle point, the expected value of the order parameter (magnetization) in
the ground state is constant.


 0
hφ(x)i =

±m

for T > TC

(2.98)

for T < TC

0

It is important to recall that the ground state in this case is not a single field configuration, but rather an average over a multitude of possible configurations within the
thermal ensemble. Averaging over the ensemble and investigation into how dramatic the
fluctuations of the ground state are is allowed by the path integral. This is done through
the calculation of correlation functions. The simplest way to approach this is to consider
the correlation between the order parameter at two points in space, x and y, expressed
as hφ(x)φ(y)i. Since hφ(x)i on either side of the transition adopts different values, it is
instead useful to calculate the cumulant of the random variable φ(x), also referred to as
the connected correlation function (or alternatively, the Ursell function).[38]

hφ(x)φ(y)iC = hφ(x)φ(y)i − hφi2

(2.99)

Recall that the order parameter is Boltzmann distributed.

p[β; φ(x)] =

e−βF [β;φ(x)]
Z

(2.100)

In the non-vanishing field case, H can be taken to be a function of x such that the
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effective free energy takes the following form.
Z
F [β; φ(x), H(x)] ≈



γ
µ2 2
2
d x H(x)φ(x) + φ (x) + (∇φ(x))
2
2
d

(2.101)

In this context, the partition function can be considered as a functional of H(x), which
is related to the Legendre transformation of the effective free energy.[25]
Z
Z[β; H(x)] =

Dφ(x)e−βF [T ;φ(x),H(x)]

(2.102)

Recovering the average value of the order parameter is done through performing a
functional derivative of the logarithm of the partition function.

1 δ log Z
1 δZ
1
=
=−
β δH(x)
βZ δH(x)
Z

Z


Dφ(x) φ(x)e−βF [T ;φ(x),H(x)] = − hφ(x)iH

(2.103)

Similarly, taking a functional derivative with respect to both H(x) and H(y) can be
used to recover the connected correlation function.

1
δ 2 log Z
1
δ2Z
1 δ log Z δ log Z
=
−
β 2 δH(x)δH(y)
β 2 Z δH(x)δH(y) β 2 Z 2 δH(x) δH(y)
= hφ(x)φ(y)iH − hφ(x)iH hφ(y)iH
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(2.104)

In the following calculations, we will assume T > TC and H = 0 such that
1
δ 2 log Z
β 2 δH(x)δH(y)

= hφ(x)φ(y)i

(2.105)

H=0

The Fourier transformation of the effective free energy in the non-vanishing field case
can be expressed in the following manner.
Z
F [T ; φk , Hk ] ≈

dd k
(2π)d




1
H−k φk + µ2 + γk 2 φk φ−k
2


(2.106)

Where the Fourier modes of the external field are respesented by Hk . The square in
the integrand can be completed using a shifted order parameter expressed in the following
manner.

φ̂k = φk +

µ2

Hk
+ γk 2

(2.107)

Which produces a modified expression for the effective free energy.
Z
F [T ; φ̂k , Hk ] ≈

dd k
(2π)d

2

1 2
1 |Hk |2
µ + γk 2 φ̂k −
2
2 µ2 + γk 2

!
(2.108)

The path integral to calculate the partition function can then be readily expressed.

Z
Y Z
∗
Z=
N dφ̂k dφ̂k e−βF [T ;φ̂k ,Hk ]

(2.109)

k

Where N represents a normalization constant that will be dropped in further calculations to avoid clutter and the integration variable has been shifted from φk to φ̂k . Using
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previous results,

Z[β; H(x)] ≈ e

−βFthermo

e

β
2

R

2
dd k |Hk |
2
(2π)d µ2
γk

(2.110)

The factor exponential in Fthermo will not contribute to fluctuations in the order parameter due to independence from the external field. An inverse Fourier transform can be
used to recover the spatially dependent external field.

β

Z[β; H(x)] ≈ e−βFthermo e 2

R

R
dd x dd yH(x)G(x−y)H(y)

(2.111)

Where G(x) is defined as
Z
G(x) =

e−ik·x
(2π)d µ2 + γk 2
dd k

(2.112)

This is important considering that the connected two-point function is expressed as

hφ(x)φ(y)i =

1
G(x − y)
β

(2.113)

In order to calculate this correlation, the integral G(x) must be computed. To start,
note that the function is rotationally invariant. Additionally, a length scale ξ 2 =

γ
µ2

will be

employed.
1
G(r) =
γ

Z

dd k e−ik·x
1
(2π)d ξ2 + k 2
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(2.114)

In order to compute this integral, a small trick can be used. Note that
Z

∞


−t

dt e

1
+k2
ξ2



(2.115)

0

Using this trick,

Z

1
G(r) =
γ

dd k

Z

∞


−ik·x−t

1
+k2
ξ2



dt e
(2π)d 0
Z
Z ∞
2
2
1
dd k
− r − t2
−t(k+ ix
ξ
2t ) e 4t
=
dt
e
γ
(2π)d 0
Z ∞
r2
t
1
− d2 − 4t − ξ2
dt
t
=
e
d
γ(4π) 2 0

(2.116)

Where d Gaussian integrals were done over k. At this point, one could invoke Bessel
functions to solve the integral, but the only behavior of interest for G(r) is at various limits,
so it suffices to use a saddle point instead.[25] Ignoring constants,
Z

∞

dt e−S(t) ;

G(r) ∼

S(t) =

0

r2
t
d
+ 2 + log t
4t ξ
2

The saddle point t = t∗ satisfies the condition

dS(t)
dt
t=t∗

(2.117)

= 0, so the integral can be

simplified as
Z
G(r) ∼

∞

2 d2 S(t)
dt2
t=t∗

−S(t∗ )+ t2

dt e

|

0
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s
=

π
2
2 d dtS(t)
t=t∗
2

e−S(t∗ )

(2.118)

The saddle point can be calculated through differentiation

dS(t)
dt

2

2

=−
t=t∗

1
ξ
r
d
+ 2+
= 0 =⇒ t∗ =
2
4t∗ ξ
2t∗
2

For the regime r  ξ, t∗ ≈

rξ
.
2

Thus, S(t∗ ) ≈

d
− +
2

r
ξ

+

d
2

s

d2
4

+

r2

!

ξ2

log rξ2 and

d2 S(t)
dt2
t=t∗

(2.119)

≈

2
.
rξ 3

Therefore, G(r) scales as

G(r) ∼

r

e− ξ

1
d

3

d

1

ξ 2−2 r 2−2

;

rξ

(2.120)

This demonstrates that at large distance scales, the correlation of the order parameter
decays exponentially.
For the regime r  ξ, t∗ ≈

r2
.
2d

Thus, S(t∗ ) ≈ d +

d
2

2

r
log 2d
and

d2 S(t)
dt2
t=t∗

≈

2d3
.
r4

Therefore, G(r) scales as

G(r) ∼

1
rd−2

;

rξ

(2.121)

In contrast to large distance scales, there is a power law decay in the order parameter
at short distance scales. Putting these two results together,

hφ(x)φ(y)i ∼







1
rd−2

rξ

−r
e ξ
d−1
r 2

rξ

(2.122)

This is known in fluid physics as the Ornstein-Zernicke correlation.[39] The correlation
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length itself also exhibits power law divergence behavior about the critical point.
√
γ
1
γ
∼
;
ξ = 2 =⇒ ξ =
µ
µ
|T − TC |ν
2

ν=

1
2

(2.123)

Further investigation into the function G(x) is warranted. Consider the calculation in
real space. Assume a multidimensional integral over n variables where y takes the form of
an n−dimensional vector and G the form of an n × n invertible matrix.
Z

+∞

1

dn y e− 2 y·G

−1 y

=

p
det[2πG]

(2.124)

−∞

Which follows from the evaluation of a Gaussian integral shown prior by using a bases
that diagonalizes G. Similarly, another n−dimensional vector H can be introduced like so.
Z

+∞

1

−1 y+H·y

dn y e− 2 y·G

=

p
1
det[2πG]e 2 H·GH

(2.125)

−∞

A connection between this formulation and the effective free energy can be drawn by
introducing G−1 as

G−1 (x, y) = δ d (x − y) µ2 − γ∇2y



(2.126)

Such that the effective free energy can be readily expressed as
Z
F [φ(x)] =

d

d x

Z

1
d y φ(x)G−1 (x, y)φ(y) +
2
d
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Z

dd x H(x)φ(x)

(2.127)

The inverse operator of G−1 , G, is a Green’s function, which obeys the following relation


µ2 − γ∇2x G(x, y) = δ d (x − y)

(2.128)

Furthermore, G(x, y) = G(x − y) by translational symmetry. Using the equivalence
between the connected two-point function and the Green’s function G,

δ d (x)
µ2 − γ∇2 hφ(x)φ(0)i =
β

(2.129)

This describes the response of the correlator to a perturbation of the system at the
origin for the quadratic form of the effective free energy, which results in solving the saddle
point equation. This correlator is also intimately related to the susceptibility. within the
context in the introduction of spatial structure, a more refined expression can be presented.

χ=

∂m
δ hφ(x)i
=⇒ χ(x, y) =
∂H
δH(y)

(2.130)

This, however, is just a statement of the correlation function. The original expression
of the susceptibility can be recovered as
Z
χ=

Z

d

d x χ(x, 0) = β

dd x hφ(x)φ(0)i

(2.131)

The two point correlation function serves a central role in statistical field theory calculations. In correspondence with quantum field theory, it is also often referred to as the
propagator.[25] The critical exponent η associated with the power law divergence of the two
point correlation function in the vicinity of the critical point is expressed in the following
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manner in the context of mean field theory.

hφ(x)φ(y)i ∼

1
rd−2+η

;

η=0

(2.132)

The Upper Critical Dimension
At this point, it is known that mean field results are expected to hold in high-dimensional
systems, but fail in low-dimensional systems. The saddle point solution suggests that the
expected value of the order parameter takes the value ±φ0 below the critical temperature.
The fluctuations about the mean field value are described by the correlation function for
long distances. In order to take the mean field results as accurate, these fluctuations must
be small compared to the background about which they are fluctuating. That is to say,
hφ2 i  hφi2 . The estimation of this criterion can be performed by finding the ratio of these
fluctuations within a ball of radius ξ centered on the origin.
Rξ
R=

0

dd x hφ(x)φ(0)i
1
∼ 2 d
Rξ
φ0 ξ
dd x φ20
0

Z
0

ξ

rd−1
ξ 2−d
∼
rd−2
φ20

(2.133)

Where the form of hφ(x)φ(0)i used was for the regime r  ξ, which makes the estimation a rather rough one. Still, the expectation is that as long as this ratio is small,
the mean field approximation should hold. This is referred to as the Ginzburg criterion.
1

1

According to mean field theory, φ0 ∼ |T − TC | 2 and ξ ∼ |T − TC |− 2 . This then mean that
the Ginzburg criterion scales as

R ∼ |T − TC |

d−4
2

(2.134)

In the vicinity of the critical point (|T − TC |  1), which in the context of LandauGinzburg means calculating small fluctuations around the saddle point, the mean field
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approximation is only valid if d ≥ dC = 4. Consequently, this is the upper critical dimension of the Ising model. Technically, there is a logarithmic divergence in R for d = 4,
but this provides adequate evidence for identifying in which dimensions the mean field
approximation is valid.
A Summary of Mean Field Critical Exponents
At this point, the mean field approximation has more or less been taken to its limit
with the extensions provided by Landau-Ginzburg theory. It is worth taking a moment to
summarize the critical exponents derived from the approximation.
Table 2.1: A table summarizing the mean field critical exponents (with LandauGinzburg theory), where d is the dimension of the system.
Exponent Definition

Value

α

c ∼ |T − TC |−α

2−

β

m ∼ (TC − T )β

1
2

γ

χ ∼ |T − TC |−γ

1

δ

m ∼ Hδ

3

ν

ξ ∼ |T − TC |−ν

1
2

η

hφ(x)φ(y)i ∼

1

1
rd−2+η

d
2

0

The results are shown in Table 2.1. However, it is known that there are some problems
with the approximation for dimensions d < 4.
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Table 2.2: A table summarizing the critical exponents in the relevant dimensions.
Exponent d = 2 d = 3

d=4

α

0

0.11008(1)

0

β

1
8

0.326419(3)

1
2

γ

7
4

1.237075(10) 1

δ

15

4.78984(1)

3

ν

1

0.629971(4)

1
2

η

1
4

0.036298(2)

0

The true critical exponents are shown for d ∈ {2, 3, 4} in Table 2.2. The results for
d = 2 are known exactly and the mean field approximation is sufficient as shown by the
Ginzburg criterion for d = 4; though for d = 3, results are only known numerically.[40, 41]
The approach towards the analytical solution for the 2−dimension square Ising model will
be discussed in final section of this chapter.
2.6 The Renormalization Group
In the discussions up to this point, field theory and the path integral framework have
been introduced to investigate properties of the second order phase transition beyond that
provided by the standard mean field approximation, but little headway has been made
towards understanding the critical behavior of the 2−dimensional square Ising model. To
make more significant progress, interactions must be accounted for. To do this, perturbation
theory will be used to understand the influence that the previously dropped terms in the
effective free energy (including higher order gradients) have on the critical exponents and
the renormalization group (RG) will need to be used to investigate the physics at various
length scales.[27, 24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 32]
Introduction
Once again, the effective free energy will be represented in terms of the scalar order
parameter field φ(x), but with the quadratic term included this time. Note that the
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temperature dependence is taken to be implicit.
Z
F [φ] =

d

d x



1
1
γ∇φ · ∇φ + µ2 φ2 + gφ4 + . . .
2
2


(2.135)

The temperature dependence is contained in the quadratic term through the assumption µ2 ∼ T −TC , where µ2 is now allowed to change parity, where µ2 > 0 for the disordered
phase and µ2 < 0 for the ordered phase.[25] The coefficient of the gradient term has also
been rescaled, the relevance of which will be demonstrated and the remaining coefficients
are arbitrary. In the analysis that follows all possible terms in the expansion of the effective free energy with a few constraints taken into account. The effective free energy will be
taken to be analytic around φ = 0 such that the Taylor expansion is well-behaved. The Z2
symmetry is also being invoked such that φ → −φ, resulting in only even terms in φ in the
Taylor expansion. Due to the arbitrary choice of coefficients associated with the terms in
this expansion, a theory space parameterized by the infinite number of coupling coefficients
will need to be considered.[25] For the computation of the partition function path integral,
the coldness β will be dropped due to the fact that a power of β does not affect the physics
since the relevant temperature dependence is incorporated into the coefficient µ2 .
Z
Z=

Dφe−F [φ]

(2.136)

The ultraviolet cutoff Λ will also be making a repeat appearance to resolve the path
integral. While it was used in prior calculation to simply render a calculation finite, it
will now take a more central role in defining a flow through the space of theories. The
language of the renormalization group is one of scale,[25] and so consider the case in which
on the physics at long distance scales, say L, is being considered. In this context, Fourier
modes φk for k 

1
L

are of no significant interest, and so a theory will a lower cut-off
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would be appropriate, perhaps parameterized by a lower cutoff Λ0 =

Λ
ζ

for some ζ. As long

as Λ0  L1 , this theory provides the necessary information to describe the physics at that
length scale. In order to construct this theory, consider the following decomposition



φk k < Λ0
−
φk =

 0 k > Λ0


φk k ∈ (Λ0 , Λ)
+
φk =

0 k∈
/ (Λ0 , Λ)

(2.137)

(2.138)

+
Where φk = φ−
k + φk . These modes can be respectively referred to as low- and high-

energy modes. The effective free energy can be similarly decomposed.

+
−
+
F [φk ] = F0 [φ−
k ] + F0 [φk ] + FI [φk , φk ]

(2.139)

+
Where FI [φ−
k , φk ] contains the terms that mix the modes for both short and long

wavelengths. The partition function is then expressed as

Z=

Z Y

−F0 [φ−
k]
dφ−
k e

Z

k<Λ0

Y

+

−

+

−F0 [φk ] FI [φk ,φk ]
dφ+
e
k e

(2.140)

Λ0 <k<Λ

In order to clean this expression up a bit, the Wilsonian effective free energy can be
used instead, which takes a familiar functional form identical to the one of the effective free
energy used thus far in this discussion.[25]

0

F [φ] =

Z

d

d x



1 0
1
γ ∇φ · ∇φ + µ02 φ2 + g 0 φ4 + . . .
2
2
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(2.141)

This provides a free energy that describes long-wavelength modes and additionally
takes the effects of short wavelength nodes into account through the following equivalency

e

−F 0 [φ− ]

=e

−F0 [φ−
k]

Z

X

+

−

+

−F0 [φk ] −FI [φk ,φk ]
dφ+
e
k e

(2.142)

Λ0 <k<Λ

Using the Wilsonian effective free energy, the partition function can be readily expressed
Z
Z=

Dφ− e−F

0 [φ− ]

(2.143)

This cannot be directly compared to the prior stated equations, however, since the
theories are predicated on the ultraviolet cutoff, which by construction is different in the
two theories. Namely, F [φ] can describe momentum modes above the Λ0 cutoff while F 0 [φ]
cannot. This can be resolved through rescaling the momenta and positions such that
k0 = ζk and x0 =

x
ζ

such that k 0 , as with the original theory, is constrained by the cutoff Λ.

In effect, this reduces the length scale. The fields should also be rescaled by the coefficient
√
√ 0 −
0
0
on the leading gradient term such that φ0k0 = γ 0 φ−
γ φ (x). The resulting
k and φ (x ) =
expression for the free energy is thus

0

Fζ [φ ] =

Z

d

d x



1
1
∇φ0 · ∇φ0 + µ2 (ζ)φ02 + g(ζ)φ04 + . . .
2
2


(2.144)

This procedure has induced a continuous map from ζ ∈ [1, ∞) to the coupling constant
space where ζ = 1 provides the original coupling constants. The flow of the coupling
constants are described by beta functions which will soon be discussed and the direction of
the flow displays how the couplings behave at longer length scales.[25] This is an example
of the application of the renormalization group. First, the high momentum modes are
integrated out, then the momenta are rescaled, and then the fields are rescaled such that
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the gradient terms remain canonically normalized. It is worth mentioning that while the
renormalization group displays group-like structure in that scaling by some ζ1 followed
by scaling by some ζ2 is equivalent to scaling by ζ1 ζ2 . However, there is no inverse since
the fields can only be integrated out, not reintroduced. Thus, a more appropriate term
would be the renormalization semi-group.[25] The procedure described can be seen as a
coarse-grained description of the physics of a system in momentum space, where the coarse
graining is done by integrating out successive shells in the momentum space. This is
particularly useful when dealing with continuous fields, but an equivalent approach can be
done in position space (or real space). This is useful for lattice systems, such as the Ising
model. This is done by coarse-graining with boxes of linear size a which contain multiple
spins to construct a magnetization field. These are called block spins and observing the
changes in the free energy as a is increased is referred to as blocking.
Universality Revisited
It is appropriate to revisit the concept of universality within this framework. Suppose
some starting point in the theory space. This can be rather complex given that the theory
contains information about the microscopic short-distance degrees of the freedom. These
details are rather unimportant, though, so the renormalization group transformation will
be used to integrate out the short distance degrees of freedom to provide a new theory
describing the long wavelength physics. This can be iteratively applied such that there
are two possible eventualities. The flow could continue infinitely in the theory space, or
convergence towards a fixed point can be reached.[25] A fixed point, as could be assumed,
is a point in the theory space that is invariant under the renormalization group transformation. Additionally, there is a possibility that some limit cycle could be reached through
this iterative approach, but this can be ruled out for many theories of interest.[25]
However, within the context of a fixed point, the renormalization group procedure
guarantees that fixed points provide theories with no characteristic scale. Suppose the
original theory was characterized by a correlation length scale ξ. The renormalized theory
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will then display length scale ξ 0 = ζξ . Fixed points must then necessarily have a correlation
length ξ ∈ {0, ∞}. In the disordered phase T > TC , the RG flow towards the fixed point
reduces the correlation length until eventually ξ = 0, which is equivalent to increasing
the temperature to the infinite limit. The same applies in the ordered phase T < TC ,
but the endpoint ξ = 0 corresponds to the zero temperature limit. By contrast, at the
critical point, the RG flow towards the fixed point results in an infinite correlation length
scale. This is because as seen earlier, the theory contains fluctuations on all length scales
at the critical point. As the fluctuations on small length scales are integrated out from
the RG transformations, they are replaced by fluctuations at larger length scales, resulting
in a scale invariant theory. Due to this property of the RG flow, critical points are often
referred to as fixed points.
This is a very important result that relates back to the concept of universality. Recall
that the form of the free energy used can describe many different physical systems since
they are simply represented by points in the theory space. There are then many different
theories that flow to the same fixed point. This is to say that many different microscopic
theories result in the same macroscopic behavior.
It is convenient to consider fixed points by considering the theories within their immediate neighborhoods. There are many directions in which to move away from the fixed
point, but some of these will inevitably lead back to the fixed point. The deformations of
the free energy that result in this behavior are called irrelevant, as the associated additional
terms in the free energy describe the same long-distance physics. By contrast, the relevant
deformations are ones that result in a flow away from the fixed point. In such a case, the
deformations in the free energy result in different long-distance physics. The importance
of universality is that only a handful of relevant deformations exist while there are infinite
irrelevant deformations.[25] Thus, fixed points lie at the center of a sizeable basin of attraction in which large partitions of the theory space converge to the same fixed point. This
“basin of attraction” for a particular fixed point is often referred to as the critical surface.
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It is also possible that the fixed point is not necessarily a point, but rather a line or even a
surface embedded within the theory space. In such a case, deformations that stay on the
line or the surface will reach another fixed point. These deformations are referred to as
marginal.
Scaling
The association of fixed points in the theory space with second order phase transitions
provides an organizing principle behind the critical exponents that have been discussed.
As demonstrated, at the fixed point of the renormalization group, indications of scale
vanish, which ensures that the correlation functions behave as power laws, as a different
functional form would require a scale. The choice of the exponent is the free parameter
and an important task of the RG procedure is to compute these exponents. Recall that
the correlation function takes the form

hφ(x)φ(0)i ∼

1

(2.145)

rd−2+η

During the RG procedure, x → x0 = xζ . In order for the correlation function to remain
invariant, the scaling of the field must be taken into account.

hφ(x)φ(0)i → hφ0 (x)φ0 (0)i =⇒

1
r0d−2+η

=

ζ 2∆φ
(ζr0 )d−2+η

=⇒ ∆φ =

d−2+η
2

(2.146)

ξ
ζ

just as the

Furthermore, consider the correlation length ξ, which transforms as ξ →
position does, which corresponds to a scaling dimension ∆ξ = −1. Taking t =

|T −TC |
TC

to be

the reduced temperature, this must also scale in kind to ensure invariance.

ξ → ξ 0 =⇒ t0−ν = ζ ζ ∆t t0
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−ν

=⇒ ∆t =

1
ν

(2.147)

From here, assume that the only length scale relevant to the following calculations is
the correlation length ξ. The thermodynamic free energy as a function of the reduced
temperature can be expressed in the following manner.
Z
Fthermo (t) =

dd x f (t)

(2.148)

Notably, f (t) must exhibit scaling dimension d such that f (t) ∼ tdν since the free energy
is scale invariant at the fixed point. This can be understood intuitively by considering that
near the critical point, the spins in the Ising model are correlated over distance scales ξ.
Thus, the free energy, which is an extensive property, naturally scales with the size of the
 d
system such that F ∼ Lξ ∼ tdν . The singular contribution to the heat capacity near the
critical point can be calculated from the thermodynamic free energy.

c=

∂ 2f
∼ tdν−2 ∼ t−α =⇒ α = 2 − dν
∂t2

(2.149)

This relation is referred to as the Josephson relation or the hyperscaling relation. The
next scaling relation to consider is that of the field itself with respect to the reduced
temperature, which must be consistent with the scaling of the reduced temperature itself.

φ ∼ tβ =⇒ ∆φ = β∆t =⇒ β = ν∆φ =

(d − 2 + η)ν
2

(2.150)

In order to consider the critical exponents associated with the external field H, an
additional linear term Hφ can be added to the free energy integrand. This must still
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remain consistent with the scaling of the free energy, however.

∆φ + ∆H = d =⇒ ∆H =

d+2−η
2

(2.151)

The susceptibility can then be considered

χ=

∂φ
∂H

∼ t−γ =⇒ ∆φ − ∆H = −
T

γ
=⇒ γ(2 − η)ν
ν

(2.152)

This is referred to as Fischer’s identity and it can readily be seen from the relation
between the susceptibility and the two point correlation as well.[25]
Z
χ∼

ξ

dd x

0

1
rd−2+η

∼ ξ 2−η ∼ t(2−η)ν ∼ t−γ

(2.153)

The final critical exponent relates the order parameter to the external field at the
critical point.

1

φ ∼ H δ =⇒ δ =

∆H
d+2−η
=
∆φ
d−2+η

(2.154)

Table 2.3: A table summarizing the scaling laws resulting from the renormalization
group transformation.
Rushbrooke’s Law α + 2β + γ = 2
Widom’s Law

γ = β(δ − 1)

Fisher’s Law

γ = ν(2 − η)

Josephson’s Law

dν = 2 − α

Table 2.3 summarizes the scaling laws in the manner they are typically presented.[42,
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43] These relations are indeed satisfied for d ∈ {2, 3, 4}, approximately for d = 3 and
exactly for d = 2 and d = 4.[40, 41] However, this breaks down for d > 4 even though
it is the upper critical dimension, which will be discussed. Before moving on to that, the
relevance of scaling should be briefly discussed.
The scaling using dimensional analysis can additionally be used to determine the relevancy of a given interaction.[25] Consider an arbitrary interaction term O(x).
Z
F [φ] ∼

dd x gO O(x)

(2.155)

The interest is in operators that transform in a simple manner under RG, in a way
that they can be considered as eigenstates of the RG process.

O(x) → O0 (x0 ) = ζ ∆O O(x)

(2.156)

From the known scaling behavior of the free energy, ∆gO = d − ∆O such that under an
RG flow, gO → ζ d−∆O gO . Thus, gO will have to either vanish or diverge under the RG flow
as with the correlation length. Using the classification scheme, O is relevant if ∆O < d,
marginal if ∆O = d, and irrelevant if ∆O > d. However, there is the notable complication
that operators of such a nature are not always easy to identify.
The Gaussian Fixed Point
The time for explicit calculation has arrived. The starting point will be a special point
in the theory space where only two quadratic terms are non-vanishing.

Z
F0 [φ] =

d

d x



1
1
∇φ · ∇φ + µ20 φ2
2
2



Z
=
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Λ


dd k 1 2
2
k
+
µ
φk φ−k
0
(2π)d 2

(2.157)

Due to the free energy being quadratic in φ, it factorizes readily into short and long
wavelength modes such that F0 [φ] = F0 [φ− ] + F0 [φ+ ]. The integration over the short
wavelength modes follows

e

−F 0 [φ− ]

Z

+ −F0 [φ+ ]



Dφ e

=

e−F0 [φ

−]

= N e−F0 [φ

−]

(2.158)

Where once again the normalization constant will simply drop out later when the
logarithmic derivatives of the partition function are calculated. Now, the rescaling can be
performed with k0 = ζk and φ0k0 = ζ −w φ−
k . Where w is a constant to be determined. In
terms of the rescaled momenta, the free energy can be expressed as

−

Z

F0 [φ ] =
Λ
ζ


dd k 1 2
k + µ20 φk φ−k =
d
(2π) 2

Z

Λ



dd k 0 1 k 02
2
+ µ0 ζ 2w φ0k0 φ0−k0
(2π)d 2ζ d ζ 2

The original form can be recovered with w =

F00 [φ0 ]

Z
=

Λ

d+2
2


dd k 1 2
k + µ2 (ζ) φ0k φ0−k
d
(2π) 2

Where µ2 (ζ) = ζ 2 µ20 . Recall that the correlation length scales as ξ ∼
fixed points obey

dµ2
dζ

(2.159)

(2.160)

1
,
µ2

so ξ → ζξ . The

= 0 and there are two such conditions in which this is true, µ2 = ∞,

which corresponds to the infinite temperature case since µ2 ∼ |T − TC | and µ2 = 0, which is
referred to as the Gaussian fixed point.[25] This quadratic term is a relevant coupling since
as µ2 grows, the RG flow tends towards the infrared spectrum, pushing towards theories
farther from the fixed point. An example of an irrelevant coupling would be one in the
2
form of α0 ∇2 φ , where the coupling flows as α(ζ)ζ −2 α0 and thus vanishes with the RG
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flow towards the infrared. An interesting set of couplings are of the following form
Z
F [φ] =

d

d x

X
1
1
∇φ · ∇φ + µ20 φ2 +
g0,2n φ2n
2
2
n=2

!
(2.161)

Where only even powers are considered in order to preserve the Z2 symmetry. In this
case, integrating out the modes at short length scales is non-trivial since the couplings are
0
shifted such that g0,2n → g0,2n
= g0,2n + δg2n . For now, this shift can be ignored in favor

of gleaning an intuition for the behavior of these terms. The positions and fields can be
rescaled in the following manner.

F [φ0 ] =

Z

d d x0 ζ d

X
1 −2−2∆φ 0 0
1
g0,2n ζ −2n∆φ φ0n
ζ
∇ φ · ∇0 φ0 + µ20 ζ −2∆φ φ02 +
2
2
n=2

In order to restore the coefficient associated with the gradient term, ∆φ =

F [φ0 ] =

Z

dd x0

X
1 0 0
1
g2n φ02n
∇ φ · ∇0 φ0 + µ(ζ)2 φ02 +
2
2
n=2

!
(2.162)

d−2
.
2

!
(2.163)

Where g2n (ζ) = ζ d−2n∆φ g0,2n = ζ (1−n)d+2n . Interestingly, the manner in which these
couplings scale is dependent on the dimension. For example, in the quartic term, g4 (ζ) =
ζ 4−d g0,4 , which is irrelevant for d > 4, marginal for d = 4, and relevant for d < 4. However,
the leading contributions will come from the shifts that were ignored earlier in the rescaling,
so this cannot be used for a serious calculation as-is. Still, the scaling dimension ∆φ shows
that η = 0 and the scaling of u2 ∼ t is given by ∆t = [g1 ] = 2, which means ν = 21 . From
the scaling laws, the rest of the critical exponents can be extracted and show agreement
with the mean field approximation for d = 4. This result is unsurprising as one might
have expected such a result from the Ginzburg criterion that establishes d = 4 as the
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upper critical dimension. Additionally, this is made clear by the fact that µ2 can always be
changed by tuning the temperature, but the quartic coupling may not be so conveniently
manipulated. Luckily, for d = 4, the quartic term is irrelevant and therefore the system
will be driven towards the Gaussian fixed point regardless. But, if the quartic coupling is
relevant, as with d < 4, this is not the case. This is why mean field values are not used to
measure the critical exponents; they provide the critical exponents describing the Gaussian
fixed point. Furthermore, the coupling for φ6 is g6 (ζ) = ζ 6−2d g0,6 is relevant for d < 3,
naively marginal for d = 3, and irrelevant for d > 3. For d = 2, all of the couplings are
relevant. This may appear trivial, but about the majority of fixed points, ∆φn 6= n∆φ .
In fact, a well defined scaling dimension will not exist for φn about the majority of fixed
points, but rather for some linear combination of φn couplings.
The irrelevancy of the quartic coupling can be a bit misleading and it is indeed rather
dangerously irrelevant.[25] As was made clear earlier, there is a disagreement in the critical
exponents from Landau mean field and RG scaling dimensions. The reason for this is
rooted in the neglection of the quartic coupling, as it was assumed φ ∼ tβ , but in reality,
 β
q
φ ∼ gt4 , corresponding to the mean field result m0 = − αα24 . The coupling coefficient
g4 compensates and corrects the disagreement of the RG results with Landau theory. This
demonstrates that while it is tempting to simply disregard irrelevant operators on the
ground that their coefficients vanish in the RG flow to infrared, there are some interesting
quantities one may wish to measure that still depend on irrelevant coupling constants. This
resolves the apparent issue with the RG scaling dimension results for d > 4.

∆φ = β(∆t − ∆g4 ) =⇒ β =

∆φ
1
d−2+η
= ;
= 1
∆t − ∆g4
2
2 ν +d−4

η = 0, ν =

1
2

(2.164)

The concept of the Weiss mean field approximation has progressed a lot in this de-
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velopment of the theory behind the Ising model. What started as a somewhat ad hoc
approximation to the partition function turned into a discussion of the saddle point equations from the free energy expression in Landau theory. It was found that the saddle point
equations are good approximations to the partition function exclusively for small couplings,
which is now known to be true only about the Gaussian fixed point. In this way, the mean
field approximation is synonymous with computation at the Gaussian fixed point.
RG with interactions
Now it is time to explicitly include the quartic coupling term. The starting point in
theory space takes the following form.
Z
F [φ] =

d

d x



1
1
∇φ · ∇φ + µ20 φ2 + g0 φ4
2
2


(2.165)

The first step of the RG procedure is to of course split the Fourier modes of the field
+
−
+
φk = φ−
k + φk , and consequently splitting the effective free energy F [φ] = F0 [φ ] + F0 [φ ] +

Fi [φ− , φ+ ]. The F0 [φ] terms can safely be taken to assume responsibility for the quadratic
terms while the interaction term will assume responsibility for the quartic term. The
Wilsonian effective free energy is then given by

e

−F 0 [φ− ]

=e

−F0 [φ−
k]

Z

+

−

+

−F0 [φk ] −FI [φk ,φk ]
Dφ+
e
ke

(2.166)

−

+

The integral can be interpreted as an expectation value of e−FI [φk ,φk ] with random
+

−F0 [φk ]
variable φ+
which is assumed to be
k that is Gaussian distributed according to e

normalized.

−F 0 [φ− ]

e

−F0 [φ−
k]

=e

D

e

+
−FI [φ−
k ,φk ]

E

0

−

=⇒ −F [φ ] =
+
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F0 [φ−
k]

D

− log e

+
−FI [φ−
k ,φk ]

E

(2.167)
+

The function integral cannot be computed exactly, but perturbation theory can be
applied by assuming that g0 is suitably small and Taylor expanding around g0 = 0.



D
E
+
1 2
1 2
−FI [φ−
,φ
]
k
k
log e
≈ log 1 − FI + FI ≈ − hFI i+ +
FI
2
2
+

+

−

hFI i2+



(2.168)

Where two Taylor expansion were performed. In general, the nth terms is the nth
cumulant of FI with a leading sign (−1)n . The expected value of FI will need to be
computed to leading order.
The interaction term expanded in Fourier modes for order g0 can be expressed as
!
Z Y
4
d
X
d
k
i
+
+
FI [φ−
(2π)d δ d
ki f [φ−
k , φk ] = g0
k , φk ]
d
(2π)
i=1
i

(2.169)

+
±
Where f [φ−
k , φk ] is composed of every term that is a product of four fields φkj for j ∈

{1, 2, 3, 4}. This is essentially a binomial expansion in the short and long wavelength modes
with the wavevector labels included. The coefficients result from the possible combinations
of momentum labels.

− − + +
− − − −
− − − +
+
f [φ−
k , φk ] =φk1 φk2 φk3 φk4 + 4φk1 φk2 φk3 φk4 + 6φk1 φk2 φk3 φk4
+ + + +
+ + +
+ 4φ−
k1 φk2 φk3 φk4 + φk1 φk2 φk3 φk4

(2.170)

Any terms with an odd power of φ+
k will vanish when averaged over the Gaussian
integral. This leaves three remaining terms. The first term contains no factors of φ+
k , so
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the average trivially contributes the term g0

R

dd x φ−4 . The last term does not include any

terms of φ−
k , so it will make a constant contribution to the effective free energy, which is
irrelevant for this calculation. The middle term, however deserves more attention.

hFI i+ = 5g0

Z Y

!
X
dd ki
−
+ +
d d
i=1
(2π) δ
ki φ−
k1 φk2 φk3 φk4
d
(2π)
i
4

+

(2.171)

+
This correlation function is already known from prior calculations to be φ+
k φk0

(2π)d δ d (k + k0 )G0 (k) where G0 (k) =

1
.
k2 +µ20

+

=

The delta functions conveniently simplify much

the integral and the momentum labels can be reassigned.
Z
hFI i+ = 6g0

Λ
ζ

0

dd k − −
φ φ
(2π)d k −k

Z

Λ
Λ
ζ

dd q
1
d
2
(2π) q + µ20

(2.172)

Where the integration limits demonstrate that only the short wavelength modes have
been integrated out. This results in a correction to the quadratic term such that

µ20

02

→µ =

µ20

Z

Λ

+ 12g0
Λ
ζ

dd q
1
d
2
(2π) q + µ20

Upon rescaling with k0 = ζk, φ0k = ζ −w φ−k with w =
ζ

µ2 (ζ) = ζ 2 µ20 + 12g0

Z

Λ
Λ
ζ

d+2
,
2

!
dd q
1
;
(2π)d q 2 + µ20

(2.173)

the scaling properties become

g(ζ) = ζ 4−d g0

(2.174)

This shows that couplings of one type can induce couplings of another under RG flow.
Reaching the critical point is not particularly easy in this case. At the critical point, µ2
vanishes, but this is not as simple as forcing µ20 to vanish as now this term needs to cancel
the couplings induced by the RG flow instead. For d = 4, this shows that the quartic
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coupling moves the system away from the Gaussian fixed point by inducing a relevant
coupling. However, there is a combination of choices for g0 and µ20 that allow µ2 (ζ) to
remain zero, establishing a marginal coupling as well.
For order g02 , the number of terms expands greatly to 256 when expanding the term
hFI2 i. Some of the terms will result in corrections that cannot be written in the form of
2
R d
local free energies, but rather as
d x f (φ− ) for some f (φ− ). Terms in the expansion
of hFI i2 will cancel out these contributions. The terms of particular interest are the ones
that can be written as local corrections to the free energy.

FI2

Z
∼

dd x dd y φ4 (x)φ4 (y)

(2.175)

These local corrections necessitate the calculation of the four-point function, as might
be surmised from the appearance of the two-point function in the terms for order g0 . In
order to calculate these, Wick’s theorem can be employed in order to decompose the fourpoint functions into sums of products of two-point functions.[44] The resulting contribution
to the free energy under scaling follows

g0 →

g00

= g0 −

36g02

Z

Λ
Λ
ζ

dd q
1
d
(2π) (q 2 + µ20 )2

(2.176)

Similar to the case for d > 4, the quartic coupling is irrelevant as g(ζ) decays with increasing ζ. However, the decay is much slower, so it is sometimes referred to as marginally
irrelevant since it has only failed to be marginal with perturbative corrections. Generally
speaking, many couplings that naively appear to be marginal will become marginally relevant or irrelevant due to perturbative corrections. Most will be marginally irrelevant, but
some, such as the Kondo effect in non-Abelian gauge theories, are marginally relevant.[45]
Furthermore, despite the marginal irrelevancy of the quartic coupling, this does not mean
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the RG flow will simply return to the Gaussian fixed point due to the mixed coupling with
the quadratic coupling. A particular combination of µ20 and g0 is necessary to return to the
Gaussian fixed point as pointed out earlier.
Beta Functions
As briefly mentioned before, beta functions are used to describe the flow of the coupling
constants. They take the form of first order differential equations. Going forward, it is
useful to parameterize the change in cutoff with s such that Λ0 =
function is then defined as

dgn
ds

Λ
ζ

= Λe−s . The beta

= βn (gn ) for some scaling gn from the RG transformation.

The parameter s increases as the RG flow continues towards the infrared spectrum, so the
parity of the beta function determines whether the couplings strengthen or weaken with
the flow towards the infrared spectrum.
At order g0 , the RG equations in terms of s are

Λ


1
dd q
µ (s) = e
+ 12g0
2
d 2
Λe−s (2π) q + µ0


Z Λ
1
dd q
(4−d)s
2
g(s) = e
g0 − 36g0
d
2 2
2
Λe−s (2π) (q + µ0 )
2

2s



µ20

Z

(2.177)
(2.178)

The integrals can be approximated readily

Z

Λ

dq f (q) ≈ Λ 1 − e

−s



Z

Λ

f (Λ)s ≈ Λf (Λ)s =⇒ ds

Λe−s

dq f (q) ≈ Λf (Λ)

(2.179)

Λe−s

For d = 4, the beta functions become
dµ2
3g
Λ4
≈ 2µ2 + 2 2
;
ds
2π Λ + µ2
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dg
9
Λ4
2
≈− 2
2g
2
2
ds
2π (Λ + µ )

(2.180)

The two terms in the beta function for µ2 respectively originate in the scaling and the
integration out of the high momenta modes in the RG process. The beta function for g,
however, has no linear term since it was marginal under scaling and the only contribution
is from when the high momentum modes were integrated out in order g 2 . The contribution
is negative, indicating the marginal irrelevance of the coupling.
The Epsilon Expansion
As has been discovered, the φ4 interaction is only relevant for d < 4. However, little
is known thus far about where these relevant interactions actually take the RG flow in
this case. The path integral cannot be computed exactly, which led to a perturbative
approach, but the fact that the RG flow increases g eliminates that option for d < 4. In
order to approach this, consider a system of dimension d = 4 − , where   1.[46] This
is an odd choice considering that the lattice structure underpinning the Ising model as the
requirement of the free energy to be local insists d ∈ Z+ . But, by the time that the beta
functions are being considered, this constraint can be relaxed a little. To first order in ,
the beta function equations can be expressed as

dµ2 s ≈ 2µ2 +

12Ωd−1 Λ4
g̃;
(2π)d Λ2 + µ2

dg̃ s ≈ g̃ −

36Ωd−1
Λ4
2
2 g̃
d
2
2
(2π) (Λ + µ )

(2.181)

Where Ωd−1 is the area of the sphere Sd−1 and g̃ = Λ− g is a dimensionless coupling.
Note that a term linear in g̃ is now arising from the scaling. The general formula for the
d

area of a sphere is Ωd−1 =

2π 2
,
Γ( d2 )

but this will produce corrections of order 2 , so Ω3 = 2π 2

will be used instead and similar arguments apply to (2π)d . This then provides

dµ2 s ≈ 2µ2 +

Λ4
3
g̃;
2π 2 Λ2 + µ2

dg̃ s ≈ g̃ −
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Λ4
9
g̃ 2
2π 2 (Λ2 + µ2 )2

(2.182)

There are two fixed points for these equations, µ2 = g̃ = 0 as mentioned before, but
another is located at

µ2∗

2

2π 2 (Λ2 + µ2∗ )
g̃∗ =

9
Λ4

3
Λ4
=− 2 2
g̃∗ ;
4π Λ + µ2∗

(2.183)

Which provides the solutions

µ2∗ = −

Λ2
3 2
Λ
g̃
=
−
;
∗
4π 2
6

g̃∗ =

2π 2

9

(2.184)

This is known as the Wilson-Fisher fixed point, and importantly,   1 =⇒ g̃∗ 
1, so the calculation is self-consistent albeit arguably unphysical due to the non-integer
dimension.[47] In order to understand the flows about the fixed point, µ2 = µ2∗ + δµ2 and
g̃ = g̃∗ + δg̃ should be investigated up to O(2 ).



2



δµ  2 −
ds   = 
δg̃
0





3

3
Λ2
2π 2

1+

−


6



2

δµ 
 
δg̃

(2.185)

There is one positive and one negative eigenvalues for this triangular matrix.

∆t = 2 −



+ O 2 ;
3

∆g = − + O 2



(2.186)

In other words, there is one relevant and one irrelevant direction for the Wilson-Fisher
fixed point. If  is increased, there is a breakdown in the perturbative approach since the
fixed point moves towards higher g. However it is not unreasonable to assume that the
qualitative behavior still rings true. The critical exponents can now be calculated since
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t → ζ ∆t = es∆t = e(2− 3 )s t. This allows for the calculation of ν to linear order in  using a
Taylor expansion.

ξ ∼ t−ν =⇒ ν =

1
1
≈
∆t
2−


3

≈


1
+
2 12

(2.187)

Now α can be extracted with Josephson’s law and calculated to linear order as well

α = 2 − dν ≈ 2 −

4−

 ≈
2− 3
6

(2.188)

The other critical exponents require knowledge of η, which is related to terms in order
g02 that provide η =

2
,
6

which to linear order in  is simply η = 0. This allows for the

calculation of ∆φ

∆φ ≈

d−2

=1−
2
2

(2.189)


2

3

(2.190)

From there,
1−
∆φ
≈
β=
∆t
2−

≈

1 
−
2 6

And then γ is given by Rushbrooke’s law




1 



α + 2β + γ = 2 =⇒ + 2
−
+ γ ≈ 2 =⇒ γ ≈ 2 − − 1 + = 1 +
6
2 6
6
3
6
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(2.191)

And finally δ is given by Widom’s law


γ = β(δ − 1) =⇒ 1 + ≈
6




1 + 6
1 
−
(δ − 1) =⇒ δ ≈ 1 + 1  ≈ 3 + 
2 6
−6
2

(2.192)

Now, even though this was all done assuming   1, it is still tempting to see what
the results are for  = 1 (d = 3).
Table 2.4: A table summarizing the critical exponents extracted from the epsilon
expansion around the Wilson-Fisher fixed point for  = 1, which corresponds to
d = 3.
Exponent Mean Field

=1 d=3

α

0

1
6

0.11008(1)

β

1
2

1
3

0.326419(3)

γ

1

7
6

1.237075(10)

δ

3

4

4.78984(1)

η

0

0

0.036298(2)

ν

1
2

7
12

0.629971(4)

As seen in Table 2.4, the critical exponents are surprisingly close to the more accurate
results from numerical calculation for d = 3. Greater accuracy can even be obtained by
going to higher order in , though the series is not convergent. Still, the epsilon expansion should be treated more as a qualitative than a quantitative tool for investigating the
structure of RG flows.[25] Unfortunately, the results are not very accurate for  = 2 (d = 2).
2.7 The Ising Model in Two Dimensions
In earlier discussion, it was mentioned that for d = 2, deformations of the the form
φn are relevant for all n. By contrast to d ∈ {3, 4}, d = 2 exhibits an infinite number of
fixed points.[25] As one could assume from the calculations done thus far, the RG flow is
nontrivial. Inexactly, one can arrive at the nth fixed point from the Gaussian fixed point
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with
Z
F [φ] =

2



dx

1
(∇φ)2 + g2(n+1) φ2(n+1)
2


(2.193)

The nth fixed point will have n relevant operators generated and all of these terms
will need to be tuned to zero in the flow towards the infrated to reach the nth fixed point.
By removing the least relevant operator, flow to the (n − 1)th can be obtained. With the
unreliability of the epsilon expansion in this context, a different approach is needed, which
will take the form of conformal field theory.[42, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52]
Conformal Symmetry
While the renormalization group ensures the invariance of the physics at the critical
point under scale transformations, the physics is actually invariant under a large class of
symmetries referred to as conformal transformations.[42, 48, 49, 50, 51, 52] These consist
of any map with the following property

x → x̃(x);

∂ x̃i ∂ x̃j
δij = φ(x)δkl
∂xk ∂xl

(2.194)

For some function φ(x). These conformal transformations preserve angles between
lines. There are many transoformation that satisfy this relation, such as translations and
rotations where φ(x) = 1 as well as scaling where φ(x) = λ2 . However, there is another
solution known as the special conformal transformation

x0i =

xi − (x · x)ai
1 − 2(x · a) + (a · a)(x · x)

(2.195)

Where the transformation is parameterized by an arbitrary vector a. The d special
conformal symmetries, d translational symmetries, 21 d(d−1) rotational symmetries, and the
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sole scale transformation constitute the conformal group which is isomorphic to SO(d+1, 1).
All of the fields and correlation functions are restricted in the forms they may take, as they
must be representations of this group. This approach towards investigating the physics at
the critical point is what allows for the exact calculation of the critical exponents for d = 2
as well as the rather precise calculations of the critical exponents for d = 3 (with conformal
bootstrapping.
Conformal symmetry is particularly useful for d = 2. For higher dimensions, the
group of finite conformal transformations follows the pattern and is SO(3, 1) ' SL(2, C),
but it turns out that there are infinite conformal transformations allowed for infinitesimal
transformations.[25] This is because the powerful infinite dimensional Virasoro algebra
underpins conformal theories for d = 2 dimensions.[53] In effect, this results in significantly
more powerful constraints on the fixed points that render many of them tractable without
the need of perturbation theory, which is why the critical exponents can be computed
exactly, not to mention how one may understand the structural characteristics of the infinite
multi-critical fixed points for d = 2.
Quantum Statistical Mechanics
The first step towards understanding how to understand critical behavior for d = 2
requires reducing a classical d−dimensional Ising system to a quantum (d−1)−dimensional
Ising system. The quantum Hamiltonian for two interacting spins is expressed as

Ĥij = −J σ̂i · σ̂j

(2.196)

Where the Hamiltonian for two interacting spins is rather similar to the one for the
classical model, albeit with Pauli spin matrices taking the place of the classical spins.




0 1 
σx = 
;
1 0




0 −i
σy = 
;
i 0
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1 0 
σz = 

0 −1

(2.197)

The quantum Hamiltonian H will then govern the total Ising system such that H =
H0 + H1 .

H0 = −J

X

σiz σjz ;

H1 = −H

X

σix

(2.198)

i

hi,ji

Due to the interaction between the external field and the x−component of the spin, this
model is often referred to as the quantum Ising chain in a transverse field.[42, 54, 55] The
Pauli matrix commutation and anticommutation relations are as follows (using Einstein
summation notation)




σ a , σ b = 2iabc σ c ;



σ a , σ b = 2δa,b 1

(2.199)

The Pauli matrices are also involutory such that (σ x )2 = (σ y )2 = (σ z )2 = 1. Since the
Pauli matricx determinants are always −1 and their traces are always zero, their eigenvalues
are ±1. Through associating the eigenstate |S a i with the Pauli matrix σ a , the completeness
P
relations can be extracted such that S a =±1 |S a i hS a | = 1. For the z−component, this
would mean

|+z i h+z | + |−z i h−z | = 1

(2.200)

The completeness relation will be particularly important moving forward. In order to
calculate the partition function for the quantum Ising model, the non-commuting terms of
the Hamiltonian need to be resolved since they are otherwise difficult to separate in the
exponential. This can be done by slicing the coldness β into L equal parts of length ∆τ
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that will take the role of imaginary time.[42]



Z = Tr e−βH = Tr e−∆τ H e−∆τ H . . . e−∆τ H

(2.201)

Such that the product contains L exponentials with β = ∆τ . If the temperature is
nonzero, the slicing can be constructed such that once can neglect the non-commutation
of the operators. Taking advantage of the complete set of eigenstates |Siz i defined by σiz ,
N
Y




X

|Siz i hSiz | =


i=1

Siz =±1

X

|S z i hS z | = 1

(2.202)

{Siz }

The partition function can be expanded such that

Z=

X

z
hS1z | e−∆τ H |SLz i hSLz | e−∆τ H SL−1
. . . hS2z | e−∆τ H |S1z i

(2.203)

Si,l =±1

Where

P

z }
{Si,l

|Slz i hSlz | = 1. The imaginary time evolution operator matrix elements

must now be computed, but as mentioned before, the terms in the Hamiltonian do not
commute, so the exponential cannot be decomposed into a product of two exponentials as
usual. However, the Lie-Trotter formula can be used to bypass this lack of commutation
by making ∆τ an infinitesimal slice of β.[56]

A+B

e

= lim

L→∞



A
L

e e

B
L

L

(2.204)

However, since L is finite in this case, the Suzuki-Trotter approximation must be instead
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employed.[57]

eδA+δB = eδA eδB + O([δA, δB])

(2.205)

Where the error term of order δ 2 and referred to as the Trotter error. Applied to the
Hamiltonian for the Ising chain in a transverse field, the approximation reads


e−∆τ H0 −∆τ H1 = e−∆τ H0 e−∆τ H1 + O ∆τ 2 [H0 , H1 ]

(2.206)

The matrix elements then take the form


z
z
e−∆τ H |Slz i ≈ Sl+1
e−∆τ H0 e−∆τ H1 + O ∆τ 2 [H0 , H1 ] |Slz i
Sl+1

(2.207)

Where the Trotter error is asymptotically smaller than ∆τ 2 JH and the approximation
√
holds as long as L  β JH. Which is feasible as L is allowed to be as large as necessary
by construction and β, J, and H are finite given a non-zero temperature. Thus, one can
safely ignore the Trotter error and the decoupled matrix elements can be evaluated by
noting that the nearest neighbor interaction acts on the eigenstate to the right.

z
Sl+1
e−∆τ H0 e−∆τ H1 |Slz i = e−∆τ J

PN

i=1

z Sz
Si,l
i+1,l

z
Sl+1
e−∆τ H

PN

i=1

σix

|Slz i

(2.208)

To resolve the term with the external field interaction, the involutory property can be
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used

x

e∆τ Hσi = 1 cosh(∆τ H) + σix sinh(∆τ H)

(2.209)

Relating the the time-sliced Pauli matrix element to its corresponding classical Hamiltonian requires that this be expressed in the following manner, however

D

x

S̃ z e∆τ Hσi |S z i = Λeγ S̃

z Sz

(2.210)

Where Λ and γ are implicitly defined such that

x

h+| e∆τ Hσi |+i = cosh(∆τ H) = Λeγ ;

x

h−| e∆τ Hσi |+i = sinh(∆τ H) = Λe−γ

(2.211)

Where explicitly,
1
γ = − log(tanh(∆τ H));
2

Λ2 = sinh(∆τ H) cosh(∆τ H)

(2.212)

Therefore,

z
Sl+1
e−∆τ H0 e−∆τ H1 |Slz i = ΛN e∆τ J

PN

i=1

z Sz
Si,l
i+1,l +γ

PN

i=1

z Sz
Si,l
i,l+1

(2.213)

This has now resolved to a coupling within the original nearest neighbor interaction
term between neighboring spatial sites in the same imaginary time slice as well as a coupling
within the field interaction term that are at the same spatial site between consecutive
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imaginary time slices. The partition function can now be expressed as

X

Z = ΛN L
{

e∆τ J

PN

i=1

PL

l=1

z Sz
Si,l
i+1,l +γ

PN

i=1

PL

l=1

z Sz
Si,l
i,l+1

(2.214)

}

z =±1
Si,l

If one were to then represent the Pauli spin eigenstates as classical spins and reintroduce the coldness (and as a consequence reassigning the imaginary time dimension as a
spatial dimension), this would take the form of an anisotropic 2−dimensional vanishing
field classical Ising model. So, one can map the one dimensional quantum Ising model in a
transverse field onto a classical 2−dimensional Ising model with anisotropic couplings. The
reverse is not necessarily true however.[42] Still the core principle is instructive that the
transfer from one site to another can be seen as an imaginary time evolution. Naturally,
this leads into the usage of transfer matrices to reformulate the partition function as seen
with the classical Ising chain in earlier discussion. Generalizing these transfer matrices to
quantum operators produces time evolution operators. This mapping is not enough to introduce conformal field theory, however, as the path-integral formulation of quantum field
theory will need to be introduced first so one can calculate the correlations of functions
of free fields by operator product expansions.[42] The quantum Ising chain in a transverse
field will need to be mapped to these fields.
Kramers-Wannier Duality
The correspondence between the one-dimensional quantum Ising model in a transverse
field and a classical two-dimensional Ising model with anisotropic couplings briefly deserves
some more attention through the application of Kramers-Wannier duality.[35, 58, 59] Explicitly, say the following substitutions are made

z
σi,l = Si,l
;

Nx = N ;

Ny = L;
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β̃Jx = ∆τ J;

β̃Jy = γ

(2.215)

Where σi,l is the classical Ising spin rather than a Pauli matrix and the imaginary
time slicing now corresponds to an extra classical spatial dimension y. The coefficient can
additionally be safely dropped since it does not contribute to the physics in this context.

Z=

X

eβ̃Jx

P Nx P Ny
i=1

l=1

σi,l σi+1,l +β̃Jy

P Nx P Ny
i=1

l=1

σi,l σi,l+1

(2.216)

{σi,l =±1}

The explicit correspondence can now be seen clearly. Typically, for the type of argument
that is going to be made, K = β̃Jx and L = β̃Jy and the summing indices are changed such
P
P
that hi,ji σi σj is a sum over all horizontal pairs (along the x−direction) and hi,ki σi σk
is a sum over all vertical pairs (along the y−direction) such that the partition function
becomes

Z=

X

eK

P

{i,j}

σi σj +L

P

{i,k}

σi σk

(2.217)

{σi =±1}

Suppose that there are M horizontal and vertical edges with r unlike vertical nearestneighbor pairs and s unlike horizontal nearest-neighbor pairs. In such a case, this serves
as a useful approximation for low temperatures, as K and L will both be large and the
dominant terms will be from r = s = 0.[35]
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Figure 2.12: A diagram depicting the Ising lattice L (solid edges and filled sites)
as well as the dual lattice LD (dashed edges and open sites).
A useful concept to understand further analysis is the dual lattice. Consider the original
lattice L. The dual lattice LD can be constructed by placing sites at the center of the faces
of the original lattice L and and connecting adjacent points in these faces that share and
edge. The dual lattice is essentially the original lattice shifted by half a lattice spacing in
each direction.[35] This is depicted in Fig. 2.12.

Figure 2.13: A diagram depicting an example of the spin domain-separating polygons in the dual lattice LD .
Using the dual lattice, edges can be drawn between differing spins that are now shifted
to exist on the dual lattice. This will generate r horizontal edges and s vertical edges. This
will give sets of edges that join up to form polygons that divide the configuration into spin91

up and spin-down domains such that for each set of polygons, two possible configurations
can be obtained by flipping the spins.[35] Each polygon will additionally contain an even
number of edges since there must be an even number of successive spin-flips along the four
surrounding faces. Let PD be the set of such polygons in LD . An example is depicted in
Fig. 2.13.

Z=2

X

eK(M −2s)+L(M −2r) = 2eM (K+L)

X

e−2Ks−2Lr

(2.218)

PD

PD

Additionally, another way of representing the partition function appropriate for high
temperatures involves observing that σi ∈ {−1, +1} such that eKσi σj = cosh K +σi σj sinh K
alongside an equivalent relation for L.[35]

Z = (cosh K cosh L)M

XY

(1 + σi σj tanh K)

{σi } hi,ji

Y

(1 + σi σk tanh L)

(2.219)

hi,ki

Where the products are respectively over all horizontal and vertical edges in L. There
are 22M total terms in the expansion due to the fact there are 2M factors with two terms
each. There is a one-to-one correspondence between each term in the sum and the line configurations such that each term in the expansion takes the form tanhr K tanhs Lσ1n1 σ2n2 σ3n3 . . .
where r and s are the numbers of horizontal and vertical edges in the resulting line configuration and ni is the number of edges ending at site i. In this sum, since σi = ±1, the terms
will vanish unless ni are all even, where the result will be 2N tanhr K tanhs L. These terms
will then correspond to the sets of polygons as in the expansion used for low temperatures,
though defined on L rather than LD .[35]

Z = 2N (cosh K cosh L)M

X
P
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tanhr K tanhs L

(2.220)

The free energy per site f (K, L) can then be defined as

f (K, L) = −

1
log Z(K, L)
lim
N
→∞
N
β̃

(2.221)

The summations within the two temperature regimes are similar, but differ at the
boundaries due to the shift difference in the dual lattice. However, in the thermodynamic
limit, this should have a negligible effect, so the distinction will no longer be labeled.[35]
Furthermore, in the thermodynamic limit,

M
N

= 1. With this, the free energy per site for

the low temperature expansion in the thermodynamic limit becomes
P


log P e−2Ks−2Lr
1
K + L + lim
f (K, L) = −
N →∞
N
β̃

(2.222)

And for the high temperature expansion

P


log P tanhr K tanhs L
1
f (K, L) = −
log (2 cosh K cosh L) + lim
N →∞
N
β̃

Furthermore, note that through using the function Φ(α, β) = limN →∞

(2.223)

log

P

P

N

αr β s

, a

correspondence can be seen.


1
K + L + Φ e−2L , e−2K
β̃
1
= − (log (2 cosh K cosh L) + Φ(tanh K, tanh L))
β̃

f (K, L) = −
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(2.224)
(2.225)

Upon making the substitution tanh K ∗ = e−2L and tanh L∗ = e−2K , an interesting
property arises.[35] For the high temperature expansion,

1
f (K ∗ , L∗ ) = − (log (2 cosh K ∗ cosh L∗ ) + Φ(tanh K ∗ , tanh L∗ ))
β

1
= − log (2 cosh K ∗ cosh L∗ ) + Φ(e−2L , e−2K )
β

(2.226)

From here, the Φ term can be eliminated such that
1
1
f (K ∗ , L∗ ) = − log (2 cosh K ∗ cosh L∗ ) + f (K, L) + (K + L)
β
β̃

(2.227)

For large K and L, K ∗ and L∗ are small, so this relates the two temperature regimes
and defines a duality. Alternatively, the relations between {K ∗ , L∗ } and {K, L} can be more
symmetrically written as sinh (2K ∗ ) sinh(2L) = 1 and sinh (2L∗ ) sinh(2K) = 1, giving

f (K ∗ , L∗ ) − f (K, L) =

1
log (sinh (2K) sinh(2L))
2β̃

(2.228)

In the isotropic case, K = L and K ∗ = L∗ . Additionally, at the critical point, KC =
K = K ∗ and LC = L = L∗ . So, at the critical point in the isotropic case, we can assert
KC = β̃C J = K = L = K ∗ = L∗ such that
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1
log sinh2 (2KC )
2β̃C
1
0=
log (sinh (2KC ))
β̃C

f (KC ) − f (KC ) =

=⇒ log (sinh (2KC )) = 0
=⇒ sinh (2KC ) = 1

√ 
=⇒ 2KC = arcsinh(1) = log 1 + 2

√ 
˜
=⇒ 2βC J = log 1 + 2
=⇒

2J
1
√ 
= TC =
˜
log 1 + 2
βC

(2.229)

This provides the critical temperature for the 2-dimensional square Ising model through
the use of Kramers-Wannier duality.
Quantum Field Theory Correspondence
The first map that will need to be defined is from the Ising model to a system of spinless
fermions, which takes the form of a quantum field theory in the continuum limit. This will
be done with the Jordan-Wigner transformation.[42] However, the resulting Hamiltonian
does not conserve the number of fermions, so another transformation must be performed
called the Bogoliubov transformation.[60]
It is useful to express the Hamiltonian for the Ising chain in a transverse field using
the relation H = Jg such that

H = −J

X

z
gσ̂ix + σ̂iz σ̂i+1



(2.230)

i

In a similar manner to the Ising model being readily mappable to a lattice gas model,
the Hilbert space of a system with a spin− 21 degree of freedom per site can be readily
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mapped to a spinless fermions moving along a chain of discrete single-orbital sites.[42]
In this conception of the model, the spin-up and spin-down states can be respectively
associated with unoccupied and occupied orbitals.[42] The set of operators for each system
form a Lie algebra equivalent to SU (2) with the following generators
1
σ̂i+ = (σ̂ix + iσiy );
2

1
σ̂i+ = (σ̂ix − iσiy );
2

σ̂iz

(2.231)

And

ci ;

c†i ;

c†i ci

(2.232)

Mapping the corresponding generators from the Ising chain Hilbert space to those of
the spinless fermion Hilbert space and verifying that the Lie brackets are preserved is
sufficient to obtain a Lie algebra isomorphism.[42] For a single site, flipping a spin from
down to up as provided by σ̂i+ is equivalent to ci , the annihilation operator. Similarly,
there is a correspondence between σ̂i− and the creation operator c†i . And then the spin
operator in the z−direction can be represented by σ̂iz = 1 − 2c†i ci = 1 − 2ni by observing
that this satisfies the requirement that an occupied orbital corresponds to the spin-down
state and an unoccupied orbital corresponds to the spin-up state.[42] The Lie brackets
(anti-commutations) are also preserved. This is adequate for a single site, but for multiple
sites, this must be strung together such that

σ̂i+

=

Y

1−

2c†j cj



ci ;

σ̂i−

=

Y

1−

2c†j cj



c†i

(2.233)

j<i

j<i

This can be intuitively understood by essentially hopping through all of the sites to
the left of the ith position, which is very nonlocal. Exploiting the involution of the Pauli
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operators,

σ̂2+



= 1−

2c†1 c1



c2 = σˆ1 z c2 =⇒ σ̂1z σ̂2+ = σ̂1z σ̂1z c2 = 1c2 = c2

(2.234)

The general formulas to recover the creation and annihilation operators are thus
!
ci =

Y

!
c†i =

σ̂iz σ̂i+ ;

j<i

Y

σ̂iz σ̂i−

(2.235)

j<i

The commutation and anticommutation are consistent

n
o
†
ci , cj = δij ;

n
o
† †
{ci , cj } = ci , cj = 0;

 + −
σ̂i , σ̂j = δij σ̂iz ;




σ̂iz , σ̂j± = ±2δij σ̂i± (2.236)

Conventionally, this is known as the common representation of the Jordan-Wigner
transformation, but for this application, it is useful to rotate the spin axes by π2 about

the y−axis such that σ̂iz → σ̂ix and σ̂ix → −σ̂iz , which means σ̂iz = − σ̂i+ + σ̂i− . The spin
operators can then be expressed as

σ̂ix

=1−

2c†i ci ;

σ̂iz

=−

Y

1−

2c†j cj



ci +

c†i



(2.237)

j<i

With some lengthy algebra and exploitation of the nilpotency of the anticommutation
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relations, the transformed Hamiltonian can be expressed.

H = −J

X

gσ̂ix

+

z
σ̂iz σ̂i+1

i



= −J

X

c†i ci+1

+

c†i+1 ci

+

c†i c†i+1

+ ci+1 ci −

2gc†i ci

+g



i

(2.238)

While this Hamiltonian is quadratic in the fermionic operators, terms like c† c† are also
introduced, which do not conserve the number of fermions in the system. Still, the Hamiltonian can be diagonalized. In order to address the lack of fermion number conservation,
a transformation can be applied to cancel out these terms. This is called the Bogoliubov
transformation. First, the Hamiltonian must be diagonalized, which starts with a discrete
Fourier transformation in momentum space.
1 X ikx
cj e
ck = √
N j

(2.239)

Where a is the lattice spacing, n is the number of sites composing the chain, xi = ia
is the ith site, and k =

2π
n
Na

is the wavenumber. The values that n can take depends on

the choice of boundary conditions, however, which can be either periodic or antiperiodic.
Transforming the Hamiltonian to momentum space is rather involved, but the resulting
Hamiltonian follows (with the external field reintroduced)

H=

X




2(H − J cos(ka))c†k ck + iJ sin(ka) c†−k c†k + c−k ck − H

(2.240)

k

The Bogoliubov transformation involves mapping into a set of fermionic operators γk
where the number of γk is conserved. An isomorphism of the anticommutation relation
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algebra induces this unitary transformation.

γk = uk ck − ivk c†−k

(2.241)

Where uk and vk are real numbers that satisfy the relations u2k + vk2 = 1, u−k = uk ,
and v−k = −vk . This reveals the natural choice of expressing uk and vk with trigonometric
functions.

uk = cos

θk
;
2

vk = sin

θk
2

(2.242)

n
o
n
o
The anticommutation relations are preserved such that γk , γl† = δkl and γk† , γl† =
{γk , γl } = 0. The transformation can be completed by choosing tanh θk =

sin(ka)
H
−cos(ka)
J

and

the final form of the Hamiltonian can be presented.

X  †
1
k γk γk −
H=
;
2
k

√
k = 2 J 2 + H 2 − 2HJ cos k

(2.243)

Where k is the single particle energy. The single particle energy is necessarily never
negative, so the Hamiltonian ground state |0i does not contain γ fermions and additionally
satisfies γk |0i = 0∀k. There is then an equivalency between the vacuum state of a spinless
fermionic system and the Ising model in a transverse field. An n−particle state can be conQ

n †
structed through repeated application of distinct creation operators such that
γ
i ki |0i.
p
The single particle energy can be written in terms of g as k = 2J 1 + g 2 − 2g cos k. In
the case of g  1, the ground state in the short-range order is a ferromagnet at finite
temperature. Additionally, the fermionic particles can be considered as domain walls between the ground states corresponding to the degeneracy in the ground state provided by
the Z2 symmetry.[42] By contrast, in the case of g  1, the spins in the ground state are
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oriented along the positive x−direction and excitations are provided by flipping spins to
the negative x−direction.
From here, it is possible to to find a universal continuum quantum field theory describing the critical properties within the vicinity of the spinless fermion Hamiltonian by
analyzing its excitation energy. This will in effect obtain a description of criticality in the
Ising model in terms of a free fermion. The excitation is energy is always positive for g 6= 1,
for which the excitation energy vanishes. The energy gap always occurs at k = 0, thus

min = 2J

p

1+

g2

q
− 2g cos 0 = 2J (1 − g)2 = 2J|1 − g|

(2.244)

The energy gap vanished for g = 1 as stated earlier and within this regime, long
wavelength excitations are possible with arbitrarily low energies, allowing them to dominate
low-temperature properties. A continuum Hamiltonian can then be constructed to remove
the irrelevant short wavelength degrees of freedom through expanding the spatial gradients.
The first step in doing so is to replace the fermionic operators with continuum Fermionic
fields.
1
Ψ(xi ) = √ ci ;
a



Ψ(x), Ψ† (x0 ) = δ(x − x0 )

(2.245)

In the continuum limit a → 0, the anticommutation relation has been preserved by
replacing the Kronecker delta with the Dirac delta distribution. This continuum field can
be substituted into the Hamiltonian and expanded to first order in spatial gradients.
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X  †
†
† †
†
H=−
J ci ci+1 + ci+1 ci + ci ci+1 + ci+1 ci − 2Hci ci + H
i

Z
= E0 −




∂Ψ†
∂Ψ
†
dx 2(J − H)Ψ (x)Ψ(x) + Ja Ψ (x)
−Ψ
+ O a2
∂x
∂x


†

(2.246)

Where the couplings ∆ = 2(J − H) and v = 2Ja can be defined to give the typical
representation of the fermionic field Hamiltonian, which is a free (or Gaussian) quantum
field theory.

Z
H = E0 −

 



v
∂Ψ†
∂Ψ
†
†
dx
Ψ (x)
−Ψ
+ ∆Ψ (x)Ψ(x) + O a2
2
∂x
∂x

(2.247)

The ∆ coupling provides the energy gap. In the case of J = H, the gap vanishes and
distinguishes between the magnetically ordered phase where ∆ > 0 and the symmetric
paramagnetic phase where ∆ < 0.[42] The continuum limit is taken while holding Ψ, v,
and ∆ fixed, so taking a → 0 requires H → ∞ and g → 1 (or H → ∞). The dynamics
of the this fermionic field Hamiltonian can now be introduced within the path integral
formalism. This derivation is rather involved, requiring the expression of the Fock space of
fermion with respect to coherent states related to anticommuting Grassman numbers.[42]
It is presented as

Z = Tr e

−βH

Z
=

DΨDΨ† e−
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Rβ
0

dτ dxL

(2.248)

Where L is the Lagrangian density


v
∂Ψ†
∂Ψ
†
+
Ψ (x)
−Ψ
+ ∆Ψ† (x)Ψ(x))
L=Ψ
∂τ
2
∂x
∂x
† ∂Ψ

(2.249)

This Lagrangian density will only be invariant under conformal transformations in the
case that ∆ vanishes, which then connects the system at criticality to a corresponding
conformal field theory description. In the case of non-vanishing ∆, there is no invariance
under the conformal group, however the Lagrangian density can be diagonalized to give a
relativistic excitation energy.

k =

√

∆2 + v 2 k 2

(2.250)

This shows that the the T = 0 energy gap is |∆| and the velocity of the excitations is v.
This form suggests that the Lagrangian density is invariant under Lorentz transformations.
Additionally, the action becomes the field theory of Majorana fermions of mass

∆
.[61]
v2

Applying Conformal Field Theory
Recalling the power law form of the two-point connected correlation function,

hφ(x1 )φ(x2 )i ∼

1
rd−2+η

=

1
;
rη

d=2

(2.251)

The matching field from the conformal field theory of the free fermion must be derived
in order to describe the correlations functions in terms of operator product expansions that
can be explicitly calculated.[42, 49, 50, 51, 52] As stated before, conformal transformations
in d dimensions are invertible mappings x → x0 that up to a scale leave the metric invariant.
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Using conventional notation from general relativity,

0
gµν
(x0 ) = Λ(x)gµν (x)

(2.252)

These conformal transformations form an angle-preserving group. Specifically for d =
2, it is the set of all holomorphic and antiholomorphic maps. This in turn naturally
encourages the application of the complex coordinates z and z̄.
Table 2.5: A table summarizing the conformal transformations.
Translation

x0µ = xµ + aµ

Dilation

x0µ = αxµ

Rigid Rotation

x0µ = Mνµ xν

Special Conformal Transformation x0µ =

xµ +bµ x2
1−2b·x+b2 x2

For an infinitesimal transformation xµ → x0µ = xµ + µ (x), the transformation is
conformal if it falls into one of the categories in Table 2.5. A spinless field φ(x) transforms
as follows under a conformal transformation
∂x0
φ(x) → φ (x ) =
∂x
0

0

∆
d

φ(x)

(2.253)

and is referred to as quasi-primary.[42] ∆ is the parameter representing the scaling
dimensions of the field. The two-point function of the spinless quasi-primary field can be
expressed as
1
hφ1 (x1 )φ2 (x2 )i =
Z

Z

[dΦ]φ1 (x1 )φ2 (x2 )e−S[Φ]

(2.254)

Where the action of the field theory is S[Φ]. Under the assumption the action and
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the functional integration measure are conformally invariant, the correlation function will
transform according to its quasi-primary fields such that
∂x0
hφ1 (x1 )φ2 (x2 )i =
∂x

∆1
d

∂x0
∂x

x=x1

∆2
d

hφ01 (x1 )φ02 (x2 )i

(2.255)

x=x2

For a scale transformation, x → αx

hφ1 (x1 )φ2 (x2 )i = λ∆1 +∆2 hφ1 (λx1 )φ2 (λx2 )i

(2.256)

For a rigid rotation for a translation, the Jacobian must be one, which requires

hφ1 (x1 )φ2 (x2 )i = f (|x1 − x2 |)

(2.257)

For some function f . Upon combining these two results, the conformal invariance has
restricted the form of the two-point connected correlation function to

hφ1 (x1 )φ2 (x2 )i =

C12
|x1 − x2 |∆1 +∆2

(2.258)

Furthermore, the special conformal transformations impose another conditions

hφ1 (x1 )φ2 (x2 )i





C12
|x1 −x2 |2∆1

∆1 = ∆2




0

∆1 6= ∆2

(2.259)

Therefore, correlation of the fields is only provided if they share the same scaling
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dimension. For two dimensions using complex coordinates, this can be expressed as

hφ1 (z1 , z̄1 ), φ2 (z2 , ẑ2 )i =

C12
2h

(z1 − z2 ) (z̄1 − z̄2 )2h̄

(2.260)

Where h = 12 (∆ + s) and h̄ = 21 (∆ − s) are respectively the holomorphic and antiholomorphic conformal dimension with s representing the possible planar spin, which is
not relevant for a free fermion.[42] For this case, under a conformal map z → w(z) and
z̄ → w̄(z̄), a quasi-primary field transforms as

0



φ (w, w̄) =

dw
dz

−h 

dw̄
dz̄

−h̄
φ(z, z̄)

(2.261)

The field is termed as a primary field denoted by σ if this holds for any local conformal
transformation. In this case, the scaling dimension is typically referred to with ∆σ . For a
free fermion, this is indeed a primary field, so by translational invariance,

hσ(r)σ(0)i =

1
r2(hσ +h̄σ )

(2.262)

The correspondence with the classical scaling relation reveals that



η = 2 hσ + ĥσ = 2∆σ

(2.263)

At this point, operator product expansions will need to be computed. Encoded within
the conformal dimension of the two point correlation functions is information required
to relate primary fields in quantum field theory to statistical models at criticality.[42] The
products of the fields must be expanded in terms of the correlators to derive the form of the
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fields. Additionally, each symmetry of the Lagrangian is associated with a corresponding
conserved quantity according to Noether’s theorem.[62] The conservation law affiliated with
the invariance under infinitesimal translation is the conservation of the energy momentum
tensor, expressed in terms of the density and flux density of the energy and momentum.
The expression of the conserved quantity is as follows.

j µ = η µν Lwν − wν ∂ ν φ

L
∂(∂µ φ)

(2.264)

Where η µν = 1 corresponds to the Euclidean metric. The energy momentum tensor
can therefore be written as

j µ = T µν wν

(2.265)

Conformal invariances with respect to translation then implies

∂µ T µν = 0

(2.266)

The tensor is forced to be traceless such that Tµµ = 0 by other conformal transformations
and one can additionally construct the the energy-momentum tensor to be symmetric such
that T µν = T νµ . For two dimensions, the energy momentum tensor decomposes into two
parts, the chiral and antichiral parts which respectivley depend on z and z̄.[42]

2πTzz (z, z̄) = T (z);

2π T̄z̄z̄ (z, z̄) = T̄ (z̄)

(2.267)

Through the operator product expansion with the primary field, the conformal dimen-
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sion hσ can be determined. The operator product expansion itself is the representation of
the a product of operators at the respective positions z and w by a sum of single operator
terms well defined for z → w multiplied by a complex valued function of z − w. Ward identities are used to derive these, which can be seen as generalizations of Noether’s theorem
relating the energy-momentum tensor, fields, and derivatives of the fields to their correlation functions. The operator product expansions are meaningful only within the context of
the correlators, where a temporal ordering is present. The temporal and spatial variables
are often represented by a cylinder, with the temporal variable assuming the role of the
radial coordinate while the spatial dimensions assume the surface of the cylinder.[42] The
time ordering thus translates into radial ordering. For a single primary field σ of conformal
dimensions hσ and h̄σ , the operator product expansion with the energy momentum tensor
is expressed as

T (z)σ(w, ŵ) ∼

1
hσ
σ(w,
ŵ)
+
∂w σ(w, w̄)
(z − w)2
z−w

(2.268)

T (ẑ)σ(w, ŵ) ∼

ĥσ
1
σ(w, ŵ) +
∂ŵ σ(w, w̄)
2
(ẑ − ŵ)
ẑ − ŵ

(2.269)

The operator product expansion of the energy-momentum tensor with itself is expressed
as

T (z)T (w) ∼

c
2

(z −

w)4

+

2T (w)
∂T
+
2
(z − w)
z−w

(2.270)

Where the constant c depends arises from the Virasoro algebra underpinning conformal
field theory and is referred to as the central charge or conformal anomaly. Its value depends
on the model being considered and its existence is related to conformal symmetry breaking
at macroscopic scales. The normalized generators of infinitesimal conformal transforma107

tions Ln construct an extension to the Witt algebra that defines the Virasoro algebra.[42]
The commutator of these generators is defined by

[Ln , Lm ] = (m − n)Lm+n +


c
m3 − m δm,−n
12

(2.271)

For a free Majorana fermion in two dimensions, the Euclidean action is given by
Z
S=

d2 x L;

1
L = gΨ† γ 0 γ µ ∂µ Ψ
2

(2.272)

The Dirac algebra γ µ γ ν + γ ν γ µ = 2η µν is satisfied by the Dirac gamma matrices




0 1 
γ0 = 
;
1 0




0 −1
γ1 = 

1 0

(2.273)

 
ψ 
With the the spinor Ψ =  .[42] The association between the holomorphic and
ψ̄
antiholomorphic (respectively ∂0 = ∂z and ∂1 = ∂z̄ ) can be done by explicitly writing the
matrices





∂z̄ 0 
γ 0 γ 0 ∂0 + γ 1 ∂1 = 2

0 ∂z

(2.274)

The action is then
Z
S=g

d2 x ψ̄∂z ψ̄ + ψ∂ẑ ψ



(2.275)

The classical equations of motion can be extracted from this form such that ∂z̄ ψ = 0
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and ∂z ψ̄ = 0 which any holomorphic and respectively antiholomorphic field satisfies. The
action can then be expressed with the kernel Aij (x, y) such that

1
S=
2

Z

d2 x d2 y Ψi (x)Aij (x, y)Ψj (y);

Aij (x, y) = gδ(x − y) γ 0 γ µ



∂
ij µ

(2.276)

By computing the Gaussian integrals of Grassman variables, the differential equation
determining the two-point function can be derived,[42] the result of which is written as

gδ(x − y) γ 0 γ µ


∂
−1
A
(xy) = δ(x − y)δij
ik ∂xµ
ij



(2.277)

The solution provides expressions for the two-point correlators

hψ(z, z̄)ψ(w, w̄)i =

1
1
;
2πg z − w

ψ̄(z, z̄)ψ̄(w, w̄) =

1
1
;
2πg z̄ − w̄

ψ(z, z̄)ψ̄(w, w̄) = 0
(2.278)

Additionally, assuming periodic boundary conditions for the time dimension on the
cylinder allows the operator product expansion of the fermion with itself to be expressed
as hψ(z)ψ(w)i =

1
1
.
2πg z−w

The other operator product expansions require the usafe of

the energy-momentum tensor which is related to the Lagrangian density by the conserved
quantity provided by Noether’s theorem. The first diagonal term provides the standard
holomorphic component.
1 ∂L
1
T (z) = −2πTzz = − πT z̄z̄ = − π ¯ ∂Ψ = −πg : ψ(z)∂ψ(z) :
2
2 ∂ ∂Ψ
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(2.279)

Where the colons conventionally refer to normal ordering in which all of the creation
operators are to the left of the annihilation operators. Consequently, the vacuum expectation value is guaranteed to vanish and is related to temporal ordering (radial ordering)
by Wick’s theorem.[42] Specifically, Wick’s theorem states that the time-ordered product
is equivalent to the normal-ordered product with the addition of all possible manners of
contracting pairs of fields, such as replacing them with their two-point functions in the
normal order.[44] Upon calculation,
1
ψ(w)
2

T (z)ψ(w) =

(z − w)2

+

∂ψ(w)
z−w

(2.280)

This says that for conformal dimension h = 21 , ψ is a primary field . Wick’s theorem
also provides the machinery necessary to calculate the operator product expansion of the
energy-momentum tensor with itself.

T (z)T (w) =

1
4

(z −

This gives a central charge of c =

w)4

1
.
2

+2

T (w)
∂T (w)
+
2
(z − w)
z−w

(2.281)

The Laurent series expansion of the primary

holomorphic free fermion field ψ can be expressed as

iψ(z) =

X
n

ψn z

−(n+h)

I
;

ψn =

dz n−h
z ψ(z);
2πi

{ψn , ψm } = δn,−m

(2.282)

The modes act as generators of the fermionic Witt’s algebra represented by ψ−n and ψn
with positive n.[42] This builds a Hilbert space through the action of the fermionic creation
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and annihilation operators.

ψn |0i = 0;

ψ−n1 . . . ψ−nk |0i = |n1 , . . . , nk i

(2.283)

The definition of the independent variables on the cylinder results in radial quantization and a periodicity on the complex plane follows, allowing the fermionic field to obey
boundary conditions that are either periodic or antiperiodic in nature.

ψn (e2πi z) = ψn (z)

Periodic Boundary Conditions:

2πi

Antiperiodic Boundary Conditions: ψn (e

z) = −ψn (z)

=⇒ n ∈ Z +

1
2

(2.284)

=⇒ n ∈ Z

The zero-mode operators ψ0 and ψ̄0 , when actiong on a state, leave the conformal weight
invariant and can be taken to represent the Virasoro algebra in the case of antiperiodic
boundary conditions. For this algebra, the smallest irreducible representation is composed
of two ground states labeled by the conformal dimension such that h =

1
16

:

1
.[42]
16 ±

Pauli matrices represent the action of the corresponding operators which satisfy the same
anticommutation relations up to a factor. In this
1
ψ̄0 = √ σ z ;
2

1
16 ±

basis,

1
ψ0 = √ σ x
2

(2.285)

With the action
1
ψ̄0
16


±

1 1
=√
2 16


;
±

1
ψ0
16


±

1 1
= ±√
2 16


(2.286)
∓

Operator-state correspondence can be used with this bases to derive two twist fields
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symbolized by σ and µ.
1
16



1
16

= σ(0) |0i ;
+


= µ(0) |0i

(2.287)

−

Determining the conformal dimension of σ(z) requires computing the expectation value
of the energy-momentum tensor using the operator product expansion with antiperiodic
boundary conditions

hψ(z)ψ(w)iA = h0|A ψ(z)ψ(w) |0iA
= |0iA

∞
X

z

−(n+ 21 )

ψn (z)

−∞
X

1

w0(m+ 2 ) ψm (w) |0iA

m=0

n=0
∞
X

1
1
1
z −(n+ 2 ) wm− 2 hψn (z)|A |ψm (z)iA + √
2 zw
n,m=1
p z pw
1 w+ z
=−
2 z−w

=

(2.288)

This formula can then be applied to the expectation value of the energy momentum
tensor to extract
1
1
1
1
hσ(z)∂w σ(w)iA = ∂w hσ(z)σ(w)iA = −
+
3 1
2
2
2
2(z − w)
16w 2 z 2

(2.289)

The operator product expansion of the energy momentum tensor with a field σ is
expressed with an expansion in terms of the generators Ln of the Witt’s algebra such that

T (z)σ(w) =

X

(z − w)n−2 Ln σ(w)

n≥0
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(2.290)

where the vacuum expectation value of the energy momentum tensor can be expressed
using the first term

hT iA =

1
16

1
T (z)
16
+




=
+

1
16

+

L0 1
z 2 16


=
+

hσ
z2

(2.291)

In the limit w → z, matching the two expressions for the expectation of the energymomentum tensor gives the conformal dimension as hσ =
antiholomorphic part of the fermion, so hσ = h̄σ =

1
.
16

1
.[42]
16

This is identical to the

This primary field does indeed

correspond to the quantum field description of the Ising spin operator, so the critical
exponent of η can be extracted.

η=

 1
1
hσ + h̄σ =
2
4

(2.292)

With this, the correct critical exponent describing the power-law behavior of the twopoint correlation function for the Ising model at the critical point has been computed for
d = 2. The rest of the critical exponents can be specified by calculating the scaling operator
for the  local operator, which is ∆ = 1.[50]
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Table 2.6: A table summarizing the critical exponents for the 2-dimensional Ising
model calculated with scaling dimensions from conformal field theory.
Exponent d = 2 Scaling Relation
d
d−∆

α

0

2−

β

1
8

∆σ
d−∆

γ

7
4

d−2∆σ
d−∆

δ

15

d−∆σ
∆σ

η

1
4

2∆σ − d + 2

ν

1

1
d−∆

These critical exponents and the general relations from the scaling dimensions are
provided in Table 2.6.[50]
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Chapter 3
The Melting Transition
3.1

Introduction
Melting, or fusion, is the phenomenon resulting from the transition of a material from

the solid phase to the liquid phase. In the solid phase, the material is arranged in an ordered
state, but the liquid phase is a less ordered state. From a thermodynamic perspective, the
change in the Gibbs free energy is zero, but there is a nonzero change in the enthalpy and the
entropy. These are respectively known as the latent heat of fusion and the entropy of fusion.
Due to this property, melting is classified as a first-order phase transition as discussed in
the prior chapter. Such transitions are often referred to latent heat transitions, as during
the transition, the system will either absorb or release a fixed amount of energy per volume
despite the temperature remaining constant. During such a process, the system is in a
mixed-phase regime in which some parts of the system have transitioned and others have
not.
The first step in the formation of a new thermodynamic phase via self-assembly is
referred to as nucleation.[63, 64] There are two types of nucleation, heterogeneous and homogeneous. Heterogeneous nucleation occurs at nucleation sites on surfaces in the system
(including impurity sites) whereas homogeneous nucleation occurs on the bulk material.
Heterogeneous nucleation is particularly sensitive to impurities in the system and often
dominates homogeneous nucleation as it is very difficult to remove all impurities from a
system in practice. With heterogeneous nucleation, in a material with a crystalline structure in the solid phase, crystals may form at nucleation sites (seed crystals) during cooling
from the liquid phase, which then allow for crystal growth that produces the solid phase,
for instance. Analogous behavior is common in first order transitions. The seed crystals
and the the crystals that grow from them are distinguished as the primary and secondary
nucleation, in which primary nucleation refers to the first nucleation to form in the absence
of the new phase while secondary nucleation refers to nucleation produced by growth from
primary nucleation. However, in the case of homogeneous nucleation, it is possible for a
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system to be either cooled or heated past the melting point without a phase transition spontaneously occurring as there is a barrier to the process by which nucleation randomly and
spontaneously grows in an irreversible manner to form a new phase despite the new phase
being energetically preferred. The phenomenon in which a material can pass the melting
temperature without changing phase is referred to as supercooling/superheating.[65, 66]
Generally, superheating is much less commonly observed, so for experiments in determining the melting point, heating from the solid phase is often the employed approach.
3.2 The Lindemann Parameter
The first theory explaining the mechanism of melting in a bulk material was proposed
by Lindemann, who, by building off of Einstein’s theory of solids, suggested the use of
vibrations of atoms within the crystal structure from thermal fluctuations to explain the
melting transition.[13] The is intuited by arguing that the amplitudes of thermal vibrations
will tend to increase as the temperature of the solid is increased until the amplitudes become
large enough to disturb the crystal structure by approaching the distance between nearest
neighbors, initiating the melting process. Direct calculation is rather difficult, but the
Lindemann criterion states that melting might be expected when the root mean vibrations
exceed a chosen threshold in terms of the nearest neighbor distances. The average thermal
vibration energy can be estimated through the use of the equipartition theorem such that

E = 4π 2 mν 2 ∆x2 = kB T

(3.1)

Where ν is the Einstein frequency and ∆x is the amplitude of vibration. Using a to
be the distance separating nearest neighbors and cL to be the Lindemann criterion, the
melting temperature can be estimated with h∆x2 i = cL a2 .

TM =

4π 2 mcL a2
kB
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(3.2)

The constant was assumed to be the same for similar crystal structures, but only
a weak correlation has been empirically demonstrated.[67] Crucially, this criterion is not
valid for more complicated materials that are not described by simple crystal structures and
thus exhibit a vibrational complexity that invalidates a simple rule for lattice instability
determined by atomic vibrational amplitudes. Upon closer inspection, there is another
crucial weakness of the Lindemann criterion. The melting process necessitates the breaking
of atomic bonds, but harmonic forces cannot accomplish this. Furthermore, the criterion
is not valid for predicting pressure dependence of the melting temperature. Still, this
approach provided an intuition for viewing the melting transition as a gradual process,
with the seeds being sowed in the solid phase at temperatures below the melting point,
which conceptually relates to the phenomenon of nucleation described in the introduction.
3.3 The Radial Distribution Function
The radial distribution function, also referred to as the pair correlation function, is
a description of the variation of density as a function of radial distance from a reference
atom in the material. This can be interpreted as a measure of probability of an atom
being located at distance r from the reference atom normalized with respect to an ideal gas
in which the positions of the atoms are uncorrelated. Intuitively, the radial distribution
function can be understood as a histogram of ratios between the number of atoms found
within a spherical shell within r + δr and the number of atoms that would be found in that
same spherical shell if the material were uniformly distributed across the entire volume.
The volume of the shell S can be expressed as
4
4
VS (r) = π(r + δr)3 − πr3 ≈ 4πr2 δr
3
3

(3.3)

To first order in δr. Taking the number of particles per unit volume to be ρ, the
number of atoms within the shell is 4πρr2 δr, scaling with r2 such that the number of
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atoms within the shell for a uniformly distributed ideal gas is NS (r) = 4πρr2 δr. From
there, the histogram can be computed by counting the number of atoms present within
bins determined by the spherical shells constrained by r + δr and normalizing the result
against 4πρr2 δr such that
P P
g(r) =

i

i6=j,r−|ri −rj |<δr
4N πρr2 δr

1

P P
=

ri

i6=j,r−|ri −rj |<δr

N NS (r)

1

(3.4)

Where an average is taken over all reference atoms indexed by i and the number of
atoms for which |ri − rj | < δr is the value of the histogram for distance |ri − ri |. For an
infinitesimal δr and removing the assumption of spherical symmetry, this can be expressed
as
1
g(r) =
ρ

*
XX
i

+
δ(r − |ri − rj |)

(3.5)

j,i6=j

The radial cumulative distribution function is then given by
Z

r

G(r) = 4π

dr0 r02 g(r0 )

(3.6)

0

The radial distribution function is rather important as it contains information about
the structural arrangement of the atoms composing the system, which will change across the
melting point as the crystalline arrangement of atoms is destroyed by thermal fluctuations.
The radial distribution function is related to another important description of structure
known as the structure factor S(q), which is a measure of how incident radiation is scattered
by a material. This can be obtained from the radial distribution function in the following
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manner.
Z
S(q) = 1 + ρ

dr e−iq·r (g(r) − 1)

(3.7)

This is great importance with relation to experimental studies, in which the structure
factor can be measured with X-ray, electron, and neutron diffraction experiments.
3.4 The Lennard-Jones Potential
One very common model potential used in molecular dynamics or Monte Carlo simulations of atomistic systems is the Lennard-Jones potential.[68] It is a central potential
composed of two terms; a short range repulsive term meant to emulate Pauli repulsion at
short ranges, and a long range attractive term meant to emulate a van der Waals attraction
or a dispersion force. It is commonly expressed in the following manner.
 

σ 12  σ 6
−
U (r) = 4
r
r

(3.8)

Where r is the pair-wise displacement between two particles,  is the depth of the po1

tential well, and σ is related to the location of the minimum of the potential by r0 = 2 6 σ
for the choice of exponents determined. These exponents are chosen to simplify calculations. Additionally, a cutoff radius is usually chosen to limit the summation of interactions
between many atoms. This potential is used in many computational simulations despite
the existence of more accurate ones due to its computational simplicity. Most commonly,
it is used to describe properties of gases, particularly noble gases, but it is often a suitable
approximation at both short- and long-range distances for neutral atoms or molecules.[69]
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Table 3.1: A table summarizing the Lennard-Jones reduced units.
Property

Expression

Displacement

r∗ =

r
σ

Time

t∗ =

p

Temperature

T∗ =

kB T
σ

Force

F∗ =

σF


Energy

E∗ =

E
σ

Pressure

P∗ =

σ3 P



t
mσ 2

Number Density N ∗ = σ 3 N
Density

ρ∗ = σ 3 ρ

Surface Tension

γ∗ =

σ2 γ


Oftentimes, the Lennard-Jones reduced units will be used in simulations, summarized
in Table 3.1. The lowest energy arrangement of the Lennard-Jones potential is the hexagonal close-packed crystal structure, but cubic close-packing can be obtained by heating the
crystal. Under pressure, the lowest-energy structure can switch between these two structures and additionally, a body-centered cubic structure through fitting the Lennard-Jones
parameters to real materials. Furthermore, a face-centered cubic structure can be obtained
by supercooling the liquid phase despite the hexagonal close-packed structure being energetically preferred. This is due to the face-centered cubic structure allowing for lattice
defects that are not permitted by the hexagonal close-packed structure that are additionally
necessary for crystal growth.[70, 71, 72]
The simplicity of the potential does come with drawbacks. With only two free parameters, which alter the length and energy scales, there is a limit to the expressiveness
of the potential in approximating real materials. Additionally, the the potential is spherically symmetric, so angular dependencies in materials cannot be described. The bonding
of Lennard-Jones atoms furthermore demonstrates limitations in describing real materials
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as the bond energy increases linearly with the number of bonded atoms despite empirical
measurements showing that real materials often show a quadratic dependence and while
the long-range terms can effectively describe dipole-dipole interactions due to London dispersion forces in noble gases, other types of bonding are not well-represented.
3.5 The Embedded Atom Model
In metallic systems, the Lennard-Jones model often does not provide an adequate approximation. The embedded atom model seeks to address this through the use of the second
moment approximation to tight binding theory (or the Finnis-Sinclair model) to include a
terms describing the contributions from a metallic atom embedded in a background electronic charge density.[73, 74] This is necessary due to the phenomenon of metallic bonding,
in which metallic atoms are bonded through the attractive force between conduction band
electrons in the form of an electron cloud of delocalized electrons.[75] Within this electron
cloud are positively charged metallic ions. Thus, the configuration can be thought of as the
sharing of free electrons between ions in some structure. Many properties of metals depend
on the phenomenon. The electronic cloud is described in terms of a spatially dependent
electronic charge density, which is assumed to be spherically symmetric. As a result, directional bonding is not permitted as with the Lennard-Jones potential.[76] This can be
taken to be suitable for atoms with face-centered cubic structure in materials where the
contributions of the d-band electrons can be neglected.[77] This is not adequate, however,
for body-centered cubic or hexagonal close-packed structures due to the importance of directional bonding in these materials.[78] The model is expressed in the following manner
for the potential energy of a single atom

Ui = Fα (ρ̄β (ri )) +

1X
φαβ (rij );
2 j;i6=j

ρ̄β (ri ) =

X

ρβ (rij )

(3.9)

j;i6=j

Where rij is the pair-wise displacement between the ith and j th atoms, φαβ is some
pair-wise potential function between atoms of type α and β, Fα is an embedding func121

tion describing the energy requirement for placing the ith atom of type α into the electron
cloud, and ρβ is the contribution to the electronic charge density from the j th atom of type
β at the location of the ith atom. Similar to the Lennard-Jones model, for computational
studies, a cutoff radius is chosen to limit the summation in the context of many interaction atoms. This model has been shown to adequately account for the phenomenon of
metallic bonding. In order to describe a monatomic system, three scalar functions must be
provided, a single pair-wise interaction, and embedding function, and an electronic charge
density. For a binary system, there are seven; three pair-wise functions (as a result of 3
choose 2 combinations of atom types), two embedding functions, and two electronic charge
densities.[79] Since the background electronic density is a local quantity, this model is
adequate for describing crystalline defects.
For a monatomic system, such as say, aluminum, the interaction term can, for example,
take the following form

φ(r) = A(r − rc )4 1 +

7
X

!
dk r k

(3.10)

k=2

Where A and dk are coefficients that must be solved for and rc is the chosen cutoff
radius. The charge density can also, for example, be expressed as a Gaussian such that

−

ρ(r) = e

(r−b1 )2
b2

(3.11)

Where bl are again coefficients that must be solved for. Other options exist, however,
including rather complex expressions involving Biersack-Ziegler potentials for short-range
repulsive interactions and Cubic Knot potentials for long-range repulsive interactions with
a connection potential.[79] Experimental or ab initio simulation data can aid in providing
constraints on these functions. Once the functional forms are determined, the coefficients
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and the embedding energy F

P


ρ(r
)
can be determined through matching the physij
i6=j

ical properties extracted from simulations using a choice of parameter estimates to values
either from empirical experimental data or ab initio calculations.[80]
An extension to the embedded atom model potential exists to permit angular bonding
referred to as the modified embedded atom model.[81] Since the goal of these models is to
approximate metallic systems, this will be encompassed in the electronic density function
to allow for angular dependence in metallic bonding. As a result, this model can be used to
approximate systems exhibiting body-centered cubic structure as well as covalent materials.
The modified electronic density takes the following form for a monatomic system.

ρ̄(ri ) =

X
j;i6=j

ρ(rij ) +

X

X

f (rij )f (rik )g(cos θijk )

(3.12)

j;i6=j k;i6=k,j6=k

Where there are now two more functions to determine, f (r) and g(cos θ). These functions serve to provide a description of the spatial arrangements of neighboring atom pairs
through the inclusion of multi-body arrangements of neighboring atoms i, j, and k. Additionally, a function Sij will often be included as a factor on the pair potential that serves
as a multi-body screening function dependent on the locations of atoms indexed by k
neighboring both of the atoms i and j.
3.6 Numerical Calculation of the Melting Point
There are various numerical methods that have been developed to calculate the melting
point in materials due to the analytical difficulty in doing so. They will be discussed in
this section.
A naive attempt at predicting the melting point involves, at constant pressure, either
heating or coooling a bulk solid or liquid until it melts or solidifies and then classifying
snapshots of the system as either solid or liquid using the order parameter as a criterion.
This can be difficult in some situations where an order parameter is not easily determined.
Additionally, this method incurs errors which may be large due to the effects of either
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superheating or supercooling. This discrepancy in the estimation of the melting temperature can be as large as 20% for identical pressures with respect to experimental data
[82, 83]. This phenomenon arises primarily from the surfaceless bulk material inhibiting
nucleation. The hysteresis method, which is empirically motivated by nucleation theory,
can assuage this situation, however.[84] The melting temperatures obtained by heating and
+
−
cooling, respectively TM
and TM
, can be utilized to estimate a melting temperature TM
p + −
+
−
with the relation TM = TM
+ TM
− TM
TM , which can achieve acceptable agreement with

experiment.[85] Due to its empirical nature, however, the relation itself does not necessarily
exhibit physical significance. Consequently, estimating the hysteresis error can be difficult
in practice. It is also worth noting that under certain experimental conditions for some
systems, overheating and undercooling phenomena can also be observed in experiments.
The relation can be intuited by noting that the geometric average of a set of values is
less than or equal to the arithmetic average, so the hysteresis calculation will be biased
closer towards the superheating melting temperature. This is consistent with nucleation
theory, as superheating is a generally more difficult phenomenon to reproduce compared
to supercooling and thus the value obtained from superheating is more likely to be closer
to the true value.
Another common method for estimating the melting temperature is provided by the
two-phase coexistence method, in which a coexisting system is allowed to evolve to the
temperature at which the free energies are identical for the solid and liquid phases.[86, 87]
First an initial guess is identified as a candidate for the melting temperature. Then, a
large solid system held at that temperature is equilibrated. Following equilibration, half
of the system is then held static in the solid phase while the other half is melted through
sufficient heating. After returning the liquid half to the original candidate for the melting
temperature by either cooling or velocity rescaling, a short isobaric-isothermal (NPT) equilibration is performed. If the entire system solidifies, then the candidate temperature is too
low. Conversely, if the entire system melts, then the candidate temperature is too high. In
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either case, the candidate temperature is revised and the procedure restarts. Following a
successful NPT equilibration, the system is evolved in the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble
or more accurately the isobaric-isenthalpic (NPH) for a much longer time. During this
final equilibration, the system will either melt or solidify as the temperature approaches
the melting point due to the latent heat of fusion. The average temperature in this evolution is then calculated and used as a new candidate for the melting point. Upon iterating
this procedure, the temperature will converge to within uncertainty of the melting point,
which consequently means the temperature and interface positions will be stable and the
free energies of the two phases will be equal. Due to the balancing of the free eneries, there
is well-established physical significance to the procedure and the existence of an interface
inhibits superheating and supercooling phenomena. However, accurate estimation of the
melting point using this method requires large numbers of atoms, often on the order of tens
of thousands, and long simulation times. Consequently, the method is computationally expensive compared to the hysteresis method and is thus inaccessible to studies involving ab
initio molecular dynamics. However, there are modified methods for use with with small
systems capable of predicting the melting point within 100K in systems of more than 100
atoms that are accessible with ab initio molecular dynamics.[88]
Furthermore, there is the free energy method, which as implied by the name, requires direct calculation and comparison of the free energies of the solid and liquid phases separately.
This is done through thermodynamic integration with paths that are chosen carefully so as
to avoid singularities.[89, 90, 91] The melting point is identified by the temperature corresponding to solid and liquid phases that exhibit the same free energies and consequently, the
results generally correspond with those obtained through the coexistance method.[92, 93]
This approach does not require the simultaneous equilibration of the two phases in a single
system, so smaller system sizes can be utilized, renderinig the method accessible to both
classical [90] and ab initio [91] molecular dynamics. However, the thermodynamic integration procedure must be performed with utmost care and problems may arise for some
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complicated systems where the free energy of the reference crystal phase is unknown.
The last method covered in this work is the Z method, which starts by evolving a
perfect lattice in the NVE ensemble. There exists a maximum energy in principle ELS that
can be imparted to a crystalline system before melting occurs.[94] Upon surpassing this
energy, the system will melt spontaneously at temperature TLS . However, the temperature
will decrease after this due to the increase in potential energy driven by the latent heat of
fusion.[94, 95] The temperature that the system decreases to corresponds to the melting
temperature TM . The method owes its name to the temperature as a function of the energy
tracing out a ‘Z’ shape. This method is accessible to ab initio molecular dynamics.[96]
However, the waiting time and assumptions made about the melting process present
two issues with the Z method.[97] Prior to melting, the system will remain in the solid phase
for a short amount of time. This is referred to as the waiting time, which is proportional to
the inverse square of the excess heating as well as the inverse of the number of atoms.[98] As
a Consequence, the results of the melting are dependent on both the simulation time and
system size. Additionally, the Z method assumes spontaneous homogenous melting that
will not be observed in general, particularly with increasing simulation time and system
size.[98] Unfortunately, attempting to assuage one problem then contributes to the other,
but the modified Z method had been developed to simultaneously address both problems
by instead reaching solid-liquid phase coexistance through the use of a simulation box
shaped like a parallel piped such that one dimension is effectively infinite compared to the
others.[97]
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Chapter 4
Machine Learning with Traditional Data Science
4.1

Introduction
Data science is a large multi-disciplinary field that involves using many different meth-

ods for the purpose of data analysis. Most of these methods involve statistical analysis of
data to provide new insights into said data. ML is a sub-field of data science that uses various algorithms and statistical models to perform a specific task without explicit instruction
provided by the user. In this way, ML can be seen as a way to automate data analysis.
For the purposes of this research, the data will be composed of a large collection of
samples and their associated features. A sample is simply a single instance of a collection of
measurements that constitutes a separate object. For the purposes of this research, a single
sample will represent a snapshot of a physical system, such as an Ising spin configuration
or a configuration of atomic positions. A feature is thus a measurement shared across all
of the samples that characterizes a particular characteristic of that sample. For example,
this could be the Ising spin of the first lattice position across the sample space of Ising
spin configurations or the position of a particular atom across the entire sample space of
atomic configurations. In general, for the purposes of this research, consider a full data set
of samples X and features defined as so.




 x11 . . . x1m 
 .
.. 
..
..
X=
.
. 




xn1 . . . xnm

(4.1)

Where xij represents the j th feature of the ith sample. This can be conveniently de-
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composed into vectors of features to represent each sample, like so




 x1 
.
.
X=
 . ;
 
xn





xi = xi1 . . .

xim

(4.2)

Or into vectors of samples to represent each feature, like so


X = y1 . . .


ym ;



 x1i 
 . 
. 
yi = 
 . 
 
xni

(4.3)

This notation will be retained through the rest of the discussions on data pre-processing
and unsupervised learning methods, with a slight change in notation for the sections on
supervised learning. The data science methods in this work that are not strictly related to
ML encompass the feature space scaling methods. This is a critical step in preprocessing
data for use with ML methods. The ML methods presented in this work belong to one
of two categories, unsupervised or supervised learning. The primary difference between
the two is the method of learning that is being emulated. Unsupervised learning identifies
similarity or dissimilarity in the sample or feature space in order to achieve a mapping
between the input samples and the desired outcomes such as feature space reductions or
classifications. Supervised learning by contrast trains on an existing set of samples matched
with desired outputs such that the trained model can be used to predict outputs of other
samples with a high degree of accuracy after sufficient learning. From a statistical point of
view, supervised learning infers a conditional probability distribution pX (x|y) where x is
a sample and y is the corresponding output while unsupervised learning infers an a priori
distribution pX (x).
4.2 Feature Space Scaling
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In many data science applications, there are situations where it would be wise to
scale the features of the data across the sample space. One such case is if two different
feature measurements differ by orders of magnitude, the feature with larger measurements
will dominate statistical analysis and may prevent meaningful analysis of the data. To
put it bluntly, many ML algorithms will simply fail in the absence of data normalization.
Furthermore, many algorithms perform best when features are constrained to a small range
such as (0, 1), even when no one feature inappropriately dominates any others. This can
be enforced simply by scaling the features according to the minimum and maximum values
across the entire data set. For situations where feature domination is a concern, this can be
assuaged through the use of various methods of data scaling as data pre-processing. Please
note that from here, all scaling is done independently for each feature across the sample
space. Let yi0 represent the transformed features.
One simple method called min-max scaling is performed by scaling features such that
the new feature measurements carry values on the interval [a, b] with a and b respectively
corresponding to the minimum and maximum values of the unscaled feature measurements.
A common choice for a and b is simply 0 and 1. The transformation for the ith feature
across the sample space is defined as

yi0 = a +

yi − min (yi )
· (b − a)
max (yi ) − min (yi )

(4.4)

The main advantage of this scaling method is the characteristic that each of the features carry a common range of values across the sample space. However, this can provide
misleading results, as this method of scaling is sensitive to outliers. For example, if one
sample carries a feature measurement that is far larger than the rest of the feature measurements across the sample space, that feature measurement will be transformed into the
upper bound value while the rest of the feature measurements will be pushed closer to the
lower bound. Important information might be suppressed as a result.
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Another commonly used scaling method is called standard scaling, which is performed
by transforming each feature across the sample space such that the new feature measurements carry values corresponding to the standard scores following centering the feature
space to remove the mean and scaling to unit variance. The transformation for the ith
feature across the sample space is defined as

yi0 =

yi − µi
σi

(4.5)

Where the quantities µi and σi are the mean and the standard deviation of the feature
measurements across the sample space. The advantage of this method is that it is less
sensitive to outliers than min-max scaling since the suppression of the variance in the
data is less likely to occur. Note that outliers can still negatively impact the usefulness
of standard scaling if they cause the mean value or the standard deviation to be shifted
too much. This greater resilience to outliers comes at the cost of losing shared interval of
values the features can carry. Instead, features can carry standard deviations of arbitrarily
large but finite values.
Both min-max and standard scaling are very popular scaling methods to employ, but
suffer from distinct disadvantages that may taint further analysis due to outliers and inconsistent data ranges. Two alternative scaling methods have been developed to attempt
to solve these problems.
The first is robust scaling, named for the goal of providing a scaling method that is
robust to outliers. Robust scaling removes the median and transforms the feature space
such that the new feature space is scaled according to the interquartile range for the features
across the sample space. The transformation for the ith feature across the sample space is
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defined as

yi0 =

yi − Q1 (yi )
Q3 (yi ) − Q1 (yi )

(4.6)

Where Q1 and Q3 are respectively the first and third quartile measurements. This is
very similar to min-max scaling with the minimum and maximum measurements across
the sample space replaced with the 25th and 75th quantile measurements across the sample
space, respectively. This method effectively mitigates the influence that outliers may have
on the representation of the data, but shares the loss of a consistent data range across the
feature space that is seen with standard scaling.
The method is hyperbolic tangent scaling. This is done by using the standard scores of
the feature measurements as the arguments to a hyperbolic tangent function with a range
of (a, b), usually chosen such that a and b are 0 and 1, respectively. The transformation for
the ith feature across the sample space is defined as

yi0




1
yi − µi
= a + b + (b − a) tanh
2
σi

(4.7)

Where the quantities µi and σi are once again the mean and the standard deviation of
the feature measurements across the sample space. This essentially remaps the standard
scores to a common range as seen with min-max scaling. Samples that deviate very far
from the mean will be suppressed as they asymptotically approach the boundary values of
the hyperbolic tangent scaling function.
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Figure 4.1: A diagram depicting the results of feature scaling on two rotated 2dimensional Gaussian distributions alongside the raw data. The plots show the
(a) raw data, (b) global min-max scaled data, (c) dimension-wise min-max scaled
data, (d) standard scaled data, (e) robust scaled data, and (f) hyperbolic tangent
scaled data.
In Fig.4.1, each of the mentioned scaling methods applied to two rotated 2-dimensional
Gaussian distribution are shown. The unrotated Gaussian distributions are centered on
(−8, 64) and (8, −8) with standard deviations of (4, 8) and (4, 16). The rotation angle is
30◦ . As expected, the global min-max scaling in (b) retains the shape and orientation
of the distributions while making sure that the minimum and maximum feature values
are respectively zero and one. Since the distributions are taller than they are wide, the
data does not extend to those values along x0 . Alternatively, in (c), the min-max scaling
is performed independently for each feature dimension, so this gives the appearance of
stretching the data along x0 , re-orienting the data. Standard scaling in (d) produces similar
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shapes, albeit without a constraint on the data ranges and slightly more compact samples.
In (e), robust scaling yet again gives rather similar results, albeit with slightly stronger
clustering about the center of the distributions as the bottom and top quartiles in each
dimension do not affect the scaling. Hyperbolic tangent scaling in (f) shows the most
dramatic results, being essentially a hyperbolic tangent transformation of the standard
score from (d). The hyperbolic tangent transformation serves to scatter the samples away
from the center of the distribution and compress the samples farther from the center of the
distribution.

Figure 4.2: A diagram depicting the results of feature scaling on three “blob-like
clusters” in 2-dimensions alongside the raw data. The plots show the (a) raw
data, (b) global min-max scaled data, (c) dimension-wise min-max scaled data,
(d) standard scaled data, (e) robust scaled data, and (f) hyperbolic tangent scaled
data.
The results on the “blob-like” data in Fig.4.2 show the same characteristics for the
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effects that the scaling methods have on the features, with the hyperbolic tangent scaling
once again showing the most dramatic results, separating and pushing the “blobs” towards
the edge of a box, with two of the “blobs” pushed to sides and the other pushed into a
corner.

Figure 4.3: A diagram depicting the results of feature scaling on two concentric
circles in 2-dimensions alongside the raw data. The plots show the (a) raw data,
(b) global min-max scaled data, (c) dimension-wise min-max scaled data, (d)
standard scaled data, (e) robust scaled data, and (f) hyperbolic tangent scaled
data.
In Fig.4.3, none of the scaling methods aside from hyperbolic tangent scaling appear
to affect the data aside from changing the bounds. Given that the samples form concentric
circles, the data is naturally far from the mean, which results in deforming the circles into
more squarish rings that are much closer together.
In general, the best scaling method depends largely on what analysis needs to be
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done on the data. Min-max scaling produces compelling results if any subsequent analysis
requires all of the features to be constrained to a (0, 1) interval without any bias towards
one feature dimension over the other. If this bias should be retained while still under
the interval constraint, the global min-max scaling should be used. If the constraint on
the interval needs not be so strict, but the bias should be removed, standard scaling is
appropriate. Due to outliers, however, both min-max scaling and standard scaling tends to
slightly disperse the data. If this proves to be an issue for analysis, robust scaling should
be utilized instead as it is less susceptible to outliers and retains the density of the bulk
of the data while still addressing the feature bias issue, albeit while sacrificing the strict
constraint on the feature intervals displayed by min-max scaling. As an extreme option, the
hyperbolic tangent scaling enforces a constraint on the feature intervals while not exhibiting
particular sensitivity to outliers. However, this comes at the cost of dispersing the data near
the center of the distributions and compressing the data far from the center, which while
generally preserving the separation of the distributions, results in much lower densities of
the samples closer to the center of the distributions.
4.3 Feature Space Reduction
In many data science applications, a data set will often consist of a large feature
space that may be unwieldy to work with. Oftentimes, many of the features also contain
information of negligible statistical importance such as noise or the features overlap greatly
in common properties amongst the samples that they describe. For this reason, a reduction
of the dimension of the feature space is an attractive proposition. This family of methods
is also often referred to as feature learning. Many methods exist to perform this, which
belong to the sub-categories of feature selection and feature projection. Feature selection
approaches generally attempt to produce a subset of the features from the original space as a
new feature space by eliminating unwanted features. Feature projection, however, involves
transforming the original feature space into a space of lower dimension with either linear
or nonlinear methods. This work utilizes feature projection methods in favor of feature
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selection methods, as isolating features from the original data that appear to contain the
most underlying information risks of neglecting important patterns present in linear or
nonlinear relations between the original features.
Principal Component Analysis
Principal component analysis (PCA) is a linear feature space reduction algorithm that
uses singular value decomposition to project data into a lower dimensional feature space.[99]
The name is intended to reference the principal axis theorem from classical mechanics,
which motivates the method by analogy. The goal of PCA is to perform an orthogonal transformation into a new basis set of linearly uncorrelated features called principal
components such that each principal component encompasses the largest possible variance
across the sample space under an orthogonality constraint.[99] Consequently, the first principal component encompasses the larges statistical variance across the sample space in this
basis. Thus, the principal components are an uncorrelated orthogonal basis set of features.
The dimension reduction is performed by only considering the first k principal components necessary to explain the variance within the original data up to a criterion defined
by the user. It is assumed that the mean value for each feature across the sample space
has been subtracted off in the data, referred to as the mean deviation form. The basis of
the original feature space is the m-dimensional identity matrix. The linear transformation
XP = X0 where the new matrix Y is the projection of the samples in X onto a new basis
encompassed by the columns of the matrix P in order to perform the change of basis. This
is clear when writing the transformation explicitly.




 x1 · p1 . . . x1 · pm 
 .
.. 
...
.
X0 = XP = 
. 
 .



xn · p1 . . . xn · pm

(4.8)

The columns of P are defined to be orthonormal using the Kronecker delta function
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δij such that pi · pj = δij . The covariance matrix of X is then defined as

SX =

XT X
n−1

(4.9)

Which is an unbiased estimator. The variances of the features are thus the diagonal
entries and the covariances of the features are the off-diagonal entries, distinguished by
index. The covariance matrix can be understood to describe the pairwise correlations
between all features. The basis set P is determined by minimizing the the off-diagonal
elements of the covariance matrix for X0 (SX0 ). In effect, this requires the diagonalization
of SX0 and removes redundancies in the observations. The covariance matrix of X0 is
expressed as follows.

SX0 =

X0T X0
(XP)T (XP)
PT XT XP
=
=
n−1
n−1
n−1

(4.10)

The matrix XT X can be diagonalized in the following way

E−1 XT XE = D =⇒ XT X = EDE−1

(4.11)

Where the columns of E are the right eigenvectors and D is a diagonal matrix of the
corresponding eigenvalues. By choosing P = E and exploiting the fact that that PT = P−1
for orthonormal matrices, the following result is obtained

SX0 =

D
P−1 (PDP−1 )P
=
n−1
n−1

(4.12)

As intended, this minimizes the covariances by way of an orthogonal transformation.
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Using the definition of the covariance matrix of X, the following is additionally true.

SX =

PDP−1
XT X
=
n−1
n−1

(4.13)

In order to determine P, an eigenvalue decomposition of the covariance matrix of X
must be performed where the columns of the matrix are the principal components. The
principal components are then ordered form greatest to least explained variance, which is
given by the magnitude of their corresponding eigenvalues. This eigenvalue decomposition is performed with singular value decomposition. The new orthogonal basis set that
maximizes the variance of projected features across the sample space with a linear transformation allows for the safe exclusion of projected features that are known to contribute
very little to the total variance across the sample space, thus providing a useful summary
of the data.However, this method fails to account for nonlinear characteristics that may
exists in the original data. PCA is rather computationally efficient with a time complexity
of O(n).

Figure 4.4: A diagram depicting the results of PCA on two feature scaled rotated
2-dimensional Gaussian distributions. The plots show the results using the (a) raw
data, (b) global min-max scaled data, (c) dimension-wise min-max scaled data,
(d) standard scaled data, (e) robust scaled data, and (f) hyperbolic tangent scaled
data.
In Fig.4.4, PCA is applied to the two scaled rotated 2-dimensional Gaussian distri138

butions. It is immediately clear that the principal components are undoing the rotation
of the Gaussian distributions, with the first principal component being oriented along the
same axis as the larger standard deviation of the distributions. The PCA projection of the
hyperbolic tangent scaled data in (f) is a notable exception, as the scaling destroyed much
of the structure of the distributions by essentially pushing them apart and compressing
the data to the extreme values, resulting in a principal components with more balanced
contributions to the total explained variance.

Figure 4.5: A diagram depicting the results of PCA on a feature scaled “blob-like
clusters” in 2-dimensions. The plots show the results for the (a) raw data, (b)
global min-max scaled data, (c) dimension-wise min-max scaled data, (d) standard
scaled data, (e) robust scaled data, and (f) hyperbolic tangent scaled data.
Fig.4.5 shows the same analysis applied to the scaled blobs in 2-dimensions. For all of
the scaling methods excluding the hyperbolic tangent scaling, the blobs have simply been
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reoriented such that the first principal component aligns with the largest component of the
distances between the blob centers. The results for hyperbolic tangent scaling are rather
affected by how the scaling pushed the blobs toward the edges of a box-like boundary, with
the first principal component oriented along the diagonal corresponding to the blob that
was pushed into a corner.

Figure 4.6: A diagram depicting the results of PCA on two feature scaled concentric circles in 2-dimensions. The plots show the results for the (a) raw data, (b)
global min-max scaled data, (c) dimension-wise min-max scaled data, (d) standard
scaled data, (e) robust scaled data, and (f) hyperbolic tangent scaled data.
Fig.4.6 again shows the same analysis applied to the concentric circles in 2-dimensions.
And also once again, for all of the scaling methods excluding hyperbolic tangent scaling,
the circles have simply been reoriented, though less obviously as compared to the prior
two datasets. This is not particularly surprising given that the data points are arranged as
concentric circles with some noise, so one should not expect any dramatic morphing of the
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data considering that the data points are roughly symmetrically distributed. The results for
hyperbolic tangent scaling are about what would be expected considering that the scaling
deformed the circles (especially the outermost one) into more rectangular shapes. The
result is that PCA reoriented the data such that the principal axes are aligned along the
diagonals of the rectangles since the diagonals are longer than the sides and thus exhibit
higher variance.
T-distributed Stochastic Neighbor Embedding
As opposed to PCA, t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding (t-SNE) is a nonlinear
dimension reduction algorithm which first seeks to convert similarities between data points
to joint probabilities.[100] From there, the algorithm minimizes the differences between the
joint probabilities of the transformed lower dimensional feature space and the original high
dimensional feature space. The conditional probability pj|i that represents the probability
that xj would qualify as a neighbor of xi if neighbors were chosen using their probability
density under a Gaussian distribution centered on xi as a criterion is expressed as

pj|i



kx −x k2
exp − i2σ2j
 i

=P
kxi −xk k2
k6=i exp −
2σ 2

(4.14)

i

The bandwidth of the Gaussian kernel is denoted with σi . The σi values are allowed
to adapt to the density of the data by varying in order to maintain a constant pre-defined
perplexity, with the perplexity being a measurement of how well a probability distribution
predicts a sample. The t-SNE algorithm tends to be rather insensitive to this parameter,
however. The probabilities pij are then proportional to the similarities of samples i and j
and are defined as

pij =

pj|i + pi|j
2n
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(4.15)

The probabilities pii are simply set to zero. It is worth noting that some care must
be taken to avoid the curse of dimensionality when computing these probabilities. When
considering very high-dimensional data, the volume of the space may be large enough
such that the data becomes sparse. For example, when performing t-SNE, if the feature
space is very large such that the Euclidean distances kxi − xj k start to lose the ability to
discriminate between samples, the pij similarity probabilities converge to values too similar
to find an appropriate lower-dimension representation of the data. For this reason, it is
advisable to first use PCA reduction to a reasonable number of features larger than the
desired number of features from t-SNE on data with a very large feature space to mitigate
this issue. This also carries the added benefit of helping to reduce noise and improve
performance for calculating distances.
The transformed lower dimensional space will be a heavy-tailed Student’s t-distribution
with one degree of freedom. Each transformed sample x0i will then consist of d features
corresponding to the desired dimension of the reduced feature space, usually 2 or 3. The
joint probabilities of the samples used to represent their similarities in the reduced feature
space are expressed as

qij = P

1+

k6=l

x0i

−

−1
0 2
xj

1 + kx0k − x0l k2

−1

(4.16)

The transformed samples are typically initialized to their PCA projections, but they
will still need to be optimized. This is done by minimizing the Kullback-Leibler divergence
of the distribution Q from the distribution P . This is simply a measure of how differently
Q is distributed compared to P .[101] A Kullback-Leibler divergence of 0 indicates that the
two distributions are identical. The Kullback-Leibler divergence is expressed as

DKL (P kQ) =

X
i6=j
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pij log

pij
qij

(4.17)

The minimization of the Kullback-Leibler divergence to optimize the feature space
reduction is performed using gradient descent. Proper minimization will result in a feature
space of lower dimension that retains the similarities of the samples from the original
feature space of higher dimension. This method is more computationally expensive than
PCA, with a time complexity of O(n2 ).

Figure 4.7: A diagram depicting the results of t-SNE manifold learning on PCA
projections of feature scaled rotated 2-dimensional Gaussian distributions. The
plots show the results for the (a) raw data, (b) global min-max scaled data, (c)
dimension-wise min-max scaled data, (d) standard scaled data, (e) robust scaled
data, and (f) hyperbolic tangent scaled data.
In Fig.4.7, the results of t-SNE manifold learning on PCA projections of feature scaled
rotated 2-dimensional Gaussian distributions. The results are generally very similar for
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the results of each case, which is not surprising given the similarities between the PCA
projections in the first place. One notable characteristic of the t-SNE embeddings is the
apparent tendency of points that start very close to each other to cluster up while those
sub-clusters seem to be more spread out with respect to the original distribution of the
data points. This betrays a particular weakness of t-SNE in that the sizes and distances
between clusters are not guaranteed to carry any meaning. Furthermore, the method is
rather sensitive to the perplexity hyperparameter, which is loosely used as a parameter to
balance the focus between local and global structure in the data. In short, the perplexity
is essentially an initial guess at how many neighbors a particular data point might have.
So, for these examples, a higher perplexity would preserve the more global structure of
the two Gaussians better and split them up less, but these results still maintain a visually
clear distinction between the two Gaussians, not to mention a preservation of the general
differences in their overall shapes. This simply shows that care must be taken when choosing
the hyperparameters to avoid the risk of destroying the interesting structure of the data. In
practice, this can be difficult, as t-SNE is most useful when applied to very high-dimensional
data with nonlinear structure.
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Figure 4.8: A diagram depicting the results of t-SNE manifold learning on PCA
projections of feature scaled blob-like clusters in 2-dimensions. The plots show the
results for the (a) raw data, (b) global min-max scaled data, (c) dimension-wise
min-max scaled data, (d) standard scaled data, (e) robust scaled data, and (f)
hyperbolic tangent scaled data.
Fig.4.8 depicts the same procedure applied to the feature scaled blob-like clusters in
2-dimensions. The results are largely similar, with the exception of the hyperbolic tangent
scaling case in which the clusters that were pushed along the edges of a bounding box by
the scaling process retain their more elongated shapes that resulted.
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Figure 4.9: A diagram depicting the results of t-SNE manifold learning on PCA
projections of two feature scaled concentric circles in 2-dimensions. The plots show
the results for the (a) raw data, (b) global min-max scaled data, (c) dimensionwise min-max scaled data, (d) standard scaled data, (e) robust scaled data, and
(f) hyperbolic tangent scaled data.
Finally, in Fig.4.9, a significant departure from the previous results is shown when applied to the concentric circles in 2-dimensions. In all but the hyperbolic tangent case, the tSNE embedding has decoupled the concentric circles into separate ring-like structures. The
hyperbolic tangent scaling case has still decoupled the concentric structures, but the more
rectangular-shaped outermost ring has been deformed into more of a string-like structure
than a ring. This example shows the advantages of using a nonlinear embedding method
to isolate interesting structures as compared to a linear method like PCA.
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4.4

Cluster Analysis
Cluster analysis is composed of various data science techniques that seek to partition

a set of samples into distinct clusters such that samples belonging to the same cluster are
more similar to each other than to samples that belong to another cluster. Oftentimes,
clustering analysis is used to classify samples by similarity when no a priori notion of
classifications exists.
K-Means Clustering
K-means clustering is a method of partitioning samples into a k distinct clusters (with
k as an input parameter) by finding k centroids Ci by which to cluster the samples with
under the constraint of minimizing the total moment of inertia of the clusters using an L2
norm.[102, 103, 104] The moment of inertia is given by

I=

k
X
X

kxi − Cj k

(4.18)

j=1 xi ∈Cj

Where the norm term kxi − Cj k can be calculated with any suitable metric. The
algorithm uses an iterative procedure to locate the centroids which is commonly referred
to as the expectation maximization method.[8] This iterative procedure requires an initial
choice of centroids, followed by the assignment of the data points to the centroids by way
of the the minimization criterion, and then updating the centroids with the expected mean
of the cluster assignments. K-means clustering effectively partitions the sample space into
a Voronoi diagram, thus the cluster boundaries are necessarily composed of line segments.
Consequently, this cluster analysis method cannot find non-convex clusters and may fail
on elongated clusters that stretch out more than the distance to othere clusters. These
may seem like critical weaknesses, but K-means clustering is an efficient algorithm that
can perform as well as other clustering methods on data with the appropriate structure for
far less computational cost with a time complexity of O(n). The controllable parameter is
simply the number of clusters.
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Figure 4.10: A diagram depicting the results of K-means clustering on min-max
scaled data. The plots show the results for (a) two Gaussian distributions in
2-dimensions along side its clustering (b), (c) blob-like clusters in 2-dimensions
alongside its clustering (d), and (e) two concentric circles in 2-dimensions alongside
its clustering (f).
In Fig.4.10, K-means clustering is shown applied to the three different example data
sets that have been considered thus far under min-max scaling. For the two Gaussian
distributions, the result does not respect what one might consider to be the “natural”
choice of clustering since a small sliver of the more elongated Gaussian is included in
the cluster with the other Gaussian. This shows one weakness of the K-Means clustering
algorithm when applied to data with elongated “natural” clusters since elongated clusters
will necessarily possess rather high moments of inertia and if the gaps between the “natural”
clusters are smaller than the widths of one or more said clusters, the gaps may not be
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respected if doing so would result in less optimal moments of inertia than if they are
ignored. Since the blob-like clusters do not exhibit this trait, the clustering is accurate.
For the concentric rings, however, the clustering fails. This is due to the fact that the
K-means cluster boundaries are necessarily linear, which renders it impossible to properly
assign the points belonging to separate circles into separate clusters. The best result that
can be managed is to simply split the concentric rings in half.
Due to the fact that K-means is a very cheap clustering algorithm, it is often tempting
to use it in favor of other methods, but care must be taken to ensure that the structure of
the data is amenable to a strategy utilizing linear cluster boundaries and the minimization
of moments of inertia first. The general scenario for when to use K-means clustering is
when there is a moderate number of clusters that are evenly sized with a flat geometry.
Agglomerative Clustering
Agglomerative clustering is a type of hierarchical cluster analysis that builds up a
hierarchical clustering by first assuming that each sample is an individual cluster followed
by recursively combining said clusters until the desired number of clusters k is met.[105]
The criterion by which clusters are merged is determined by a measure of the dissimilarity
of the clusters being considered. This is done using a chosen metric and a linkage that
defines the dissimilarity of clusters as a function of the pairwise distances between samples
in the clusters. Agglomerative clustering is rather computationally expensive with a time
complexity of O(n3 ).
The controllable parameters can either be the number of clusters or a distance threshold alongside a linkage type and a freedom of choice in the metric employed. Ward linkage
minimizes the variance of the clusters that are being hierarchically merged, while average,
single, and complete linkage respectively use the average, minimum, or maximum distance
between the points in the candidate clusters as a criterion for merging. A variety of metrics
are available with agglomerative clustering, including the common choices of L1 , L2 , Manhattan, and cosine metrics, though Ward linkage is restricted to the L2 metric. Distances
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that are pre-computed by the user according to other metrics can additionally be used.

Figure 4.11: A diagram depicting the results of agglomerative clustering on minmax scaled data. The plots show the results for (a) two Gaussian distributions
in 2-dimensions along side its clustering (b), (c) blob-like clusters in 2-dimensions
alongside its clustering (d), and (e) two concentric circles in 2-dimensions alongside
its clustering (f).
In Fig.4.11, the results for agglomerative clustering are applied to the example data
sets that have been used thus far. This clustering method outperforms K-means on the
Gaussian distributions since it does not suffer from the same constraints that K-means does
when it comes to considering elongated clusters. Different linkage types can change the
results, however. Agglomerative clustering also accurately cluster the blob-like structures.
However, agglomerative clustering also fails to appropriately partition the concentric circles,
but this is the result of the Ward linkage that was employed, as average linkage is capable
of clustering the concentric rings accurately, but may not perform as well in other cases.
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Generally speaking, agglomerative clustering is appropriate for situations where a large
number of clusters, non-euclidean distances, or connectivity constraints are needed.
Spectral Clustering
Spectral clustering takes an alternative approach to the clustering problem by first
performing a spectral embedding feature space reduction followed by a k-means or discretization clustering in the embedding space to assign the classifications.[106] The spectral
embedding is performed by calculating an affinity matrix for the input data according to
a user-specified choice of function followed by a spectral (eigenvalue) decomposition of the
corresponding graph laplacian. The locations of the samples in this embedding are given by
the eigenvectors for said samples. This method is rather computationally expensive with a
time complexity of O(n3 ). The controllable parameters include the number of clusters and
the pair-wise kernel used to compute affinities. The most often used kernel is the radial
basis function (RBF), which is defined as

−

0

K(x, x ) = e

kx−x0 k2
2σ 2

(4.19)

This does not particularly scale well to large sample spaces or large feature spaces, so
this kernel is best used for more moderate sized problems. Alternatives include approximations or a choice of a variety of other more efficient kernels like a polynomial kernel, or
perhaps even simply using a nearest-neighbor criterion to calculate affinities in which an
additional parameter must be provided to define the number of nearest-neighbors.
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Figure 4.12: A diagram depicting the results of spectral clustering on min-max
scaled data. The plots show the results for (a) two Gaussian distributions in
2-dimensions along side its clustering (b), (c) blob-like clusters in 2-dimensions
alongside its clustering (d), and (e) two concentric circles in 2-dimensions alongside
its clustering (f).
Fig.4.12 depicts the application of spectral clustering to the example data sets. Spectral
clustering performs very well in all cases, but this of course comes at the cost of rather
restrictive performance. Generally, spectral clustering should be used in cases where there
are few clusters and the clusters are of similar size. Still, the capability of spectral clustering
for achieving high accuracy on non-flat geometries is particularly attractive.
Density-Based Spatial Clustering of Applications with Noise
The density-based spatial clustering of applications with noise clustering (DBSCAN), as
the name implies, takes a different approach to clustering samples by using local densities of
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samples as a clustering criterion.[107] As opposed to the aforementioned clutering methods,
the number of desired clusters is not an input parameter, which makes this method useful
for when the data does not lend itself to providing a fixed number of clusters. In the
DBSCAN appraoch, clusters are built around neighborhoods of samples. The neighborhood
of a sample consists of every sample that lies within a user-defined distance . If the size
of the neighborhood of a sample reaches some threshold σ determined by the user, it is
considered a core sample, or density-reachable sample. If a sample does not belong to the
neighborhood of a core sample and does not qualify as a core sample itself, it is considered
a noisy sample and receives a null classification. A core sample forms a cluster with every
sample that is density reachable from it, considering neighbors of neighbors. The clusters
will terminate at edges where samples belong to the neighborhoods of core points but are
not core points themselves. DBSCAN thus performs very well with data with clusters
of consistent density and clear cluster separations. For some applications, the arbitrary
number of clusters that DBSCAN produces may be unwieldy or undesirable. However, the
method is rather efficient even on large sample spaces with a time complexity of O(n2 ). The
important parameters for DBSCAN are the  value, the metric used to define distances, and
the minimum number of samples needed to compose a cluster. Similar to agglomerative
clustering, there are a variety of metrics available, including user-defined metrics.
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Figure 4.13: A diagram depicting the results of DBSCAN clustering on minmax scaled data. The plots show the results for (a) two Gaussian distributions
in 2-dimensions along side its clustering (b), (c) blob-like clusters in 2-dimensions
alongside its clustering (d), and (e) two concentric circles in 2-dimensions alongside
its clustering (f).
Fig.4.13 depicts DBSCAN clustering applied to the example data sets. Just like spectral
clustering, DBSCAN performs very well in all cases with the added benefit of much faster
execution time. This performance does come at a cost, however, as some samples are not
included in any clusters as they fell outside of the  distance of any other samples. This can
be very restrictive in cases with rather sparse samples where it can be difficult to properly
tune . Indeed, that is to be expected as this is a density-based method. As a result,
DBSCAN works well in situations where clusters are of similar densities, but it performs
well on non-flat geometries and uneven cluster sizes.
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4.5

Linear Regression
A linear regression is an approach used to linearly relate a selection of explanatory

features as independent variables to target response features as dependent variables.[108]
The relation for a multiple linear regression is defined as follows

yi =

X

βj Xij + i

(4.20)

j

Where the indices i and j respectively index the sample and the explanatory feature,
yi is the target response variable vector, βj is the linear parameter vector, Xij is the
explanatory variable matrix, and i is the noise vector. Thus, the response for the first
sample y1 , is calculated as the sum over products of the parameters βj and the explanatory
variables for the first sample X1j . Alternatively, yi and Xij can be respectively referred to
as the regrassands and regressors or endogenous and exogenous variables. The noise term,
i , is intended to capture other effects on the response variable that are not accounted for
by the explanatory variables and thus account for the noise in the model as opposed to
the signal that is captured by the linear response term. Oftentimes, a constant is included
in the explanatory variable matrix such that Xi0 = 1, which allows β0 to then encompass
the intercept value of the response variables yi . This is referred to as a multiple regression
because there are multiple explantory variables but only one response variable for each
sample.
In the case of a single explanatory variable, a linear regression is referred to as a simple
linear regression

yi = β0 + β1 xi + i

(4.21)

In the case of a linear regression with more than one response variable, the model
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is referred to as a multivariate linear regression.[109] In a multivariate linear regression,
an extended model is used that allows for the simultaneous estimation of parameters for
multiple response variables.

Yij =

X

βkj Xik + ij

(4.22)

k

In this more general form, there are samples indexed by i with the response and explanatory variables for each sample respectively indexed by j and k.
Linear regressions are often used as predictive models in that the parameter and noise
vectors can be fit to a dataset of known pairings of explanatory variables to response variables such that the model can then be used to predict additional responses to explanatory
variables with empirically unknown responses. Alternatively, linear regression models can
be used to simply quantify the strength of the linear relationship between the response
and explanatory variables, which allows for detection of explanatory variables that possess no linear relationship to the response or perhaps provide redundant information with
respect to the other explanatory variables in describing the response. A common estimation method used to fit the parameter and noise vectors is the least-squares optimization
method.[110] The objective loss function for a multiple linear regression using this method
is defined by
n

X
1X
L(βj ) =
yi −
βj Xij
n i=1
j

!2
(4.23)

Where the total number of samples is taken to be n. This objective function expresses
the L2 norm between the predicted and empirical responses. The optimal parameters β̂i is
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the coefficient vector of the least-squares hyperplane, which is expressed in matrix form as

β̂ = XT X

−1

XT y

(4.24)

Where β̂i = β̂, xij = X, and yi = y. The quantity XT X is known as the Gramian
matrix of X and the quantity XT y is known as the moment matrix of regressand by
regressors.
In the case of a simple linear regression, the loss objective function is

L(β0 , β1 ) =

n
X

(yi − (β0 + β1 xi ))2

(4.25)

i=1

With the minimizing equations being

0 = ȳ − β̂0 − β̂1 x̄

(4.26)

0 = xy
¯ − β̂0 x̄ − β̂1 x̄2

(4.27)

With parameter estimate solutions

β̂0 = ȳ − β̂1 x̂

(4.28)

x̄ȳ − xy
x̄2 − x2

(4.29)

β̂1 =

One extension to this method called weighted least squares allows for the treatment
of situations where the observed features in different samples may not be equally reliable
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and thus require different weights during optimization to ensure observations with greater
certainty are treated with more importance.[111] Under this condition, the loss objective
function becomes
!2
L(βi ) =

X

wi yi −

X

i

βj Xij

(4.30)

j

Where wi corresponds to the weight on each sample. The parameter estimation formula
is then

β̂ = XT WX

−1

XT Wy

(4.31)

Where W is the diagonal matrix form of wi . A further extension to the least-squares
method allows for the consideration of a known nonsingular covariance matrix to be used
in place of the weight matrix. Note that this means the weighted least-squares method
is simply a special case of the generalized least-squares method in which the covariances
are null and the variances are allowed to be unequal. Using a covariance matrix S, the
parameter estimates become

β̂ = XT S−1 X

−1

XT S−1 y

(4.32)

Another optimization technique for fitting a linear regression is maximum likelihood
estimation (MLE).[112] For the sake of simplicity, assume a simple linear regression with
n samples of (xi , yi ).

yi = β0 + β1 xi + 
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(4.33)

The goal of MLE is to maximize the probability of the response variables conditioned
on the explanatory variables given a probability distribution for the noise variable and its
parameters. For this example, the normal distribution centered on zero N (0, σ 2 ) will be
used. Crucial assumptions made by this method is that the distribution of the explanatory
variables are arbitrary, the response variables can be recovered from them for some choice
of linear coefficients, the chosen distribution for the noise is independent of the explanatory
variables, and the noise is independent across observations (hence the lack of an index in
the expression of the simple linear regression). The conditional probability for a particular
response given an explanatory variable is P (yi |xi ; β0 , β1 , σ 2 ). The probability density is
then
n
Y

n
(yi −(β0 +β1 xi ))2
 Y
1
2σ 2
√
P yi |xi ; β0 , β1 , σ 2 =
e−
2
2πσ
i=1
i=1

(4.34)

This is the likelihood function referenced by the name of the method. Oftentimes, the
log-likelihood function L is used instead.

2

n
Y

(yi −(β0 +β1 xi ))2
1
2σ 2
√
e−
2
2πσ
i=1


n
X
(y −(β0 +β1 xi ))2
1
− i
2σ 2
=
e
log √
2
2πσ
i=1
n
n
1 X
= − log π − n log σ − 2
(yi − (β0 + β1 xi ))2
2
2σ i=1

L(β0 , β1 , σ ) = log

(4.35)

The optimum choice of parameters is obtained by maximimizing the log-likelihood (or
just the likelihood). Alternatively, the negative log-likelihood can be minimized. After
some calculus, the optimum estimators are given as
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β̂0 = ȳ − β̂1 x̂

(4.36)

x̄ȳ − xy
x̄2 − x2
n

2
1 X
2
yi − β̂0 + β̂1 xi
σ̂ =
n i=1
β̂1 =

(4.37)
(4.38)

Note that the β̂ parameter estimates are equivalent to those obtained using the method
of least squares and the σ̂ 2 parameter estimate is the mean squared error.[113]
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Chapter 5
Machine Learning with Neural Networks
5.1

Artificial Neural Networks
An artificial neural network (ANN) is a framework for various ML algorithms to interact

with one another and process complicated data in a way that is inspired by biological neural
networks they owe their namesake to. As the name ML implies, these frameworks “learn”
from examples without task-specific rules. The fundamental units of a neural network
are called artificial neurons, which transmit information to one another not unlike their
biological counterparts. The “learning” process in the context of ANNs is a procedure
for manipulating the nature of the connections between the neurons to produce a target
output by providing examples that it can train on and thus “learn” from. A well-trained
neural network is a model that can make reasonable output predictions on input data it
was never explicitly trained on, showing that it “learned” from them such that it is capable
of generalizing an “understanding” of how the input relates to the output. This is taken
to be analogous to a human achieving a deep understanding of a topic through learning on
examples to the extent that they can extend that knowledge beyond the examples they were
given while learning. The extent to which a neural network achieves this goal is referred
to as how generalized the model is.
Artificial Neural Network Structure
Fundamentally, an ANN is composed of neurons that are connected to each other in
a well-defined way. The connections, or edges, between neurons carry real-valued weights
and the output of a neuron is a function of the sum of the incoming connections from the
neurons, or inputs. There is some freedom in the choice of the function to use, called and
activation function, which can be chosen to be nonlinear. In the broadest terms possible,
the features of samples from input data are connected to some arrangement of neurons
with some arrangement of edges subjected weights and activation functions that are then
connected to the desired output. This constitutes the overall structure of an artificial neural
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network, but there is a lot of freedom in how one specifically builds the neural network.
For the purposes of this work, feedforward ANNs will be considered. This type of ANN
is the oldest and simplest ANN structure devised.[114] In this type of ANN, the information
that is passed between neurons only travels in one direction, which is arbitrarily referred
to as the forward direction. As such, there are no loops or cycles in the connections
between the neurons in the ANN. The neurons in feedforward ANNs are often aggregated
into layers such that each layer of neurons feeds information forward to the next layer,
with no connections between neurons in the same layer. If there are many of these layers
composing a model, the ANN is referred to as a deep ANN (DANN). For a mathematical
representation of such an ANN, consider a network composed of fully connected layers
where every neuron in a layer is connected to every neuron in the subsequent layer. This
type of layer is also referred to as a dense layer.
(n)

Let the vector xi

represent the input information to the neurons in layer n where
(n)

i ∈ {0, . . . , I − 1} indexes the neurons in the input to layer n, let Wij be a matrix of weights
on the connections between the neurons in layers n and n − 1 where j ∈ {0, . . . , J − 1}
(n)

indexes the neurons in the output from layer n − 1, and let bj

be a vector of biases
(0)

between layers n and n − 1. Using this notation, for layers n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, xj will be
(N −1)

the input layer and xj

will be the final output layer. The layers belonging to the set

∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N − 2} are referred to as hidden layers since their outputs are not directly
observed. The input for layer n will then be expressed as

(n)

xi

(n)

= fi



(n)

si



(n)

= fi

J−1
X

!
(n) (n−1)

Wij xj

(n)

+ bi

(5.1)

j

(n)

(n)

Where fi

is the activation function for layer n and si represents the linear output
P
(n) (n−1)
(n)
of the prior layer J−1
Wij xj
+ bi . Consequently, if ∀n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}; f (n) (x) =
j
x, every layer will have a linear activation, meaning that the input from the prior layer
modulated by the weights with the addition of the bias will simply be passed into the next
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layer. This is referred to as a linear model.

Figure 5.1: A diagram depicting the structure of a simple linear regression as an
ANN.
In such a case, a model with no hidden layers is simply a linear regression, as shown
in Fig. 5.1, which depicts a linear model consisting of eight regressors and one regressand.

Figure 5.2: A diagram depicting an ANN with three hidden layers and one output.
The indices of the weight matrices and the layer neurons are changed throughout
the network to clarify how parameters propagate through the ANN.
A more complex DANN is shown in Fig. 5.2 with three hidden layers. The activation
functions and the biases are applied at each layer of neurons. Many different activation
functions are available and are often chosen empirically. Some common simple choices
include the standard logistic function (also commonly referred to as a sigmoid function)
f (x) =

1
,
1+e−x

the hyperbolic tangent function f (x) = tanh (x), and the rectified linear

unit (ReLU) f (x) = max {0, x}.[115] The ReLU function is often preferred in modern
models because of its comparative computational simplicity that allows it to be used on
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much “deeper” neural networks, that is to say neural networks composed of more layers.
However, it has been empirically demonstrated that the fact that the distribution of ReLU
activations is non-centered unlike the standard logistic and hyperbolic tangent activations,
which can cause a bias shift that propagates through the network.
The weight matrices must also be initialized before computation. Generally, these
initial weights are drawn from either normal or uniform distributions. The simplest implementations are simply a truncated normal distribution with a small standard deviation
on the order of 0.01 or a uniform distribution with a rather small range on the order of
0.1 centered on zero. More advanced methods exist, however, such as LeCun, Xavier (or
Glorot), and He initializations for both truncated normal and uniform distributions.[116,
i
h p
p
117, 118] The LeCun uniform initializer draws samples from the range − 3/n, 3/n
while the truncated normal initializer draws from N (0, 1/n) where n is the number of
input units in the weight tensor. The Xavier uniform initialization draws samples from
h p
i
p
the range − 6/(n + m), 6/(n + m) while the truncated normal initializer draws from
 p

N 0, 2/(n + m) where n and m are respectively the numbers of input and output
units in the weight tensor. The He uniform initialization draws samples from the range
h p
i
 p

p
− 6/n, 6/n while the truncated normal initializer draws from N 0, 2/n where n
is the number of input units in the weight tensor.
This describes the structure of a basic feedforward ANN, but the actual “learning”
process will be discussed in the next section.
Training an Artificial Neural Network
Now that the basic structure of the feedforward ANN has been addressed, the major
question that remains is how does it “learn.” Well, just as when a human learns from
examples by checking their results versus the known results, a feedforward ANN must
be provided with some target output for the given example input and a mechanism for
(0)

evaluating its performance. The target output given the input xi

will be denoted as

ti . The mechanism for evaluating the performance of a model is a measure of the error
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(N −1)

between the prediction xi

and the target value ti referred to as the loss function.

Common choices for the loss L include the mean squared error measure

L



(N −1)
ti , xi



2
1 X
(N −1)
=
ti − xi
I −1 i

(5.2)

or the mean absolute error measure



(N −1)
L ti , xi
=

1 X
(N −1)
t i − xi
I −1 i

(5.3)

or the binary crossentropy measure (also referred to as log loss),




1 X
(N −1)
(N −1)
(N −1)
=−
L ti , xi
+ ti log xi
(1 − ti ) log 1 − xi
I −1 i

(5.4)

for output of size I − 1. The “learning” objective is thus to minimize this loss function,
as this indicates higher quality predictions. Notably, minimizing the mean squared error is
identical to the least squares optimization criterion and minimizing the binary crossentropy
is identical to maximizing the likelihood function. In order to modify the predictions
(n)

of the feedforward ANN, the weight matrices Wij

(n)

and bias vectors bi

are treated as

learning parameters and are modified using a fist order iterative optimization algorithm
called gradient descent (GD).[119] The parameter update is performed according to the
following equations.
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(n)

Wij − η
(n)

bi



(N −1)
∂L ti , xi
(n)
∂Wij

∂L
−η



(N −1)
ti , xi
(n)
∂bi

(n)

→ Wij

(5.5)

(n)

(5.6)


→ bi

Where η is a hyperparameter that modulates the gradient descent term and is consequently referred to as the “learning” rate. In general, this exploitation of the chain rule to
track how each tunable parameter affects the loss function is referred to as backpropagation.
Consequently, the ANN must be a differentiable computation graph and every trainable
layer must be differentiable. Many different alternative choices to GD are available as optimization schemes. For very large neural networks with many tunable parameters, it can
very easily become very difficult if not impossible to perform a GD iteration across the
entire set of training inputs and corresponding target outputs, referred to as the batch.
Alternatively, stochastic gradient descent (SGD) can be used, which computes the
parameter update for each sample.[119] Since the GD applied to individual samples from
batch, this is a stochastic approximation of the true GD. This helps assuage redundant
calculations and is much more computationally efficient, but can can also cause rather high
variances in the parameter updates and large fluctuations in the objective function.[119]
So, instead, as a compromise, the training inputs and corresponding target outputs are
partitioned into randomly shuffled minibatches of size n chosen to be less than the size
of the batch as a whole. The ensuing gradient descent algorithm is then referred to as
minibatch SGD, which will just be referred to as SGD from here for the sake of consistency
with established literature.
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Optimizing the Choice of Activation
Still, sometimes the SGD optimization can be very slow due to vanishing gradients,
especially for models with many layers. For instance, if one were to use the hyperbolic
tangent activation function, the gradients are restricted to a range of (0, 1). The result is
that the error signal as computed by the gradients might roughly exponentially decay as
backpropagation works it’s way towards the initial layers of the model due to the chain
rule essentially multiplying N small numbers to determine the update to these initial layers. Multiple possible solutions exist, however, including alternative activation functions,
alternative optimization schemes, pre-training, and the addition of special layers to further
process the signal.
One of the more common approaches is to simply use the ReLU activation functions
as mentioned earlier. By rectifying the signal by removing negative-valued inputs to a
layer, the gradients only saturate in one direction. This is preferable behavior to the
standard logistic and hyperbolic tangent functions which exhibit rather strong gradient
saturation. However, this then introduces another risk as the derivative of the ReLU
function f (x) = max {0, x} may cause neurons to “die.” This can be seen in the following
formula.



(N −1)
∂L ti , xi
(n)

=



(N −1)
(n)
∂L ti , xi
∂xj
(n)

∂Wij

(n)

∂xj
=

∂Wij
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(n)
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(n)

si

(n)

∂Wij


(n−1)

xj

(n)

<0

(n)

≥0

for si
for si

(5.7)

(n)

For si

< 0, the weights leading into the neuron are necessarily not updated, and

thus the neuron is no longer playing a role in discriminating between inputs. Due to the
SGD backpropagation considering a batch of samples during each iteration, hopefully not
all inputs will put the ReLU activation on the flat side of the function across the batch,
which will keep the neuron “alive.” Still, there is always a risk of neuron “death” if a
batch drives all of the inputs to the ReLU activation below zero. While other activation
functions such as the standard logistic or hyperbolic tangent functions may still have rather
small gradients, they do not completely vanish, so there is still a chance of recovery albeit
possibly a very small one due to the aforementioned vanishing gradient problem.
However, ReLUs carries another, more nuanced weakness in that these activation functions can cause a bias shift for neurons in the next layer. Most ANNs perform better with
zero-centered normalized features, so this presents a problem, albeit empirically a less less
extreme one than the vanishing gradient or neuron “death” problems which can prevent
the “learning” process entirely.
A few solutions for retaining the faster convergence exhibited by the ReLU activation
function while avoiding neuron “death” and bias shifts have been exhibited. The simplest
is the so-called Leaky ReLU (LReLU), which is referred to as “leaky” because it suppresses
negative inputs instead of removing them entirely with a small linear factor.[120]


αx for x < 0
f (x) =

 x for x ≥ 0

(5.8)

Where α is a hyperparameter that is taken to assume a small value less than one.
These activation functions not only address the neuron “death” problem, but they also
help to mitigate the bias shift as the mean activations are pushed slightly closer to zero.
In order to remove the inherent issues with choosing the optimal hyperparameter value
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for α, another strategy exists which is referred to as parametric ReLU (PReLU).[121] The
PReLU activation treats the leakage parameter α as a trainable parameter rather than a
hyperparameter.
Going in another direction to address the issue with ReLUs, there is the exponential
linear unit (ELU), which similarly suppresses negative input, but with an exponential
instead of a linear function, which does increase the computational cost.[122] They are
expressed as


α(ex − 1) for x < 0
f (x) =


x
for x ≥ 0

(5.9)

Where α is a hyperparameter that is taken to assume a small value less than one, just
as with the LReLU activation. The LReLU, PReLU, and ELU activation functions not
only address the neuron “death” problem, but they also help to mitigate the bias shift as
the mean activations are pushed slightly closer to zero by comparison to ReLU by virtue
of only supressing negative inputs instead of eliminating them entirely. To further address
this remaining centering problem, the scaled exponential linear unit (SELU) can be used
as an activation function.[116] It is expressed as


α(ex − 1) for x < 0
f (x) = λ


x
for x ≥ 0

(5.10)

The scaling is performed by the factor λ, which is not a hyperparameter and α is no
longer a hyperparameter as with the LReLU and ELU activations. Rather, the parameters
λ and α are chosen such that the means and variances of the inputs are preserved between
two consecutive layers assuming that the weight tensors are initialized appropriately, such
as with LeCun initialization, and the number of inputs is large enough. The values for
these parameters to enforce this constraint are α = 1.67326324 and λ = 1.05070098.
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Optimizing the Gradient Descent
In addition to the vanishing gradient problem, other problems arising from the SGD
optimization can hinder training and may require extensions to the algorithm. The learning
rate hyperparameter η has a rather unsurprisingly dramatic impact on the optimization
of the ANN. If the learning rate is too small, then the ANN will converge to a minimum
loss painfully slowly. However, if the learning rate is too large, convergence to a minimum
loss can be prevented by fluctuations in the objective loss about the a minimum or even
divergence of the loss. Finding the optimal choice for the initial learning rate as this is
highly dependent on the features of the optimizer, the specific structure of the ANN, and
the structure of the input samples.
Oftentimes, a grid search over likely candidates for rather short training times can
narrow down the choices. Still, sometimes an appropriate choice of learning rate for early
in the “learning” process may not remain an appropriate choice throughout the “learning” process. This can be assuaged by scheduling adjustments in the learning rate. Such
methods include annealing according to a pre-defined schedule or changing the learning
rate when a condition on the loss objective is met, like when the optimizer reaches a loss
“plateau” where very little change is occurring in the loss over many parameter updates
according to some threshold. Additionally, the learning rate can be allowed to take on different values for different parameters during training to emphasize certain features of the
model over others. Still, the SGD algorithm can run into many troubles when searching
for optimum local minima on the highly non-convex loss hypersurface. Oftentimes, this
trouble will arise in the form of saddle points where some dimensions lead to a lower loss
objective and others to a higher loss objective, all while usually being surrounded by loss
“plateaus.” The resulting gradient is often close to zero in all dimensions, which prevents
effective convergence. For the purposes of discussing extensions to SGD to address this,
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the following notation for the SGD parameter update will be employed

θt = θt−1 − η∇θt−1 L(θt−1 )

(5.11)

Where t is an index denoting the progression of the parameter updates akin to a measure
of discrete timesteps. Sometimes, the loss hypersurface will exhibit ravines that are very
difficult for the SGD algorithm to traverse as the hypersurface curves down much more
steeply in one direction than the others. This feature can be commonly seen around local
minima and the standard SGD algorithm tends to oscillate around the less important curves
of the ravine rather than progress in the direction towards the minimum directly. This can
be assuaged by allowing the SGD algorithm to retain “memory” of its “momentum” from
the prior parameter update.[123] This is implemented like so

pt = γpt−1 + η∇θt−1 L(θt−1 )

(5.12)

θt = θt−1 − pt

(5.13)

Where γ modulates the influence of the prior momentum on the new momentum. In
essence, this extension allow for a physical notion similar to that of a ball rolling down a
hill under the influence of gravity and speeding up as it goes. Like the ball, this momentum extension to SGD allows for the optimizer to speed up its descent towards the local
minima in the loss hypersurface. This physical analogy is not a perfect one, however, as
the optimizer can very easily “overshoot” the local mimimum by not slowing down before
the loss hypersurface curves back up. In order to address this and allow for the prescience
necessary to try and stop at the local minimum, the Nesterov accelerated gradient (NAG)
is employed.[124] Essentially, this is done by using an approximation of the updated pa171

rameters in the calculation of the updated momentum rather than the parameters from
the prior timestep. This approximation, θt−1 − γpt−1 , is simply the full update term from
SGD with momentum, θt−1 − γpt−1 − η∇θ L(θt−1 ), with the gradient term removed since
that information is not available. The result is implemented as

pt = γpt−1 + η∇θt−1 L(θt−1 − γpt−1 )

(5.14)

θt = θt − pt

(5.15)

This is a method of including an approximate correction to the parameter, not unlike
predictor-corrector methods used in numerical analysis to solve differential equations and
allows for the optimization to be more responsive to the loss hypersurface. These methods
allow for extensions to the standard SGD algorithm that allow for adaptive updates to
the traversal of the loss hypersurface, but they do not allow for adaptive updates to the
parameters on an individual basis according to their “importance” in reaching local minima
in the loss hypersurface.
The adaptive gradient (Adagrad) method is an attempt to address this issue by applying
a parameter-wise adaptive scheme for the learning rate.[125] In essence, parameters visited
more often by the SGD optimization receive smaller updates through smaller learning rates
and parameters visited less often by the SGD optimization receive larger updates through
larger learning rates. For this purpose, it provides increased performance for situations
where there are features of interest in the input data that are relatively sparse in the input
data, and thus the parameters that respond to these features are activated less often. Since
the parameters θ are no longer being updated all at once according to the learning rate η,
the indexed parameters θi will be used. The learning rate for a parameter will be inversely
proportional to the L2 norm of the past accumulated gradient updates of the parameter.
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For the sake of condensing the formulas from here, we will take gt;i = ∇θt L(θt;i ). The
Adagrad update is thus
η
θt;i = θt−1;i − q
Pt−1 2 gt−1;i
 + τ =0 gτ ;i

(5.16)

Where  is some small value present to prevent division by zero. Due to the adaptive
nature of this algorithm, it removes much of the pressure to manually tune the learning rate.
However, since the sum of the squares of the past gradients is monotonically increasing, the
learning rate for each parameter will eventually decay to zero, prohibiting further learning.
This problem is addressed by two similar approaches referred to as root mean square
propagation (RMSProp) and adaptive delta (Adadelta).[126, 127] As the name implies,
RMSProp adapts the learning rate according to an inverse root mean square propagation
of the past accumulated gradients. The running average can be expressed as a recursive
2
, where γ is referred
relationship for time t and is expressed as mt;i = γmt−1;i + (1 − γ)gt;i

to as the “forgetting” factor and controls the relative importance of the past gradients up
to the current time step. The parameter update for RMSProp is then
η
gt−1;i
θt;i = θt−1;i − √
 + mt−1;i

(5.17)

Adadelta takes a very similar approach, but takes it a bit further. In order to further
√
compact the formulas from here, we will adopt the assignment rt;i =  + mt;i and in
the spirit of the name Adadelta, we will use ∆θt;i such that we can rewrite the RMSProp
parameter update as

∆θt;i = θt;i − θt−1;i = −
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η
rt−1;i

gt−1;i

(5.18)

However, note that the hypothetical units of this parameter update do not match
the hypothetical units of the parameter in the first place, which is not particularly internally consistent. In order to address this, instead of using the root of a running average
of square gradients, the root of the running average of square parameter updates will
√
be used instead. This can be expressed in a similar recursive manner as st;i = qt;i =
q
2
γqt−1;i + (1 − γ)∆θt;i
. However, st−2;i is known while st−1;i is not, so it is used to replace
the learning rate instead of the inverse factor on the learning rate, giving

∆θt;i = −

st−2;i
gt−1;i
rt−1;i

(5.19)

This then gives the parameter update readily

θt;i = θt−1;i −

st−2;i
gt−1;i
rt−1;i

(5.20)

Note that an initial learning rate is still needed for the first parameter update, but
from there, the learning rate is removed from the parameter update algorithm.
In a different approach to employing an adaptive parameter-wise learning rate, the
adaptive moment estimation (Adam) method uses a similar approach to the Adagrad family
of methods, but retains past running averages of the gradients as well as the squared
gradients.[128] These will be respectively denoted in the same recursive manner as ut;i =
2
β1 ut−1;i + (1 − β1 )gt;i and vt;i = β2 vt−1;i + (1 − β2 )gt;i
with β1 and β2 fulfilling the roles as

the “forgetting” factors for the two quantities. These quantities serve as estimators for the
first and second moments of the gradients as the mean and the uncentered variance. The
initial values of these estimators are set to zero, and they are thus biased towards zero, but
this is counteracted by the bias-corrected moments respectively denoted ût;i = ut;i /(1 − β1t )
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and v̂t;i = vt;i /(1 − β2t ). The resulting parameter update is thus
η
ût−1;i
θt;i = θt−1;i − p
v̂t−1;i + 

(5.21)

In this way, Adam can be considered as a combination of RMSProp with momentum,
as the v̂t;i quantity tracks past root mean square gradients while the ût;i tracks the mean
past gradient updates, similar to the momentum adjustment albeit with longer memory.
The second moment quantity can then be further generalized to not strictly be proportional
to the L2 norm, but the arbitrary Ld norm, where d is the dimension. Then, the expression
for this term becomes vt;i = β2 vt−1;i + (1 − β2 )|gt;i |d . The norm for very large values of d
tends to be rather numerically unstable, which is why the L1 or L2 norm is usually used,
but the L∞ norm is well-behaved.
The adaptive maximum (Adamax) algorithm uses this to obtain a new modulation
term for the learning rate by using the norm-constrained form of vt;i of infinite dimension,
∞
denoted wt;i = β2 vt−1;i + (1 − β2 )gt;i
= max{β2 wt−1;i , |gt;i |}.[128] In this way, the gradient

update is essentially ignored when it is small and the learning rate modulation is influenced
by fewer gradients across the history, making it more robust to noise in the gradients. This
quantity is no longer as biased towards zero as with Adam since the maximum operation
is used, so a bias correction on the estimator is no longer needed. The parameter update
is thus

θt;i = θt−1;i − √

η
wt−1;i + 

ût−1;i

(5.22)

It is also possible to combine Adam with NAG to produce Nesterov accelerated Adam
(Nadam).[129, 130] Much like how NAG applies a correction term to the momentum using
the last known momentum to improve the gradient estimation, the first moment term in
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Adam can be adjusted to account for the latest known momentum. This is more clearly
seen if we expand the expression for the Adam parameter update.

η
θt;i = θt−1;i − p
ût−1;i
v̂t−1;i + 
ut−1;i
η
= θt−1;i − p
v̂t−1;i +  1 − β1t
η
β1 ut−2;i + (1 − β1 )gt−1;i
= θt−1;i − p
1 − β1t
v̂t−1;i + 


η
(1 − β1 )gt−1;i
= θt−1;i − p
β1 ût−2;i +
1 − β1t
v̂t−1;i + 

(5.23)

From here, the ût−2;i term can be freely changed to ût−1;i to implement a predictive
capacity, yielding the Nadam parameter update.

θt;i



(1 − β1 )gt−1;i
= θt−1;i − p
β1 ût−1;i +
1 − β1t
v̂t−1;i + 
η

(5.24)

These are the most often used extensions to SGD and each possess strengths and
weaknesses. In many situations, SGD will be sufficient and provides the best computational performance. However, the speed provided by SGD may not be enough to overcome
the troubles brought on by difficult regions in the loss hypersurface. Consequently, using
momentum or NAG may achieve better convergence and may even do so faster despite
sacrificing the favorable computational complexity of SGD. Even then, when dealing with
sparsely updated featues, the adaptive parameter updating provided by Adagrad can help
achieve better convergence. RMSProp and Adadelta help assuage the additional issues
brought on by the sometimes rather dramatic learning rate decay experienced in Adagrad.
Adam and Nadam then go further to help implement momentum and NAG-like features
to the RMSProp approach while Adamax provides a strategy for avoiding situations where
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noise in the gradients interfere with convergence. Overall, the best optimization approach
to take can be an informed choice if the nature of the problem has been investigated thoroughly enough, but empirical exploration of the options available is ultimately an often
necessary choice.
5.2 Bias & Variance
When employing an ANN, the goal will always be to achieve as close to 100% accuracy
as possible, but perfect accuracy is not attainable in practice. In part, this is fundamentally
related to two competing sources of error, bias and variance.[131] But first, there are two
more general types of error, reducible and irreducible. Reducible error can be described as
error that arises from the errors in the model’s estimate of the output given the input. This
can nominally be reduced through employing a better model. However, the irreducible error
presents a different problem, as it describes the error in the model output that cannot be
described by the input. In short, the irreducible error is the product of missing information
in the input needed to fully describe the output in addition to unmeasurable variation.
Such sources of error are generally not present in the training data and thus cannot be
addressed in practice. However, reducible error can be addressed.
Model complexity is one possible avenue for addressing reducible error. For instance,
a linear regression is a rather simple model where the linear responses to input features
are readily interpretable. However, the linear form that the model is rather restrictive, as
nonlinear relationships between the output and the input cannot be accurately captured.
In such a case, this error would be reducible as the requisite information to make a better
prediction exists in the training data, but the structure of the linear model does not allow
for nonlinear contributions of the input in the output prediction. This is an example of
underfitting, in which a model is not complex enough to capture the underlying trends for
features in the data. In order to address this, a more complex model with greater flexibility
may be employed at the possible sacrifice of ease of interpretability of the model. For many
applications, the interpretability of the model is not necessarily important compared to the
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predictive accuracy of the model, so this is often a sacrifice worth making. A more flexible
model may be able to obtain higher prediction accuracy, but it is not guaranteed to do so,
as sufficiently complex model may capture patterns within the noise of the training data
as opposed to the signal, a phenomenon referred to as overfitting. Oftentimes, overfitting
can be addressed by expanding the training data, but this is often not possible in practice.
When addressing the quality of a fit using an ANN, two sources of error are important
for determining the validity of the model, referred to as the bias and the variance. The bias
is the error introduced by approximating a complicated relationship with a simple model.
This is part of the aforementioned reducible error caused by the use of an inflexible model.
No matter how much data is provided to such a model during training, an insufficiently
flexible model will always produce bias when modeling an inherently complex relationship.
The variance by contrast refers to the amount by which the estimate of the model changes
upon using a different set of training data. Different training data will inevitably produce
different parameter estimations, but ideally, the parameters of said model should not vary
much across different training data. Generally, as a model achieves higher accuracy on
training data or as more flexible models are used, the bias should decrease as the model
achieves a better approximation of the relationships between the inputs and outputs in
the training data, but the variance will also increase as the model learns that particular
training data very well at the cost of generalizing to other data.
Indeed, this is a more precise description of the overfitting phenomenon referred to
earlier. An example of this is likely to occur when testing a model. When doing so, it is
important to always split the available training data into two partitions, training data and
validation data. The training data is used to actually train the model while the validation
data is used to evaluate prediction accuracy on data that was not used for training. This
allows for an evaluation of a model on new data, as the model that can achieve the lowest
loss on the training set is not guaranteed to also achieve the lowest loss on new data.
This is generally referred to as the bias-variance trade off. One of the biggest challenges
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in constructing effective models in ML is properly simultaneously minimizing the squared
bias and the variance.
Cross-Validation
As made clear by the bias-variance tradeoff, it is always important to consider the
qualities of an ANN beyond just the training process, especially when it comes to the
performance on new samples not visited during training. Cross-validation is an approach
towards actually exploring the trade offs between bias and variance inherent to a model.
Validation itself is determining if the output of a model predicated on the hypothesized
relationships between input variables properly describes the data, which is often accomplished by simply attaining a low enough loss on the training data. However, this does
not provide any information as to how well the model will generalize to new data, which
makes cross-validation necessary. A common method for cross-validation is the utilization
of a training-validation split, in which during training, the available data is partitioned
into training data and validation data.[132] Through this method, often referred to as the
holdout method, the difference between the losses obtained on the training data and the
validation data can provide a relatively simple early warning for poor bias and variance
balancing. Ideally, the losses should be similar. In such a case, the bias is increased on new
data as opposed to variance in the case of overfitting.
In order to address this issue, an alternative approach called K-Fold cross validation
is employed.[133] In this scheme, the entire data is divided into k subsets and training is
repeated k times, with one of the k subsets being used for validation and the other k − 1
being used for training. Under this scheme, most of the samples are being used for training
during any given iteration and are also used for validation during some iteration, which
allows for the bias and the variance to be more reliably tracked than if a single holdout
iteration was done. The estimation of the errors using the losses is averaged over all of the
iterations to evaluate the model performance. This can still present problems in certain
supervised applications, however, in which there is a class imbalance in the training data. In
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such a case, the partitions can be chosen such that each partition approximately represents
the same class distribution present in the full training data. This is called stratified K-Fold
cross validation.
Both K-Fold and stratified K-Fold cross validation do not consider every possible
training-validation split, however. This can be accomplished through what is called LeaveP-Out cross validation.[134] In this approach, assuming a total sample count of n, training
is done on n − p samples and validation is done on p samples for all possible combinations
of training-validation splits under that constraint. This can be a very time-consuming process, so a common choice is simply p = 1, which means the training process only needs to
be done n times on n − 1 samples, but a reasonable estimation of the validation loss can
still be obtained through averaging.
Regularization
Generally speaking, regularization is the procedure for adding information to a routine
in order to solve either an ill-posed problem or to prevent overfitting a model, which
carries great significance given the focus of prior sections.[135] In practice, regularization
in ML is often implemented as an additional penalty to the loss function to control the
fluctuation of tunable parameters, which can be referred to collectively as a coefficient
estimate regularization.[132] A penalty is applied to the weights feeding into a layer is
referred to as weight or kernel regularization, a penalty applied to the bias feeding into a
layer is referred to as bias regularization, and a penalty applied to the full output of a layer
is called activity regularization. This is because large weights in a model are often a sign
of overfitting. For an example of how regularization can be implemented, consider a linear
regression with a single neuron output layer x1 and corresponding target t with an input
layer of J − 1 neurons x0j

x1 =

J−1
X

Wj1 x0j + b1

j
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(5.25)

With a mean squared error loss


L t, x1 = t − x1

2

(5.26)

A modified loss function with a Tikhonov regularization (also known as ridge regression)
constraint on the weights uses the L2 metric.[136] The implementation follows

X


Wj2
L0 t, x1 = L t, x1 + λ

(5.27)

j

Where L0 (t, x1 ) is the modified loss and λ is a tuning parameter for the regularization
that controls the strength of the effect. Similarly, lasso regularization would be expressed
with an L1 metric.[137] The implementation follows

X


L0 t, x1 = L t, x1 + λ
|Wj |

(5.28)

j

Since the loss is minimized during training, the weights will be encouraged to tend
towards zero and as a consequence the model space is reduced since higher magnitude
weights are discouraged. This, in turn, inherently reduces the capacity for model flexibility,
which is one of the fundamental contributors to overfitting. With a regularization term in
the loss, a model is less likely to fit to patterns in the noise in the training data. But this
comes at the cost of the regularized model also being less likely to fit to patterns in the
signals in the training data. In this way, regularization can be seen as a method for reducing
variance and increasing bias. It may seem concerning to penalize parameter adjustments
that might otherwise provide a better model, but as long as the data contains a favorable
signal-to-noise ratio and the regularization tuning parameter is not too large, this should
not be an issue on its own. The effects of each type of coefficient regularization are rather
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similar, but are used in different situations. Weight or kernel regularization is the most
common, but bias regularization can be useful in situations where there is a preference for
layer outputs to pass through the origin while activity regularization is useful for ensuring
that the entire layer outputs are close to zero.
An additional method for regularization callout dropout regularization involves randomly ignoring neuron outputs before they are fed into the next layer.[138] This is implemented as a layer that behaves as a type of gate that either allows a neuron output to
pass through unmodified or assigns the values of the neuron output to be zero according to
some probability. In effect, this procedure temporarily changes the neural network structure by reducing the number of neurons in the affected layer(s) and in turn manipulating
the connectivity of the computation graph. This method was born out of an older rather
unfeasible approach called the ensemble approximation in which a large collection of ANN
structures are fit to the training data and the resulting predictions from these models are
averaged across the ensemble to produce a single prediction. Given the extensive training
time that would be necessary to explore such a large structure and parameter space, this
is not commonly used. Instead, dropout regularization allows for a more efficient way of
performing model averaging by altering the computation graph during learning.
In practice, dropout regularization makes the training process noisier since the nodes
are forced to probabilistically take on more or less responsibility for processing the inputs,
but this also limits the capability of neurons to develop co-adaptations in which neurons
deeper in the ANN compensate for errors in neurons in earlier layers.[139] After training
is complete, the dropout layers are ignored and and the weights are scaled according to
the dropout rates such that if a neuron is retained with probability p, the output is also
multiplied by p. The weight scaling can also be performed during training time at the
conclusion of each batch, which is a common implementation often referred to as inverted
dropout regularization.[140, 10, 11] In many applications, the use of dropout regularization
can eliminate the need for coefficient estimation regularization.
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5.3

Types of Artifical Neural Networks

Boltzmann Machines
Boltzmann machines stochastic recurrent neural networks which take the form of a
Markov random field.[141] As one might surmise from the name, the motivation for the
model actually originates from statistical mechanics and is based on a stochastic spin-glass
model with an external field, also known as a Sherrington-Kirkpatrick model.[142] As such,
it takes the form of a symmetrically connected network of nueron-like units that stochastically generate binary values.[141] This is a different computational graph structure than
has been described thus far for feedforward artificial neural networks, but many of the fundamental behaviors are similar and these types of networks are both historically important
to the field of machine learning but additionally important due to their correspondence
to the renormalization group as described in the introduction.[33] In practice, they are
used to solve two different types of problems, search problems and learning problems. For
search problems, the weights on the edges connecting the neurons are fixed and used to
represent a cost function. The Boltzmann machine can then sample binary state vectors
that minimize the cost function determined by the weights through stochastic decisions.
This search procedure is a realization of Gibbs sampling, which is a Markov chain Monte
Carlo method inspired by simulated annealing that was developed independently.[143] For
learning problems, however, the Boltzmann machine behaves more similarly to the neural
networks described thus far in that the Boltzmann machine is presented with a set of binary data vectors and learns to tune the weights in the computational graph such that the
provided binary data vectors minimize the cost function. The optimal weights produce the
desired binary vectors with a low cost value with respect to other binary vectors. In this
way, a Boltzmann machine is capable of learning internal representations.
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Figure 5.3: A diagram depicting a Boltzmann machine with three visible nodes
denoted with vi and four hidden nodes denoted with hi .
The structure of a Boltzmann machine is shown in Fig. 5.3. When a given unit indexed
with i updates its binary state, it must first compute it’s total input zi , which is defined as
follows

zi = bi +

X

sj wij

(5.29)

j

Where bi is the bias of unit i, sj is the binary state of unit j, and wij is the weight
connecting units i and j. The weight matrix wij is symmetric such that wij = wji . Unit i
then determines its state with probability p(si = 1) defined by a logistic function as

p(si = 1) =

1
1 + e−zi

(5.30)

The network will eventually converge to a Boltzmann distribution if the units are
updated in any sequential order that does not depend on their total inputs in which the
probability of state vector v is defined as
e−E(v)
P
P (v) =
−E(u)
ue
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(5.31)

The energy E(v) of a state vector is defined as

E(v) = −

X

svi bi −

i

X

svi svj wij

(5.32)

i<j

Where svi is the state of unit i assigned by the state vector v. This is readily recognizable
as an Ising energy in which the weight matrix fulfills the role of the interaction coefficient
and the bias fulfills the role of the external field. Thus, if the weights on the edges of the
computational graph are chosen such that the energy corresponds to the poorness of the
state vectors to some optimization problem, then the stochastic dynamics of the machine
can be interpreted as a method for escaping poor local optima during the search for solution
states by minimizing the energy. The input to unit i, defined as zi then represents the
difference in energy corresponding to the binary value of the unit si . Due to the probability
associated with si allowing for energy increases even for small zi , the Boltzmann machine
is capable of overcoming energy barriers during the search for the optimum state. The
search can be improved through the introduction of simulated annealing, which essentially
rescales the weights and energies by a temperature T . By reducing the temperature from a
large to a small value, the search can benefit from fast equilibration characteristic of high
temperatures while still ending up with a final Boltzmann distribution that makes better
solutions more probable. For T = 0, the stochastic dynamics become deterministic and
reduce to that of a Hopfield network.[141]
Given a training set of state vectors vk , the Boltzmann machine learns by finding
weights and biases that make the given state vectors highly probable in the corresponding
Boltzmann distribution. The update rule for T = 1 is expressed as
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X ∂ log P (vk )
vk

∂wij

X ∂ log P (vk )
vk

∂bi

= hsi sj idata − hsi sj imodel

(5.33)

= hsi idata − hsi imodel

(5.34)

The learning problem in convex with no non-global optima in the parameter space under
the condition that the observed data specifies a binary state for every unit in the Boltzmann
machine.[141] Additionally, the Boltzmann machine can be constructed to consist of visible
and hidden units, where the states of the visible units can be observed while the states of
the hidden units are not specified by the observed data. This allows the the hidden units to
act as latent variables representing higher-order features that the Boltzmann machine can
use to model distributions over the visible state vectors that would otherwise be inaccessible
using pairwise interactions between visible units.[141] The update rule remains unchanged,
however.
A more complex energy function can additionally be specified such that the interaction
term is no longer quadratic.[144] For instance,

E(v) = E(v) = −

X

svi bi −

i

X

svi svj svk wijk

(5.35)

i<j

Where

zi = bi +

X

sj sk wijk

(5.36)

j<k

And the learning rule simply contains the sk state in the expectation values. The
Boltzmann machine can additionally be extended to support condition distributions where
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a subset of the visible units are held constant in the model.[141]

Figure 5.4: A diagram depicting a restricted Boltzmann machine with a layer of
visible units v and a layer of hidden units h.
Also of interest is the restricted Boltzmann machine, in which there are no edges
connecting visible units to other visible units nor hidden units to other hidden units. Since
the hidden units are then conditionally independent from one another, unbiased samples
from hsi sj idata can be retrieved simultaneously. Sampling from hsi sj imodel still requires
iterative steps alternating between parallel updates to the hidden and visible units. This
can be assuaged by instead sampling from hsi sj irecon , which is accomplished by updating
all of the hidden units parallel given a data vector on the visible units, updating the
visible units in parallel to obtain a reconstruction, and then updating the hidden units
again.[141] This process approximates gradient descent in a quantity called “contrastive
divergence.”[145] Once a hidden layer is sufficiently trained, it can then be used as the
visible layer for an additional hidden layer. This process can be repeated, constructing
a multi-layer generative model that is no longer a Boltzmann machine.[141] In this way,
restricted Boltzmann machines can be used to construct a deep neural network in an
unsupervised manner which can be fine-tuned for classification or dimensionality reduction
problems.
Autoencoders
Autoencoders (AE) are a class of unsupervised ANNs that learn efficient encodings
of samples, typically in order to perform feature space reduction.[146] This type of ANN
is unsupervised because the target output is the same as the input. The encoding, also
referred to as the latent space, is an intermediate layer. As such, an AE generally consists
of two neural networks linked together, an encoder network which takes a sample as input
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and outputs an encoding, and a decoder network which takes an encoding as input and
ideally outputs the original sample.

Figure 5.5: A diagram depicting an AE with an input dimension of eight and a
latent dimension of two with three hidden layers including the latent representation.
In Fig. 5.5, a basic AE structure is depicted. This network consists two sub-networks
referred to as the encoder and decoder networks. The encoder network consists of an input
layer with eight neurons, which leads into a hidden later of four neurons, which then feeds
into the latent representation hidden layer of two neurons. The decoder network then takes
the latent representation hidden layer as input which feeds into a hidden layer of four neurons which then feeds into the output layer of eight neurons representing the reconstruction
of the input. Note that this ANN is symmetrical about the latent representation layer.
The status of the output as a reconstruction of the input is enforced by defining the
loss as a measure of the error between the input and the output directly instead of an
additional measurement not included in the input as is the case with supervised ANNs.
The base motivation to employing this type of ANN structure is in the aim of extracting
a summary of useful information or properties of the input samples by way of the latent
representation. The latent representation need not have a dimensionality lower than that of
the input, though this is the most common use case and is referred to as an undercomplete
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AE. By contrast, an AE with a latent representation of dimension greater than or equal to
the dimension of the input are respectively referred to as complete or overcomplete AEs. In
such a case, there is a risk of an AE simply learning the identity function, which may not
be of any particular use. Most simple AEs utilize an undercomplete structure to constrain
representations.
Interestingly, if only linear activations are used in an AE with a single hidden layer,
the latent variables have a strong relationship with the porjections obtained by PCA.[146]
In general, the weights will not be identical to the principal components, nor will they
be orthogonal, but the principal components may be recovered through a singular value
decomposition. This has little value beyond that of a novelty, however, as the strength of
using an AE lies in the flexibility of learning stronger nonlinear generalizations than PCA
is capable of to achieve lower reconstruction losses.
An extension to the basic AE ANN structure is a regularized AE (RAE). Such an
AE ANN utilizes regularization to encourage the learning of richer representations in the
latent representation of the input samples. One such approach is called a sparse AE (SAE),
which is an overcomplete AE with activity regularization on the latent representation.[147]
This allows for a certain degree of freedom in the representation while also discouraging
the learning of the identity function by penalizing activations. An alternative approach
to SAEs are denoising AEs (DAE), which are a class of RAE.[148] Instead of adding an
addition penalty term to the loss function, this approach changes the reconstruction loss
by distorting the encoder inputs through the application of noise and using the undistorted
inputs as target decoder outputs. Thus, the DAE learns to remove distortions from the
input and recover the original uncorrupted input. In order to accomplish this task, the
DAE must be capable of extracting features that capture useful structural information
in the distribution of the input. This is an example of regularization by noise injection,
not unlike dropout regularization in concept. Any corruption method of choice could be
used to accomplish this, such as the common choices of additive isotropic Gaussian noise,
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salt-and-pepper noise, or masking noise.
Another class of AEs are called variational AEs (VAE).[149] A VAE is architecturally
similar to a traditional AE or RAE, but reflect a rather different underlying motivation.
In contrast to a discriminative model like a traditional AE, which attempts to learn representations given an input, a VAE makes a strong assumption on the distribution of the
latent variables directly and attempts to model the inputs as samples from a distribution
represented by the latent representation. This approach aims to simulate how the inputs
are generated and reveal underlying causal relations in the input data.
During training, the VAE accomplishes this by learning an accurate posterior approximation conditioned on the input that contain representation information for similar conceptual reasons as a traditional AE in that the latent representation contains information
necessary to reconstruct the input. However, the prior distribution on the latent distribution provides a very high level of control over modeling the structure of the latent
representation that is not present in a tradition AE. In fact, since a VAE simulates how
inputs are generated, samples from the prior distribution can freely be used to generate
new samples resembling the inputs.
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Figure 5.6: A diagram depicting a VAE with an input dimension of eight and a
prior distribution that takes two variables of dimension two.
In Fig. 5.6, an example of the structure of a VAE is shown. The encoder is rather
different, with the output being composed of two different layers. In practice, these represent the parameters to the prior distribution. A common choice of prior distribution is the
isotropic Gaussian distribution. Using this choice, the encoder two output layers shown in
Fig. 5.6 can be interpreted as the mean and standard deviation of a 2-dimensional isotropic
Gaussian distribution. The input to the decoder network is then a sample drawn from the
prior distribution using those parameters. From there, the decoder network is the same as
in a traditional AE.
Now that the structure and intent of the VAE have been addressed, it is important
to cover exactly how to mathematically describe the VAE so that the constrain of the
latent representation can be understood. To aid this description, let X be the input, z be
the latent representation, P (X) be the probability distribution of the data, and P (z) be
the chosen approximating probability distribution of the latent variable. Additionally, let
Q(z|X) represent the encoder network that provides a latent representation z conditioned
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on the data X and P (X|z) represent the decoder network that generates the input X
conditioned on the latent representation z. The goal of the VAE is to infer P (z) using
P (z|X), which is the true distribution of the latent representation conditioned on the input,
in contrast to the approximation made by the encoder Q(z|X). Essentially, by learning the
posterior distribution of the inputs by making the latent representation likely under the
condition of the input, the prior distribution of the latent representation can be inferred.
The P (z|X) distribution is approximated using variational inference, a method in Bayesian
inference. By modeling the true distribution P (z|X) using a simpler distribution such as an
isotropic Gaussian distribution which is used by Q(z|X), the problem of inferring P (z|X)
can be posed as an optimization problem by minimizing the divergence between the true
distribution and the chosen model distribution. This divergence can be quantified using
the Kullback-Leibler divergence (KLD).[101] This is defined as

X

DKL [Q(z|X)kP (z|X)] =

Q(z|X)
P (z|X)


Q(z|X) log

z


Q(z|X)
= E log
P (z|X)

= E[log Q(z|X) − log P (z|X)]

(5.37)

Using Bayes’ rule, the unknown true distribution P (z|X) can be eliminated from the
equation.


P (X|z)P (z)
DKL [Q(z|X)kP (z|X)] = E log Q(z|X) − log
P (X)


(5.38)

Rearranging the terms in the expectation and taking advantage of the expression for
KLD,
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P (X|z)P (z)
= E[log Q(z|X) − log P (X|z) − log P (z)] + log P (X)
E log Q(z|X) − log
P (X)


= E[log Q(z|X) − log P (z)] − E[log P (X|z)] + log P (X)
= DKL [Q(z|X)kP (z)] − E[log P (X|z)] + log P (X)
(5.39)

Now, the VAE objective function, also referred to as the evidence lower bound (ELBO)
in accordance with variational Bayesian methods, can be obtained as

log P (X) − DKL [Q(z|X)kP (z|X)] = E[log P (X|z)] − DKL [Q(z|X)kP (z)]

(5.40)

This is a very convenient formulation as, looking at the left hand side of the equation,
the objective of the VAE is exactly described as it models the probability distribution
of the input data described by P (X) under the constraint that the approximate chosen
model distribution for the latent representation conditioned on the input Q(z|X) resembles
the true distribution P (z|X), which is quantified by DKL [Q(z|X)kP (z|X)]. However, the
probability distribution of the data and the true distribution of the latent distribution
conditioned on the input are not known. Luckily, the equivalent formula shown on the
right requires knowledge of two properties that are calculable. The first is the expectation
of the logarithm of the distribution of the input conditioned on the latent representation
P (X|z), which is the output from the decoder network. The second is the KLD of the
distribution of the latent representation conditioned on the input Q(z|X), which is the
output of the encoder network, with respect to the chosen approximating distribution of
the latent representation P (z).
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The optimization of the objective from here is relatively straightforward. The term
E[log P (X|z)] represents the log likelihood of X conditioned on z, which can be interpreted
as the likelihood of reconstruction. This likelihood can be treated by a maximum likelihood
estimation, which is a common optimization technique in linear regressions. If treated as
a negative log likelihood, this can be straightforwardly implemented as a loss, such as
mean squared error or binary crossentropy, to be minimized during training. The KLD
term is the regularization term that constrains the latent representation to resemble a
chosen distribution P (z). As mentioned earlier, a common choice is the isotropic Gaussian
distribution of k dimension for a latent representation of the same dimension. If one were
to choose P (z) to be Nk (0, 1) distributed and Q(z|X) to be Nk (µk (X), σk (X)2 ) distributed,
the KLD between them has a closed form solution for an latent dimension of k.

 1X 2
DKL Nk (µk , σk2 )kNk (0, 1) =
(σ + µ2k − log σk − 1)
2 k k

(5.41)

Where the dependence of the Gaussian parameters are assumed to be dependent on
X. The sampling of the Gaussian distribution during training does require some finesse,
however. The naive approach would be to simply draw that random sample z directly
from the distribution, but backpropagation cannot flow through a random node. In order
to address this a reparameterization trick is used such that z N (µ, σ) = µ + σ where
 N (0, 1), where z is equivalently defined, but is no longer a source of randomness as 
is fulfilling that role and can simply be treated as a constant multiplicative factor on the
standard deviation. Furthermore, using the standard deiviation explicitly in the model is
not advisable as σ tends to be rather small to the point that floating point arithmetic and
poorly defined gradients tend to produce numerical instabilities. Instead, the logarithmic
variance tends to be used, which mitigates the numerical stability problem. From there,
the logarithmic variance is simply transformed into the standard deviation as needed.
The negative of the ELBO can be freely used as the loss function, where the features
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of X are taken to be indexed by i, X̃ is taken to be the reconstructed input, LRC is taken
to be the reconstruction loss, and LKLD is taken to be the KLD of the latent representation
Gaussian parameters from a standard normal isotropic Gaussian.









L X̃i , Xi , µk , σk = LRC X̃i , Xi + LKLD (µk , σk )

(5.42)

One of the primary strengths of the VAE is in its capability to control the form of
the latent representation so effectively. In fact, if the prior distribution of the latent representation is chosen to be isotropic Gaussian, the VAE is known to provide disentangled
factors in the latent representation such that the significant dimensions of the latent space
tend to be largely independent of one another.[150] An extension to the standard VAE
formulation called β-VAE adds an additional tuning parameter to modulate the KLD loss
term in order to exploit this feature and place a higher priority on disentangling factors in
the representation over reconstruction by increasing the β parameter.[151]





L X̃i , Xi , µk , σk = LRC X̃i , Xi + βLKLD (µk , σk )

(5.43)

Building off of β-VAE, another approach called the total correlation VAE (β-TCVAE)
attempts to improve the disentanglement of factors in the representation to a greater extent
by decomposing the KLD loss term and applying tuning parameters to them independently.[152]
In this decomposition, each training sample is identified with a unique integer index
n ∈ 1, 2, .., N and is assigned a uniform random variable. As such, the definitions Q(z|n) =
P
Q(z|Xn ) and Q(z, n) = Q(z|n)P (n) = N1 Q(z|n) are useful. The quantity Q(z) = n Q(z|n)P (n)
is taken to be the aggregated posterior, which captures the aggregate structure of the latent
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variables under the distribution of the input. The decomposition is as follows

"
EP (n) [DKL [Q(z|n)kP (z)]] = Iq (z; X) + DKL Q(z)k

#
Y

Q(zj ) +

j

X

DKL [Q(zj )kP (zj )]

j

(5.44)

Where the first term represents the index-code mutual information (MI) between the
input and the and the latent variable based on the empirical input distribution Q(z, n).
The importance of this term in contributing to improving disentanglement has proven
controversial. This term is expressed as

Iq (z; X) = DKL [Q(z, n)kQ(z)P (n)]

(5.45)

The second term is the total correlation (TC), which is a measure of the dependence
between the latent variables. The penalty on the total correlation forces the model to tend
towards discovering statistically disentangled factors in the distribution of the input and is
thus considered important to producing such representations.
The third term is the dimension-wise KLD. The main purpose of this term is to prevent
the individual latent variables in the representation from deviating far from their priors.
A significant difficulty in the separate calculation of these terms is readily apparent in
the evaluation of the density Q(z), which depends on knowledge of the whole training set.
This is rather prohibitive to perform during training, so a sotchastic estimation method
is desirable. A naive attempt would be a Monte Carlo approach to approximating Q(z)
using the available samples in a minibatch during training. However, this has a tendency
towards underestimation, which is intuitively clear if one thinks of Q(z) as a mixture
distribution where the index n indicates a mixture component. From this perspective, a
randomly sampled component of the mixture Q(z|n) is likely to be close to zero, but will be
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large if n is the component that z originated from. For this reason, sampling components
with weighted probabilities is desirable. The estimator using this strategy for a minibatch
consisting of M samples indexed by is expressed as
"
#
M
M
1 X
1 X
EQ(z) [log Q(z)] ≈
log
Q(z(ni )|nj )
M i
NM j

(5.46)

Where z(ni ) is a sample from Q(z|ni ). This is a biased estimator, however considering Jensen’s inequality which states EP (n) [log Q(z|n)] ≤ log EP (n) [Q(z|n)]. Adding in the
tuning parameters, the β-TC modified KLD loss is expressed as

"
Lβ−T C = αIq (z; X) + βDKL Q(z)k

#
Y

Q(zj ) + γ

j

X

DKL [Q(zj )kP (zj )]

(5.47)

j

This can be used to freely replace LKLD in the earlier expression of the loss function for
the VAE to produce a β-TCVAE loss function. Empirical evidence shows that modulating
only the β parameter tends to show the greatest effect on disentanglement in the latent
representation and outperforms β-VAE, so the α and γ parameters tend to be ignored in
the interest of reducing the hyperparameter tuning overhead in practice.
Convolutional Layers
So far, only full-connected, or dense, layers have been discussed. However, there are
benefits to imposing constraints on the connectivity between layers, especially in situations
where the input data exhibits some sort of topological structure, such as the spatial or
temporal ordering of a signal. One such way to do this is with a convolutional neural
network (CNN).[153] By constraining the connectivity such that the neural units are now
filters, or kernels, of a defined size over the input, ANNs can be trained to respond to local
features across the input rather than global ones. This is done by (discretely) convolving
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the filters across the input using a D−dimensional convolution operation for input structure
of at least D dimensions. This convolution process involves striding the filters across the
feature maps such that each individual convolution on a constrained volume of the input
corresponds to a single value in the output. Consider the 2−dimensional case where the
(n)

1-dimensional layers of neurons used previously, xi , become 2-dimensional feature maps
(n,u)

Xij

, where u ∈ {0, . . . , U − 1} indexes the feature maps in the input to layer n, which are
(n)

often referred to as channels. Similarly, the weight matrix, Wij , will now be represented
(n,u,v)

as a matrix of weighted filters Wkl

, where v ∈ {0, . . . , V − 1} indexes the feature maps

of layer n − 1 and k ∈ {k− , . . . , k+ } and l ∈ {l− . . . l+ } respectively index the dimensions
(n)

(n,u)

of the 2-dimensional filters. The bias vector, bi , will also become the bias matrix Bij

.

In essence, discrete convolutions can be thought of as a coarse-graining approach.


(n,u)

Xij

(n)
= fij 

k+
V
−1 X
X

l+
X


(n,u,v)

Wkl

(n−1,v)

(n,u) 

Xi−k;j−l + Bij

v=0 k=k− l=l−
(n,u)
Xij

=

(n)
fij

V
−1
X

!
(n,u,v)
Wkl

∗

(n−1,v)
∗Xij

+

(n,u)
Bij

(5.48)

v=0

Where ∗∗ denotes the 2−dimensional convolution operation. Note that the filters do
not necessarily “start” on or “end” on the index ij, rather they are applied “around” it.
Generalizing to D-dimensions,

(n,u)

Xid

(n)

= f id

V
−1
X

!
(n,u,v)

Wkd

(n−1,v)

∗ . d. . ∗Xid

(n,u)

+ Bid

(5.49)

v=0

Where the subscript d ∈ {0, . . . , D − 1} on an index denotes the dimension of the
(n,u)

indexing. As can be readily seen, the feature maps Xid
(n−1,v)

obtained from the feature maps Xid

indexed by u for layer n are

indexed by v for layer n − 1 by summing the
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(n,u,v)

filters of layer n contained in Wkd
(n,u)

adding the bias Bid

convolved with said feature maps for layer n − 1 and

. It is very important to note that the dimensions id are determined

by how the convolution operation “fits” into the feature maps from layer n − 1. If for any
d ∈ {0, . . . , D}; kd 6= 1, it is possible that not all values in the feature maps of layer n − 1
will be visited by the convolution to determine the values filling out the feature maps of
layer n. If we take the “true” dimensions of the feature maps to be gd and assume gd 6= id ,
the relation is defined as id = gd − kd + 1. Notably, if ∀d ∈ {0, . . . , D}; kd = 1, the result of
the convolution is identical to a dense layer, as no topological structure is respected across
the input. This can also bee seen in the output dimension formula.

Figure 5.7: A diagram depicting the convolution operation for a single kernel of
shape (3, 3) with a stride of (2, 2) acting on an input of shape (4, 4) with zeropadding denoted by the striped input region to produce an output feature map of
shape (2, 2). Each stride is color coded such that each entry in the output is the
sum of the products of the kernel weights and input entries over the subvolume
corresponding to the same color. Since the stride is less than the kernel size, the
subvolumes overlap.
In order to achieve a desired output dimension, padding may be employed on the
feature map of layer n−1, which appends additional values along the borders of the feature
maps. These padding values may simply be a fixed constant (usually zero to represent a
terminating boundary), or they can be set to respect some given boundary condition such
as periodic boundaries or mirrored boundaries. In this case, the output dimension is given
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by id = gd − kd + 2pd + 1 for some padding pd . An example convolution is shown in Fig.
5.7 for a convolution operation for a single kernel of shape (3, 3) with a stride of (2, 2)
acting on an input of shape (4, 4) with zero-padding. This can be effectively used to
increase the size of the dimensions of the feature maps for layer n, but what if a smaller
size of the dimensions is desired? One option is to trim the input, but that is not really a
desirable option as information is then necessarily lost as the convolutional layers cannot
learn from that input. In order to accomplish this, striding is used instead. As the filter
convolves through the feature maps, the iterative process by default iterates the position
of the filter on the feature map by one in each direction. This is called a stride of one. By
increasing the stride, less convolutions are performed, and thus the output volume shrinks.
The output dimension id given a stride sd is then id =

gd −kd +2pd
sd

+ 1. The output dimension

is necessarily of integer value, so some subvolumes of the feature maps may never be visited
due to this constraint.
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Chapter 6
Prediction of the 2-Dimensional Ising Model Crossover
6.1

Introduction
The Ising model itself is a mathematical model for ferromagnetism that is often explored

in the field of statistical mechanics in physics. The model takes the form of a discrete
arrangement of magnetic dipole moments of atomic spins. The spins themselves are defined
as σi ∈ {−1, +1} and are arranged in an n-dimensional lattice structure. The spins are
allowed to influence one another through nearest-neighbor interactions. The 2-dimensional
Ising model is particularly notable for being one of the simplest statistical models that
displays a phase transition. The full Hamiltonian describing the model follows.

H=−

X

Jij σi σj −

X

Hi σi

(6.1)

i

hi,ji

Where Jij is the interaction energy which can be tuned to control the interaction
strengths in the lattice. A model with an interaction energy of zero is consequently a noninteracting system and positive and negative interaction energies respectively correspond
to ferromagnetic and antiferromagnetic interactions. The variable Hj denotes the external
magnetic field strength for lattice position j, where positive values indicate a preference for
spin-up configurations, negative values indicate a preference for spin-down configurations,
and zero values indicate the lack of an external magnetic field (and consequently and order
preference). The subscript on the sum of the spin interactions hi, ji indicates a sum only
over lattice positions i and j that are nearest-neighbors.
6.2 Methods
The Ising configurations are generated using a standard Monte Carlo algorithm written
in Python using the NumPy library.[154, 155] The algorithm was also optimized to be parallel using the Dask library and select subroutines were compiled at run-time for efficiency
using the JIT compiler provided by the Numba library.[156, 157] The Monte Carlo moves
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used are called spin-flips. A single spin flip attempt consists of flipping the spin of a single
lattice site, calculating the resulting change in energy ∆E, and then using that change

in energy to define the Metropolis criterion exp − ∆E
. If a randomly generated number
T
is smaller than said Metropolis criterion, the configuration resulting from the spin-flip is
accepted as the new configuration. The data analyzed in this work consists of 1,024 square
Ising configurations of side length 32 with periodic boundary conditions across 65 external
field strengths and 65 temperatures respectively uniformly sampled from [−2, 2] and [1, 5].
The magnetic moments and interaction energies were set to unity such that µ = 1 and
Jij = J = 1. Each sample was equilibrated with 8,388,608 spin-flip attempts before data
collection began. Data was then collected at an interval of 8,192 spin-flip attempts for each
sample up to a sample count of 1,024. At the end of each data collection step, a replica
exchange Markov chain Monte Carlo move was performed across the full temperature range
for each set of Ising configurations that shared the same external field strength.[158]
In this work, the Ising spins were rescaled such that a spin-down atomic spins carry
the value 0 and spin-up atomic spins carry the value 1, which is a standard setup for
binary-valued features in data science. This representation is consistent with the lattice
gas model, which is equivalent to the Ising model. The resulting modified Hamiltonian
would be represented in the following manner

H = −4J

X

ni nj − µ

hi,ji

X

ni

(6.2)

i

Where the external field strength H is reinterpreted as the chemical potential µ, J
retains its role as the interaction strength, and ni ∈ {0, 1} represents the lattice site occupancy. The original Ising Hamiltonian can be recovered using the relation σi = 2ni − 1 up
to a constant.
The goal is to map the raw Ising configurations to a small set of descriptors that
can discriminate between the samples using a structural criterion inferred by an ML al202

gorithm. A β-TCVAE is used to perform this task as it is well-suited for representation
learning of this kind.[152] The encoder and decoder neural networks are implemented as
deep CNNs in order to preserve the spatially dependent 2-dimensional structure of the Ising
configurations.[153]
The encoder CNN uses four convolutional layers with kernel shapes of (3, 3) following
the input layer with kernel strides of (2, 2) and increasing filter counts by a factor of 4.
Furthermore, each convolutional layer uses SELU activation functions and LeCun normal
kernel initializations as well as kernels of shape (3, 3).[116] The output of the final convolutional layer is then flattened, feeding into two 2-dimensional dense layers representing
the latent variables that correspond to the means µi and logarithmic variances log σi2 of
multivariate Gaussian distributions using linear activations. A random variable zi is drawn


from the distribution such that zi = µi + exp 21 log σi2 N(0, 1), which is then used as the
input layer for the decoder CNN, where zi is mapped to a dense layer that is then reshaped
to match the structure of the output from the final convolutional layer in the encoder CNN.
From there, the decoder CNN is simply the reverse of the encoder network in structure,
albeit with convolutional transpose layers in favor of standard convolutional layers. The
final output layer from the decoder network is thus a reproduction of the original input
configurations to the encoder network using a sigmoid activation function.
The loss term consists of a binary crossentropy reconstruction loss and the β-TC KLD
loss term with α = λ = 1 and β = 8. Minibatch stratified sampling was also employed during training. The Nesterov-accelerated Adaptive Moment Estimation (Nadam) optimizer
was used to optimize the loss.[130] It was found that the adaptive nature of the Nadam
optimizer more efficiently arrived at minimizing the loss during training of the β−TCVAE
model than other optimizers. The specific parameters used for the Nadam optimizer were
β1 = 0.9, β2 = 0.999, a schedule decay of 0.4, and the default epsilon provided by the Keras
library. A learning rate of 0.00001 was chosen. Training was performed over 16 epochs with
a batch size of 845 and the samples were shuffled before training started. A callback was
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used to reduce the learning rate on a loss plateau with a patience of 8 epochs.
After fitting the β−TCVAE model, the latent encodings of the Ising configurations
were extracted for further analysis. Principal component analysis (PCA) was used on the
latent means and standard deviations independently to produce linear transformations of
the Gaussian parameters that more clearly discriminate between the samples using the
scikit-learn package.[99] This is done by diagonalizing the covariance matrix of the original features to find a set of independent orthogonal projections that describe the most
statistically varied linear combinations of the original feature space.[99] The PCA projections are then interpreted for the 2-dimensional Ising model. The motivation for using the
principal components (PC) of the latent variables instead of the raw latent variables is to
more effectively capture measurements that are both statistically independent due to the
orthogonality constraint and also explain the most variance possible in the latent space
under said constraint. Given that the latent representations characterize the structure of
the Ising configurations, the principal components of the latent representations allow for
more effective discrimination between the different structural characteristics of the configurations than the raw latent variables do. The β−TCVAE model used in this work was
implemented using the Keras ML library with TensorFlow as a backend.[11, 10]
6.3 Results
All of the plots in this section were generated with the MatPlotLib package using a
perceptually uniform colormap.[159] In each plot, the coloration for a square sector on the
diagram represents the average value of the measurement at that sector on the diagram,
with lightness corresponding to magnitude.
The latent means µi contain a dominant PC with noticeable statistical significance as
it explains 77.08% of the total statistical variances between the µi encodings of the Ising
configurations while the others explain the rest. This PC will be denoted with ν0 . These
results reflect the accomplishments of prior published works.[18]
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Figure 6.2: A diagram depicting the ensemble average magnetization m with respect to the external fields and temperatures.

Figure 6.1: A diagram depicting the ensemble average encoding ν0 with respect
to the external fields and temperatures.

By comparing ν0 depicted in Fig.6.1 to the calculated magnetizations m of the Ising
configurations in Fig.6.2, it is readily apparent that ν0 is rather faithfully representing the
magnetizations of the Ising configurations. There are some inaccuracies in the intermediate
magnetizations produced by a relationship resembing a sigmoid between ν0 and m, but a
very clear discrimination between the ferromagnetic spin-up and ferromagnetic spin-down
configurations is shown. Since the magnetizations act as the order parameter for the 2dimensional Ising model, this shows that the extraction of a reasonable representation
of the order parameter is possible with a VAE. It is important to note that since the
magnetization is a linear feature of the Ising configurations, a much simpler linear model
would be sufficient for extracting the magnetization.
The latent standard deviations σi show much more interesting behavior, however. The
two interesting PCs of the σi encodings, denoted as τ0 and τ1 , are investigated with respect
to the external field strengths and the temperatures. They respectively explain 75.59% and
4.92% of the total statistical variance between the σi encodings of the Ising configurations.
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Figure 6.4: A diagram depicting the ensemble average energy E with respect to
the external fields and temperatures.

Figure 6.3: A diagram depicting the ensemble average encoding τ0 with respect
to the external fields and temperatures.

By comparing τ0 depicted in Fig.6.3 to the calculated energies E of the Ising configurations shown in Fig.6.4, it is clear that τ0 exhibits a strong discrimination between the low to
intermediate energy regions and the highest energy region characterized by a cone starting
at the vanishing field critical point approximated at TC ≈ 2.25 that extends symmetrically
to include more external field values with rising temperature, which is rather similar to
the critical point predicted using a dense autoencoder.[160] This is in effect capturing the
concretely paramagnetic samples and the relative error in the estimation of the critical
temperature is acceptable with a 0.85% overestimate error with respect to the exact value
of TC =

2√
ln [1+ 2]

≈ 2.27.[161] Given that the paramagnetic samples are essentially noise

due to the higher temperatures destroying any order that would otherwise be present, it
makes sense that these would be easy to discriminate from the rest of the samples using a
β−TCVAE model. This is because the samples with ν0 values corresponding to nearly zero
magnetizations and rather high values for τ0 will resemble Gaussian noise with no notable
order preference, which is indeed reflected in the raw data. In this way, it seems that the
latent means µi track the ferromagnetic order while the latent standard deviations σi track
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the disorder.

Figure 6.5: A diagram depicting the ensemble average encoding τ1 with respect
to the external fields and temperatures.

Figure 6.6: A diagram depicting the ensemble Ising specific heat C with respect
to the external fields and temperatures.

The behavior of τ1 shown in Fig.6.5 is even more interesting, as it is not simply discriminating samples with intermediate energies from the rest of the data set. If this were
true, then some samples at temperatures below the critical point at non-zero external field
strengths would be included, as is readily apparent in the energies shown in Fig.6.6. Rather,
there is another cone shape as was seen with τ0 , albeit much wider and with the the samples
represented strongly by τ0 omitted. In effect, it would appear as if τ1 is capturing regions
in the diagram with intermediate structural variance as opposed to the maximal structure
variance that is captured by τ0 . Interestingly, τ1 bears a rather strong resemblance to the
specific heat capacity C depicted in Fig. 8. It is worth noting that there is a slight asymmetry between the spin up and the spin down configurations in τ1 , but it has negligible
effects on the relevant analysis.
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Figure 6.7: A diagram depicting the distribution of
errors in the β−TCVAE
Ising model spin predictions.

Figure 6.8: A diagram
depicting the distribution
of absolute errors in the
β−TCVAE Ising model
spin predictions.

Figure 6.9: A diagram
depicting the distribution
of the β−TCVAE model
KLDs of the latent Ising
encodings.

The distribution of the error between the true and β−TCVAE predicted values for the
Ising model spins is shown in Fig.6.7. The distribution is very sharply centered around
and resonably symmetric about zero, showing suitable spin prediction accuracy without a
considerable bias towards one spin over the other. The distribution of the absolute errors
between the true and β−TCVAE predicted values is shown in Fig.6.8, showing that the
bulk of the predictions exhibit very little error. The distribution of the Kullback-Leibler
divergences is depicted in Fig.6.9 and is well-behaved with few outliers.
6.4 Conclusions
In essence, using a VAE to extract structural information from raw Ising configurations
exposes interesting derived order parameters that can be used to not only identify a transition point, but also a crossover region amongst other regions of interest. The crux of this
analysis is in the interpretation of the extracted feature space as represented by the latent
variables. Due to the construction of the multivariate sampling from the VAE encodings,
it can readily be inferred that the latent standard deviations σi modulate the amount of
Gaussian noise present in different feature subspaces in the configurations while the latent
means µi , as expected, shift the values of the feature subspaces.
Considering that ν0 reflects the magnetization for the 2-dimensional Ising model, this
means that they can be readily interpreted as indicators for the types of order exhibited
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by the configurations, being spin-up or spin-down ferromagnetic ordered in this case. The
latent standard deviations σi , however, can be interpreted as indicators for the types of
disorder exhibited by the configurations. This is readily apparent as τ0 clearly isolates
the high energy, and consequently very noisy, paramagnetic configurations. This is further
reinforced by the fact that these particular configurations additionally exhibit values of ν0
corresponding to vanishing magnetizations, showing little order preference. Furthermore,
τ1 is of particular interest because it isolates the Ising configurations for which the values
of ν0 correspond to weak but non-zero magnetizations while the latent standard deviations
σi are still significant in magnitude. This visually resembles the specific heat capacity,
which should peak at the critical point in the vanishing field and tracks the variation
in the energetics of the configurations rather than the variations in the structures of the
configurations. The extracted region from τ1 can readily be interpreted as the crossover
region, as these configurations exhibit order preferences alongside a significant amount of
noise brought on by the higher temperatures which also shifts with increasing external field
magnitudes.
These results potentially carry broad implications for the path towards formulating a
generalized order parameter alongside a notion of a crossover region with minimal a priori
information through the use of ML methods, which would allow for the investigation of
many interesting complex systems in condensed matter physics and materials science. The
advantage of the present method is in its capability of capturing the crossovers. This opens a
new avenue for the study of quantum critical points from the data obtained at low but finite
temperatures that instead exhibits crossover regions. Examples of these include data from
large scale numerical Quantum Monte Carlo simulations for heavy fermion materials and
high temperature superconducting cuprates for which quantum critical points are believed
to play crucial roles for their interesting properties.
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Chapter 7
Prediction of the Melting Point of Aluminum
7.1

Methods
The machine learning approach that will be employed to calculate the melting point

involves classifying radial distribution functions in an unsupervised manner such that a
large data set of snapshots of atomic configurations can be partitioned into the solid and
liquid phases. The radial distribution functions are calculated from snapshots of atomic
positions in molecular dynamics simulations that cross over the melting point both through
cooling and through heating. The average classifications of the radial distribution functions
within discrete temperature ranges are treated as phase probabilities probabilities and the
melting point will be identified as the temperature for which the radial distributions are
equally likely to be in the solid or liquid phase.
Specifically, a PCA decomposition of the radial distribution functions is investigated
to identify any strong linear features present in the radial distributions. From there, t-SNE
manifold learning is be performed in order to provide nonlinear feature extraction that will
ideally separate the two phases according to a learned criterion. Once the phases are separated, corresponding to one low- and one high-temperature cluster, the DBSCAN clustering
algorithm assigns labels to the samples belonging to each cluster. A histogram can then be
calculated for the cluster label associated with the higher temperature cluster with respect
to temperature. This will provide as histogram that starts at zero for low temperatures,
where no samples belonging to the high temperature cluster exist, but gradually increases
until a sufficiently high temperature is reached and the histogram saturates at unity with
all of the samples belong to the high temperature cluster. The histogram will thus trace out
the shape of a logistic function, which represents the probability of the material existing
in the solid phase as a function of temperature PS (T ) and can be fit using an orthogonal
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distance regression.

PS (T ) =

1
1+

e−k(T −TM )

(7.1)

The minimum of PS (T ) is 0 and the maximum is 1, fulfilling the requirement that the
probability of the material existing in the solid phase runs from 0 to 1 as the temperature
changes. The parameter TM is the midpoint of the logistic function where the probability
is exactly 0.5 and can thus be readily interpreted as the melting point. The parameter k
is is the logistic growth rate. Two approaches are considered. One, where the heating and
cooling simulations are considered separately with their respective melting points and the
hysteresis method is employed to extract the true melting point, and another where all of
the data is considered simultaneously and the melting point is extracted.
7.2 Results
All of the plots in this section were generated with the MatPlotLib package using a
perceptually uniform colormap.[159] A molecular dynamics simulation was performed with
a modified embedded atom model potential for aluminum starting in the face centered
cubic crystal structure with 108 atoms using the LAMMPS simulation package.[162, 163]
All dynamics were carried out in the isobaric-isothermic ensemble (NPT) with a time step of
0.00390625 picoseconds. The simulation consisted of six stages. Starting from the low-end
temperature of 256K (initialized such that there is no net angular or linear velocity), the
system was equilibrated, then ramped up to 2560K and equilibrated again before ramping
the temperature back down to 256K, equilibrating and ramping back up to 2560K. Each
equilibration stage consisted of 1,048,576 time steps and each temperature ramping stage
consisted of 2,097,152 time steps. The thermodynamic and position data was recorded
every 32 time steps. A temperature damping constant 0.5 picoseconds and a pressure
damping constant of 4.0 picoseconds were used for the thermostat and the barostat. Only
the data from the last two temperature ramps, one up and one down, were used for analysis.
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The radial distribution functions were calculated out to half of the smallest simulation box
size out of the whole data set and were averaged over each atom (as reference atoms).

Figure 7.1: A diagram depicting a scatterplot of the first two PCA projections of the aluminum radial distributions where each sample is colored by its
temperature.

Figure 7.2: A diagram depicting the projections of the first two principal components of the aluminum radial distributions.

Fig. 7.1 depicts the PCA decomposition of the radial distributions into two principal components. The first, x0 describes 42.44% of the total variance and the second, x1
describes 4.63%. The radial distributions were scaled using hyperbolic tangent scaling
before performing the decomposition. There is a clear correlation between the spatial arrangements of the samples with respect to their temperatures and there even seems to be
evidence of a weak natural clustering, but it is not clear enough to reliably classify into
separate clusters. Fig. 7.2 shows the components used to obtain the projections of the
radial distributions. They are readily observed to be responding to the radial distribution
features differently from one another.
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Figure 7.3: A diagram depicting a scatterplot of the t-SNE embedding of the
aluminum radial distributions with two
components where each sample is colored
by its temperature.

Figure 7.4: A diagram depicting a DBSCAN clustered scatterplot of the t-SNE
embedding of the aluminum radial distributions colored by cluster average temperatures.

However, in Fig. 7.3, there is a strong clustering provided by the nonlinear t-SNE
embedding that retains the same characteristic regarding a correlation between the temperature and the spatial location of a sample, resulting in a clear natural grouping into
two clusters. The t-SNE embedding was learned from the scaled radial distributions using
the PCA embeddings as an initialization. The perplexity was set to reflect the average
number of samples per bin obtained by binning the samples into 64 discrete temperature
ranges. The Kullback-Leibler divergence of the embedding is 1.98. Fig. 7.4 depicts the
same arrangement of samples clustered using DBSCAN. An  of 0.5 was used as a criterion
for the nearest neighbor distance to define the density-based clustering. Now, that the
clustering has been obtained, it can be instructive to view the temperature distributions
and radial distributions of the samples contained by the two clusters.
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Figure 7.5: A diagram depicting the temperature distributions of the two clusters
from the t-SNE embedding.

Figure 7.6: A diagram depicting the
average radial distributions of the DBSCAN clustered samples.

From the temperature distributions shown in Fig. 7.5, the distributions are seen to
be overlapping between approximately 500K and 1500K, centered slightly below 1000K.
This is an indication that the clusters from the t-SNE embedding are indeed reflecting
the physical phase of matter since this is approximately where the melting temperature is
expected to be found. This notion is solidified by the average radial distributions depicted
in Fig. 7.5 where the radial distribution of the colder cluster is indeed displaying face
centered cubic structure (with fluctuations) and the warmer cluster is displaying a liquid
structure. This demonstrates that the clusters can be reliably treated as partitions of the
samples into the solid and liquid phases.
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Figure 7.7: A diagram depicting the logistic fits to the PS (T ) curves to the heating and cooling stages separately. The
dotted lines indicate the estimated melting temperatures.

Figure 7.8: A diagram depicting the logistic fit to the PS (T ) curve for the combined heating and cooling stages. The
dotted line indicates the estimated melting temperature

In Fig. 7.7, the logistic fits to the solid phase probability curves for the separate
heating and cooling stages are depicted. The estimated supercooling melting temperature
−
is estimated at TM
= 728K and the estimated superheating melting temperature is located
+
at TM
= 1141K. Using the empirical hysteresis prediction, this gives TM = 958K. The

true melting temperature for the potential used is located at 937K, which constitutes a
2.24% overestimate of the melting temperature from the hysteresis approach, well within
error for the method.[163] The melting temperature estimate from the combined heating
and cooling stages depicted in Fig. 7.8 is located at TM = 926K, a 1.17% underestimate
of the known melting temperature. Both results are well within the expected error.
7.3 Conclusions
The results demonstrate that through feature space reduction and clustering methods,
unsupervised machine learning methods can be used to partition snapshots of the distribution of atomic positions in a system into the expected phases associated with the structure
change the system undergoes during the melting process. Additionally, this can be used to
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estimate the melting point. This is promising for unsupervised classification of structures
in other physical systems and performs well in comparison to existing methods that predict
the melting temperature of bulk surfaceless materials. The advantage of this approach lies
in the face that an order parameter does not need to be chosen or calculated, rather, the
unsupervised machine learning approach is capable of discriminating between solid and liquid structures through the radial distribution function alone, which is important because
such a priori information about materials is not always known. This is an encouraging
result for extracting rough melting temperature estimates in more complex systems with
no known order parameters where more complicated methods for calculating the melting
temperature may be untenable.
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Chapter 8
Conclusions
The study of the statistical mechanics of many-body physical systems, the ultimate
goal is to extract meaningful information about the emergent properties of the microscopic
details of the system. Of particular interest is the phenomenon of phase transitions. Many
well-established frameworks have been developed within the field of statistical mechanics to
establish this connection between the macroscopic and the microscopic, including Landau
theory, Landau-Ginzburg theory, and the renormalization group. Within these frameworks,
knowledge of the form of the microscopic interactions of the constituents of the system are
exploited with statistical methods, allowing for researchers to learn about emergent phenomena such as phase transitions without explicit knowledge of the microscopic trajectories
in the system. Of particular interest is the incredibly powerful framework provided by the
renormalization group which provides a natural language for describing the behavior of
physics over scale which exploits the concept of symmetry and ties into the concept of
universality through the implementation of a coarse-graining strategy that preserves longrange physics. These notions of scale, symmetry, and universality are incredibly important
for describing the physical world that surrounds us as they describe fundamental organizational aspects of the natural world. The formalism of scaling under the renormalization
group provides an elegant approach towards connecting the microscopic details of a system
to macroscopic phenomena that are encountered on a daily basis and symmetries allow
for the expression of succinct summaries of physical systems while universality explains
how different physical systems correspond to each other under the conditions of criticality. However, many gaps in our knowledge still exist. Physical investigation into critical
phenomena still relies on additional information beyond the mechanics of the microscopic
such as the identification of order parameters upon which the effective free energies must
be conditioned. For many systems, the identification of such order parameters has eluded
efforts that use conventional methods. However, the growing field of machine learning pro-
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vides an interesting opportunity to fill in these gaps, or perhaps at least provide a notion
of points of interest that require further investigation.
Machine learning provides a framework that eschews explicit instructions in favor of
strategies based around pattern extraction and inference driven by statistical analysis.
Empirically, this has proven to be an extremely effective approach for many real-world
applications. In the context of studying phase transitions, representation learning is of
particular interest. By learning a small set of descriptors for complex high-dimensional
data, machine learning can be used in a philosophically similar manner to how symmetries
are used to summarize physical systems. The mechanism used by artificial neural networks
to perform pattern extraction additionally behaves in a similar manner to the scaling
strategy employed by the renormalization group to construct theories across different length
scales for a physical system by retaining only the pertinent information to the larger length
scales. Indeed, the neurons that are aggregated into layers that compose a neural network
learn to respond to pertinent features in a dataset necessary to make effective predictions
as early layers learn “high-level” features while deeper layers build upon this information to
construct more complicated features through a coarse-graining strategy. In certain contexts,
this is more than just a philosophical similarity. For instance, a restricted Boltzmann
machine has been shown to implement block-spin renormalization on the Ising model.
Still, machine learning is only understood heuristically in general. Regardless, a smoking
gun exists that hints towards the idea of a unified approach towards isolating pertinent
information in highly complex information. The results presented in this work have been
done in the pursuit of following up on this smoking gun to investigate applications of
machine learning to studying phase transitions. According to Landau theory, a phase
transition will be accompanied by a pattern change in the structure of the system due
to symmetry-breaking, which makes machine learning a natural choice for detecting such
pattern changes through its ability to identify distinguishing features across a dataset.
While it has already been shown in other work that a restricted Boltzmann machine is
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capable of performing block-spin renormalization on the Ising model and principle component analysis in addition to autoencoders are capable of identifying the order parameter of
the Ising model, this work takes the machine learning analysis of the system further. Ultimately, the magnetization is a rather simple linear feature of the Ising model in particular,
as simply summing all of the spins provides a feature proportional to the magnetization.
However, in this work, it has been shown that a variational autoencoder is additionally
capable of identifying features that are indicative of thermal phenomena important to the
study of phase transitions. Of particular interest is the isolation of a feature through the
use of representation learning that resembles the specific heat capacity of the 2-dimensional
square Ising model in addition to identifying the spin up and down ferromagnetic regions
as well as the paramagnetic region of the phase diagram. This was accomplished solely by
learning from the information provided by the raw Ising configurations without the need
for additional a priori information such as the identification of the order parameter beforehand. Given that the specific heat capacity is calculated through the variance of the energy
of the system, this shows that a neural network is indeed capable of learning rather complex features describing the energetics of a physical system. Additionally, due to the fact
that the variational autoencoder learns through identifying structural differences, a notion
of the crossover region in the non-vanishing field case is identified as these configurations
do not share the same structural properties as the ferromagnetic or paramagnetic samples,
instead showing features that are somewhat between the two with magnetic ordering due
to the existence of the external field that has not yet been completely destroyed by thermal
fluctuations.
However, sometimes the fashionable neural network approaches to feature learning
are not necessary to characterize a phase transition. Instead, older methods from manifold learning and clustering can accurately identify structural changes across a dataset.
This is shown through the application of t-distributed stochastic neighbor embedding to a
monatomic system of aluminum atoms across a large range of temperatures that contains
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the melting point. The radial distribution functions for each of the collected samples can
be mapped to a 2-dimensional nonlinear manifold using this method that shows a very
clear separation between clusters of solid and liquid samples that can be used to infer the
melting temperature. Indeed, this is capable of providing an accurate determination of the
melting temperature that is comparable to results obtained with the hysteresis method,
albeit without needing the explicit definition of a criterion to categorize samples as either
solid or liquid. This is an encouraging result, as it shows that machine learning is capable
of inferring a structural discrimination criterion, which can be useful for atomic and molecular systems for which an order parameter has not yet been determined, which prohibits
characterization of the phase diagram.
In all, it has been shown that there exists a distinct motivation for further developing
the use of machine learning methods to detect pattern differences in physical systems to
identify phase transitions and crossovers through the statistical inference of complex discriminating features rather than explicit a prior order parameters necessary for identifying
phase transitions. While there is a correspondence between the restricted Boltzmann machine and the renormalization group, the broader connection between formalisms for physical investigation and machine learning is a philosophical one, albeit a very encouraging one.
As such, great care must be taken to identify the capabilites and limitations inherent to
machine learning in these applications and given that a general proof of machine learning
is unlikely to be discovered in the near future or perhaps ever, we are limited to empirical
studies. By establishing and refining methodologies on well-known and solved problems,
it is possible to build up to addressing outstanding problems in physics. Ultimately, the
recent advances in the field of machine learning provide exciting opportunities to expand
upon the already substantial library of methodologies used to investigate physical systems.
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